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PREFACE
In the course of a numlx;r <jf years of ex(xrience in the practice

and teaching of cngintx^nng, the writer has had frequent occasion to

deal with the general theor>' of machine construction and to analyze

the pro]H)rtions of various parts. In many cases it is largely

a question of designing the parts of sufficient strength, and the pnn-

ciples used in such work are of the greatest imjx)rtance to the engineer

and student.

The science of machine design generally does not deal with the

])rinciples on which the machine is constructed, nor dtx;s it attemjit to

detennine the stresses acting on the variou.s parts while performing

their required functions; it rather a.ssumes that these stresses are

known and as,sists in the ijroix-r projx)rtioning of the parts.

In the making of machines, however, it is necessary to know the

e! 'ct of changing the length and ix)sition of a link, for example, the

eflect of lengthening the connecting rod of a steam engine and of

off-setting the cylinder. Again the effect of changing the shaix?s of

gear teeth and also the determination of the correct shape are matters

of the greatest imixirtance.

Then again, the turning effect on the crank shaft due to the steam

or gas pressure, the relative merits in this rcsjx^ct of two and four

cycle gas engines, of tandem and cross-comjxjund steam engines, the

turning moment required on the crank of a stont crusher to crush the

stone, etc., a-e frequently necessary in the design of the machine.

Other important problems are the design of governors, the de-

terminal' .

' ' -^:oix;rweight of fly-wheels to meet given conditions,

the s])eei jns in various machines, the effect of the inertia

of the
J

- "fffct of friction and the efficiency of machines.

Noi; inatt'^ :- just mentioned come rightly under the head

of machine design, al' '. ough sometimes so treated, but form a separ-

ate study, and it is to such matters that the present treatise is de-

\oted. These matters arc not dealt with in an exhaustive manner,

as the author feels that this would make the book too cumbersome,

but the effort has been to make the treatise as suggestive as

possible in the hoi)e that the reader may work out his own problems

with the help here given.

Some hesitation is felt about publishing this volume, partly

Ix;cause very much has already been written on the subject, and
partly because the matter could not be dealt with as the author
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wmlcl have likt^. The work has boon illustratc.J throu^hou. bv
numerous examples so chosen as to explain chffia,!: although nounusual pract.eal cases and as far as ,K..s.sihle the effort has Uvn t.,put the matenal m readable form

Some little attention has been «ievott^ t„ the virtual centrebecause of the importance of the idea u|x,n which it is bast>d and
bc^causc. of US usc-fulness in certain cases, bu. - onstructions ^nvolvine

zz!ar'' '^^ - "-""-^^^ - - --^- -^^^^

\ nn!'
''

mT^'/'''''
*^' "phorcKraph" intnxluced in Chapter IV.now pubLhed for the first time, and the author has found the coni

exclusndy. Very much of the remainder of the book is ba.sed u,K,na knowledge of the phorograph, and its use gives very .simple methJfor determmmg accelerations, kinetic energies of links etc

frecK fh""' '^""^'""u
°"

r''"™"''
'^^ ^"'^'"- ^^' ^°"«"'l«' Quite

maschmen. whjch ,s a most comprehe: ive treatment of thisvervimportant part of machines. The characteristic cur^e has lienemployed qu.te broadly in his treatise and the authors regret stha"space prevent.s its wider use in the p„.sent volume. The slmeamhor s work has also been used in other parts of this book and h^sbeen acknowledged.

.f i^^^ll'^'^'ir
''" ^'^"^"^y f«"o^vs the treatment of Rankine andofKennedy. The latter authors book on "The Mechanics of MachTn-

In addition to the above authorities, the name of Prof T RRosebrugh. of the University of Toronto, should also be sfx^ciallvmentioned^ acknowledgment of his work in the discovervT thePhorograph havmg also been made in the bodv of the book

in or^"^?
^^""^ °^

'u""
^^ ''""^ ^"''" ""^^'- '-'^y g^eat pressure

.n order to meet the needs of the classes in the Universitvof Toronto, so that mistakes have probably crept in. but as much

hooedthT '' '" """ ^^''^'^ ^° "^^'^ '""^ --'^ --'-^'^ -d" t is

the rclder
''''^"'^°'"™'""^'""""''^''-'"'''^"^^

University of Toronto,

Toronto, August IS. 1912.

R. W. A
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CHAPTER I.

THE NATURE OF THE MACHINE
In discussing any subject it is very important to know its dis-

tinguishing characteristics and also the features which it has in
common with other and in many cases more fundamental matters
In the case of the machine this is particulari\- necessary, for the pro-
blems connected with the mechanics of machinery do not differ inmany ways from those of the mechanics of free bodies, the same laws
applying to both, and yet the machine has certain laws peculiar to
Itself which we must examine and classify. Further, machinery isnow in such common u.se that it is well worthy of sijecial considera-
tion.

In order to clear our ideas let us first of all examine .some of the
w-cll-known machines and see what their properties are. Take one
of the most common, the reciprocating steam engine, which is known
to con.sist essentially of the following parts :-(a) The frame or part
which IS fixed to some stationary or rigid object such as a foundation
or the frame work of a ship. This part carries the crank shaft bear-
ing, the cylinder and steam chest and the crosshead guides and as
these are frequently cast in one piece we may treat the whole as theone pan called the frame, (h) The piston, piston rod and crosshead
which may from the point of yiew of mechanics be treated as the
second part, which we may briefly call the piston. This part moyes
relatiyely to the frame, all points in it haying a pure motion of
translation or sliding; it contains the wrist pin to which the third
part about to be mentioned is connected.

The connecting rod or third part (c) has a somewhat peculiar
motion, one end of it being bored to receive the wrist pin. and
therefore haying a motion of translation or a reciprocating motion
the other en.i being bored to fit the crank pin which rotatesm a circle. Thus this rod swings about the wrist pin simi-
lar y to a pendulum but also moves in the general direction
of Its length at the same time, (d) The fourth part consists of thecrank and crank .shaft, the latter rotating in the crank shaft bearingon the frame and carrying the crank pin, the axis of which is parallel^Mh that of the shaft, and which describes a circle about the axis
ot the latter. Since the connecting rod is attached to the crank ,,inand also to the wrist pin the stroke of the piston will be proportional
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to, and it is generally equal to, the diameter of the crank pin circle.

The flj'wheel is attached to the crank shaft, (e) The remaining
parts consist of the valve gear and governor, and in this prcliminar\-

discussion will not be dealt with, their consideration being taken
up later.

Take a second well-known machine, a lathe, which consists of

the frame, the live spindle which rotates in bearings in the frame,

the carriage which slides along the frame and contains a tool i)ost

having a cross motion, the change and back gears, the lead screw,

belts, etc., all of which have certain definite duties to perfonn.

These two machines are typical of a ver.\' large number and from
them wc may develop the definition of the machine. Each of these

machines contains more than one part, and if we think of an\- other
machine we will see that it contains at least two jjarls. thus a crow-
bar is not a machine, neither is a shaft nor a pulle\-, if they were it

would be tlifficult to conceive of anything which were not a machine.
The so called "simple machines"—the lever, the wheel and axle,

and the wedge—give confusion along this line because the complete
machine is not inferred from the name; thus the bar of iron cannot
be called a lever, it only serves such a purpose when along with it is a
fulcrum, the wheel and axle only acts as a machine when it is mounted
in a frame with i)roi)er bearings, and so with the wedge. So that we
say a machine consists of a combination of parts.

Again these parts must otTer .some resistance to change of sha])o

to be of any value in this connection. Usually the i)arts of a machine
are rigid, but we very frequently find belts and ropes used, and it is

well known that these are only of value when the\- are in tension
because only when they are used in this way do they offer resistance

to change ofshape. Noone ever imts a belt in a machine in a ])Iace

where it is in compression. Sjirings are often used as in valve gears
and governors, but they offer resistance wherever used. Thus the
parts of a r,iachinc must be resistant.

Now under the preceding limitaticns a shi]) or any other structure

could readily be included, and yet we do not call them machines, in

fact, we would not call an\-thing a machine in which the parts were
incai)able of motion with regard to one another. In the engine, if

the frame is stationary, all the other parts are capable of moving,
and when the machine is serving its true purjjose they do move;
in a bicycle, for example, the wheels, chain, pedals, etc., all move
relatively to one antHher, and in all machines the i)arts must have
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relative motion. It is to be borne in mind that all the parts do not
necessarily move, and as a matter of fact there are very few machines
in which one part, which we shall refer to briefly as the frame, is not
stationary, but all paris must move relatively to one another. If we
stand on the frame of an engine the motion of the connecting rod
is quite evident if it is slow enough, and if on the other hand we stood
on tlie connecting rod of a very slow moving engine the frame v.ould
api)ear to us to move, that is, the frame has a motion relative to the
connecting rod, and vice versa.

Now as to the nature of the motion, and it is this that especially
distinguishes the machine. When a body moves in space its
direction, sense and velocity depend entirely upon the forces acting
on it for the time being, the path of a cannon-ball depends upon the
force of the wind, the attraction of gravity, etc., and it is imoossible
to make two cannon balls travel over the same path, because the
forces acting continually vary; a thrown ball mav go in an approxi-
mately straight line until struck by the batter when its course sud-
denly changes, so also with a ship, etc., i.e., in general, the path of a
body m space varies with the external forces acting upon it. In the
case of the machine, however, the matter is entirely different, for the
path of each part is predetermined by the designer, and he arranges
the whole machine so that each part shall act in conjunction with The
others to produce in each a perfectly defined path.

Thus, in the steam engine, the piston moves in a straight line
back and fcrth without turning at all, the crank pin describes a true
circle, each ])oint on it remaining in a definite plane, normal to the
axis of the crank shaft, during the rotation, and again the motion
ol the connecting rod, although not so simple, is yet perfectlv well
known. The same is true in a lathe, the carriage for instance 'slides
along the frame, the spindle has no longitudinal motion, but only
rotation, and the gears are not free to slide along their axles. These
ni„ii.,ns are fixed by the designer and the parts are arranged so as to
coiislnini them absolutely, irrespective of the external forces acting;
if one i)re.sses on the side of the crosshead its motion is unchanged'
and It he produces sufficient pressure to change the motion he breaks
tlic machine and makes it useless. The carriage of the lathe can only
move along the frame whether the tool which it carries is idle or sub-
jected to considerable force due to the cutting of metal, should the
carriage he pushed aside so that it does not slide on the frame, the
lathe wuuld he stopped and no work done with it till it was agai\3
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properly adjusted, and so we mij;ht multii)ly the illustrations almost
indefinitely.

This is then a distinel feature of the maehine, that the relative
motioTis of all parts are comi)letely fi.xed and do not depend in any
vva> upon the action of external forces. Or jx-rhaps it is better to
say that whatever external forces arc applied, the paths of the parts
are unaltered.

There remains one other matter relative to the machine, and
that is its purposo. Machines are always designed for the sjK'cial
purpose of doing work. In a steam engine energy is supplied to the
cylinder by the steam from the boiler, the object of the engine is to
convert this energy into some u.seful form of work, such as driving
a dynamo or pumping water. We deliver power to the spindle of a
lathe through a belt, and the lathe in turn uses this encrgv in doing
work on a bar by cutting a thread. We deliver energv to'the crank
on a windlass, and in turn, this energv- is taken up by the work done
in lifting a block of stone. Every machine is thus designed for the
expres' jjurpose of doing uvrk.

We may now sum up all these points in the form of a definition :—
A machine consists of resistant parts, which have a definitely known
motion relatively to each other, and are so arranged that a given
form of energy at our disposal may be made to do any desired form
of work.

Many machines apjjroach a great state of perfection, as for
exami)le the cases quoted of the steam engine and the lathe, where all
parts are carcfulh- made and the motions are all as close to those
desired as one could make them. But there are manv others which,
although commonly and corrcctl>- classed as machine's, do not come
strictly under the definition. Take the ca.se of the block and tackle
which will be as.sumed as attached to the ceiling and lifting a weight.
In the ideal case the pulling chain would alwavs remain in a given
position and the wei!.rht should travel straight up in a vertical line,
and in so far as this takes place the machine mav be con.sidered as
serving its ])urpo.se. but if the weight swings, then motion
IS lost and the machine deiiarts from the ideal conditions. Such
imperfections are not unajmmon in the cases of machines e.g.. the
rotor of an electrical motor may move endwise and thus deviate
from itt desired i)ath under certain conditions, and there arc many
such cases occurring in machinery. \Vc can onlv sav that such un-
certainty of motion must be avoided so far as it is i)os.sible, and the
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more such unccrtaintx- is removed, the more nearly [)erfeet is the
maehine, and the more nearly does it comply with the conditions
lor which it was designed, and the more ix'rfcctly will it do its work.

DIVISIONS OF THI-; SlBJEtl

We may divide our study of the machine into four part^ (1)
A study of the motions occurring? in the machine without regard to
the acting forces, this may be called the kinematics of machinery.
(2) A study of the external forces acting on different parts of a mach-
ine, treating it as a structure which is notmoving,orismovinguni-
formly and balancing forces by the ord. ary methods of statics, the
problems are those of static equilibrium. (3) A study <'"• he forces
due to the weights and shajjes of the parts as well as to i external
forces. (4) A study of the proper si7es and shapes to be given to the
parts to ijrovide for them sufficient strength to carry out the motions
which the designer intended, and to be able to resist the applied forces.
This is called machine design and is of sufficient importance and magni-
nitude to demand an entirely separate treatment so that it will not
be dealt with here.

We may h-gin on the first division of the subject, and shall
discuss the methods adopted for obtaining definite forms of motion
in machines. If we study the steam engine, which we have already
discussed at some leng.h, we notice that in any moving i>art the
path of any point always lies in one piano, e.g., the path of a point
on the crank pin lies on a plane normal to the crank shaft, as does also
the path of any point on the connecting rod, and also the path of any
point on the crosshcad. Kince this is the case the parts of a steam'-
engine mentioned are said to ha\e plane motion, bv this statement
we simply mean that the path of any point on anv part described
always lies in one and the same plane. In a completed steam engine
with slide valve, all parts have plane motion but the governor balls,m a lathe all i^arts have plane motion u.sual y, the same i;- true of
an electric motor, in ffict, the vast majority of the motions with which
we have to deal in machines are jjlane motions.

There are, however, cases where different motions oc-cur, for
example, we find that there are parts of machines where a point
always remains at a fixed distance from another fixed point, or where
the motion is .such that any j^oint will always lie on the surface
of a sphere of which the fixed i)oint is the centre, as in the universal
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and ball and scKkct joints. Such motion is called spheric motion and

is not nearly so coTmnon as the plane motion.

A third class of motions occur where a body has a motion of

rotation alx)Ut an axis and alsc a motion of translation along the

axis at the same time, the motion of translation bearing a fixed

ratio to the motioi of rotation. S'ch motion is called helicol or

screu.' motion and occurs quite frequently.

In the ordinary monkey wrench the m-jvable jaw has a plane

motion relative to the part held in the hand, .he plane motion being

one of translation or sliding, all points on the screw have plane

motion relative to the part held, the motion being one of rotation

about the axis of the screw, and the screw has a helical motion

relative to the movable jaw, and \ice versa.

PLANE CONSTRAINED MOTION

It has been noticed already that plane motion is frequently

constrained by causing a body to rotate about a given axis or by

causing the body to move along a straight line in a motion of trans-

lation, the first form of motion may be called turning motion, the latter

form ilidiu^ motion.

Turning motion.—This may be constrained in many ways but

Fig. 1 shows one mcihod consisting of a shaft in a fixed bearing,

this shaft carrving a pulley as shown in the upper figure, while the

lower figure shows a thrust bearing for the prope^er shaft of a

boat. In figure (a) there is simply a straight shaft 5 with i^ullcy

P, passing through a bearing B. and if the construction were left

in this fonn it would permit plane turning motion in the pulley

and shaft, but would not constrain it, as the shaft might move

axialh- through B. If. however, two collars C are secured to the

shaft by screws as shown, 'hen these collars effectually prevent

the axial motion and we get only pure turning. On the pro-

peller shaft the collars C are forged right on the shaft and here a

number are put on on account of the great force tending to push the

shaft axially. Thus in both cases the turning motion is necessitated

by the two bodies, the shaft with its collars and the bearing, and

these together are called a turning pair for obvious reasons, the

pair consisting of two elements.

It is evident thai this turning I'air can he arranged in viinous

f„nns as shown in Fig. 1, one form being preferred to another in
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certain cases. The form (c) is used for railroad cars, the bearing
here only coming in contact with the shaft for a small part of the
circumference of the latter, the two being held in contact purely
bt cause of the connection to the car which rests on top of B, the collars
C are here of slightly different form. At (d) we have a vertical
bearing wluch, in a somewhat betior form is often used in turbines,
but here again wc would only gel ' ho turning motion provided the
weight were on the vertical sha^t and i)ressed it into^. In this case
there is only one part corresponding to the collar C which is the part
c^ H below the shaft.

In ;he cases (a) and (h), turning motion will ',ake place by con-
struction, and is said to be secured by chain closure, which will be

Fig I

referred to hucr, while in the cases (c) anr^. (d) the motion isonlv
constrained so long as the external forces act in such a way as to
press the two elements of the pair together, plane motion being
secured by force closure. In cases, such as tho^e described, where
force closure is permissible it forms the cheaper construction as a
general rule.

Sliding motion.—The sliding pair also consists of two elements,
and if a section of these elements is taken normal to the direction
of sliding the elements 1. ast be non-circular. As in the previous
case the sliding pair in practice has very many forms, a few of which
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arc shown in Fig. 2, (a), (fc) and (c) being the forms in very common
use for the crosshcads of steam engines, (c) being rather chcaiK-r in

general than the others. At (d) is shown a form which ma\- hv used

where there is very little tendency to turning, consisting of a shaft

with a long kcyway cut in it while the other element has a parallel

key, or "feather," fastened to it, so that the outer element may
slide along the shaft but cannot rotate upon it. The student will

see very many forms of this pair and should study them carefully.

In the automobile engine and in all the smaller gas and {;asolinc

engines, the sliding pair is circular, because the crcsshead is omitted

and the connecting rod is directly attached to the piston, the latter

frame

Frame

Fig.

being of course, circular and not constraining sliding motion. In this

case the sliding motion alone is obtained because of the connecting

rod, which on account of the pairing at its two ends will not perniit

the piston to rotate. The real sliding pair, of course, consists of the

cylinder and piston, both of which are circular.

In the case of sliding i)airs also we may have chain closure

where constraint is due to the construction as in the cases illustrated

in Fig. 2 at (a), (6), (t), (d). in these cases the motion being one of

sliding irrespective of the directions of the acting forces, or we may
have force closure as shown at Fig. 3, which represents a ijlaner

table, the weight of which alone keeps it in place. Occasional!
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throujjh an accident the planer table may be pushed out of place
by a pressure on the side, but of course, the planer is not again used
until the table is replaced for the reason that the design is such that
the table is only to have plane motion, a condition possible only if the
table rests in the grooves in the frame.

The two principal forms of plane constrained motion are thus
turning and sliding, these motions being controlled by turning and
sliding pairs respectively, and each pair consisting of two elements.
Where contact between the two elements of a pair is aver a surface
tiie pair is called a lou-er pair, and where the contact is only along
a line or at a point, the pair is called a
higher pair. To illustrate this we may I T*"*
take the ordinary bearing as a very
common example of lower jjalring,

whereas a roller bearing has line con-
tact and a ball bearing ])oint contact
and are examples of higher pairing, ^^^- 3

these illustrations are so familiar as to require no drawings. The
contact between spur gear teeth is along a line and therefore an
example of higher pairing.

In general, the lower pairs last longer than the higher, Ijccause
of the greater surface exposed for wear, but the conditions of the
problem settle the type of pairing. Thus lower pairing is used on

?

the main shafts of large engines and turbines, but for automobilesand bic:,c!es the roller and ball bearings are common.

MACHINES, MECHANISMS, ETC.

Returning now to the steam engine. Fig. 4, described at thebeg.nnmg, ,ts formation may be studied. We will omit the valve gearandgovemorat present and discuss theremaining parts consisting ofthe crank, crank shaft and fly-wheel, the connecting rod, the piston
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iriston rotl and crosshcatl, and finally the frame and cylinder .TakinK

the conneetiuK nnl it is seen to contain two luminK elements, one

at either end. and that the real fanction of the metal in 'he hkI is

to keep thesi- two elements at a fixed distance apart. The crank

find crank shaft a contains two turning elements, one of which is

paired with one of the elements on the connecting' hkI h, and forms

the crank pin, and the other is paired with a corresiKmdinn element

on the frame d. forming the main Ix-annK H '« true that the mam

bearing mav Ik- made in two parts. Ix.th of which are made on the

frame, as in centre crank engines, or one of which may Ix- placed as

an outboard bearing, but it will -adily Ix.- underst.xxl that this divi-

sion of the bearing is only a matter of practical convenience, for it

is quite conceivable that the bearing might be made in one pic x>.

and if this piece were long enough it would scr^•e the purpose perfectly.

Thus the crank consists essentially of two turning elements proix-rh-

connected.

Again the frame d contains the outer element of a turning

pair, of which the inner element is the cvank shaft, and it also contains

a sliding clement which is usually again divided into two parts for

the purpose of convenience in construction, the parts being the cross-

head guides and the cylinder. But the two parts arc not absolutely
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iNSftitial. for in the single-aotitiK Kasoline onKinc the kuuIos are

.rtnHtccI and the slidinR eknm-nt is entirely in the eychnder. and there

may even Ix- double aelinK' machines without the crosshead guides,

although thev are unusual. Of curse, the shai)c of the element

dci)ends upon the puriK>s«. to which it is put, thus in the case referred

to it is round.

Then there is finallv the crosshead c. with the turmng element

pairing with the connecting rod and the sliding element pairing wuh

the sliding element on the frame. The sliding element is usually in

two parts to .suit those of the frame, but it may be only in one if so

desi ed and conditions j)ermit of it (see Fi.;. 2).

Thus the steam engine consists of four parts, each pavt contain-

ing two elements of a pair, in some cases the elements being for slidmg,

and in others for turning.

Again, on examining the small gasoline engine illustrated m

Fig. 5. it will be seen that the same method is adopted here as in the

steam engine, but the crosshead. piston and piston rod are all com-

bined in the single piston c. Further i" the Scotch yoke. Fig. 6. a

scheme in common use for pumps of small sizes as used on fire engines

at times and for other purposes, we have the crank a with two

turning elements, the piston and crosshead c with two sliding

elements, and the block />. and the frame d, each with on- turning

element and one sliding element.

The same will be found tnu- in all machines ha\-ing plane motion,

each part containing at least two elements, each of which is paired

with corresponding elements on the adjacent parts. For convenience

we shall call each of these parts of the machine a link, and the .series

of links so connected as to give a complete machine is called a kine-

matic chain. ov simply a chain. It must be very carefully borne in

mind th; . if a kinematic chain is to form ])art of a machine or a

whole machine, then all the links must V)e so connected as to ha^•e

definite relative motions, this being an essential condition of the

machine.

In Fig. 7 three cases arc shown in which each link has two

turning elements. Case (a) could not form part of a machine be-

cause the three links could have no relative motion whatever, as is

evident bv inspection, while at (h) it would be quite impossible to

move anv link without the others ha\ ing corresponding changes

of position, and for a given change in 'lie relative positions of two

of the links wc have a definite change i
.roduccd in the others. Look-
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nj{ next at case (i), we observe at once that we could secure txith

DC ami 01) to the tfround and yet move AH, liC, and OA, that

"

definite chan^jc in AH imxluccs no necessary change in OA, or le

link may move without the others undergoing motion or relative

change of (Kwition. Such an arrangement could not form (lart of a

machine because the relative motions of the parts an* not fixc<l but

\'ariablc according to conditions. At (d) again wc find a chain which

can be used because here if we move any one link relatively to any
other all the links move relatively, or if we fasten one link, say 01).

to the ground and mov OA then must all the other links move.

When a chain is used as a machine, usually one of the links acts

as the frame and is fixed to a foundation or other stationarv Ixxly,

In .siuilying the motions of various links it is not necessary to know
the exact shape of the links at all, for the motion is completely known

if wc know the location and form of the pairs of elements. Thus

we may replace the actual link by a straight bar which connects the

elements of the link together, and wc shall always assume that this

bar never changes its shape during motion. Wc shall thus in future

represent the chain by straight lines and a chain so represented and

having the relative motions of all links completely constrained

and having one link fixed we shall call a mechanism.

If the links of a chain have onlv two elements each, the chain
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is saul to be sim*>le, but if any link has throe or moro dements as

at FiK 7 (d), the chain is compound.

Inrenion of the Chain.—Since in forming a mechanism we fix

one link of the chain it would ajiiK'ar that since any of the links may
lie fixed in a given chain, it may be jKwsible to change the nature of

the resulting mechanism by fixing various links successively. Take
as an example the mechanism shown at (1) Fig. H, d Ix'ing the fixed

link, here a would descrilK- a circle, c would swing alM>ul (
' and

h would have a jx-ndulum motion, but with a moving pivot H.

U we fix h instead of d, a sa!) rotates, c swings alxmt h and d
now has the motion /) originally had, or the mechanism is unchanged.

If u is fixed then the whole mechanism may rotate, b and d
rotating alxmt A and O res|)ectivcly as shown, and c nlso rotating,

the form of ihe mechanism bt>ing thus changed to one in which all

Fig. «

the Jinks rotate. If. on the other hand, we fix c iher none of the

links can rotate but b and d simijly oscillate about H and C resix?ctivcly.

The student will do well to make a cardboard model u> illustrate

this jx>inl.

The process by which the nature of the n^.^ "hanism is altered by
changing the fixed link is called inversion of ihe chain, and in general,

we may say that there are as many mechanisms as there are links

in the chain of wl :ch it is composed, although in the above illustra-

tion there are only three for the four links.

This inversion of the chain is very well illustrated in case of the

chain used in the steam engine, which we shall refr- to in future as

the slider-crank chain. The mechanism is shown in Fig. 9 with the

crank a, connecting rod b and jnsion c, the latter having one sliding
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and one turning element and rejjresentinR the reciprocating masses,

i.e., j)iston, ])iston-rod and crosshcad. The frame d is here

rei)rcsented by a straight line (although it is common yet the line

of motion of c dcx>s not always pass through O. as shown at (1), it

rei)resenls the ordinary steam engine). If now, instead of fixing

(/ we fasten /) to the foundation, b l)eing the longer of the two links

containing the tw(j turning elements, then a still can rotate, c merely

swini's about O and d has a swinging and sliding motion, and if c

is a cylinder and a jjislon is attached to d we get the oscillating

cngini- as shown at (2) Fig. 9. and drawn in some detail in Fig. 10.

If instead of fixinK the long rod /' with the two turning ek'nienls.
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we fix the shorter rod a. then h and d revolve about P and O resi)ec-

tivelv, and c also revolves sliding up an 1 down d. If we drive b

by means of a belt and pulley at co stant speed then the angular

velocity of d is variable and the de%i e may be used as a quick

return motion, in fact, it is the Whitw th quick return motion and

is illustrated at {^). The practical fonn is also shown, Fig- 11. and

the student should study the relation between llu' mechansim and the

actual machine.

In the Whitworlh quick-return nvjlion. Fij;. 11, /^ is the pinion

driven by bell and this meshes with the K'ear /). The K'ear rotates on

a large bearing /•; attached to the frame a of the machine, and through

•Ik'. I. I'iS- T.?

the bearing K is a pin /•', to nnv side of the centre of /i. carrying the

piece (/, the latter being driven from b by a ])in c working in a

slf)t. The ann .4 is attached to a tool holder at H.

The fourth inversion found b\- fixing c is rarelv used though it is

found occasionally. It is .shown at (4) Fig. 9.

There are thus four in\ersions of this chain and it might be

furlhi-r rliatigcd slightly by ])lacing (J to one side of the link ;/ thus
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KiviiiR the scheme used in operating the sleeves in son: ; forms of

Kas engines, e.g., the Knipht engine.

A further illustration of a chain which goes through many
inversions in practice is given in Fig. 12. and contains two links,

b and d, with one sliding and one turning element each, also one link

13 c|l3

I'ig. 14

a with two turning elements and one c with two sliding elements
When the link d is fixed c has a reciprocating motion and such a
setting is frequently used for small i)umps driven by belt through
the crank a (Fig. 12), c being the plunger. A detail of this has already
been given in Fig. 6. With a fixed the device becomes Oldham's

I'ig- 15

coupling which is u.sed to connect two parallel shafts which are very
nearly in line. Figs 1.? and 14.
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In Fig. 14, A and C are the two shafts which are parallel and
which rotate about fixed axes. Keyed to each shaft is a coupling
with a slot running right across its face and between the couplings
is a piece B with two keys at right angles to one another, one on
each side, fitting in grooves in .4 and C. As .4 and C revolve, B
works sideways and vertically, both shafts always turning at the
same speed.

A .somewhat different modification of the slider-crank chain is

shown at Fig. 15, adevice also used asaquick-return mot [on in shapers
and other machines. On comparing it with the Whitworth motion
shown at Fig. 1 1 . it is seen that the nature of the mechanism may also
be somewhat altered by varying the proportions of the links. The
mechanism illu-.trated at Fig. 15 should be clear without further

exi)lanation D is the driving pinion working in with the large gear
b, the trjol is attached to B which is driven from c by the link A. It

is readil\- seen that B moves faster in one direction than the other.

Further an arrangement is made for varying the stroke of B at pleas-

ure by moving the centre of c closer to. or further from, that of b.
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MOTION IN MACHINES

i

WV shall ihul it usi'l'ul to study very hrictly ciTtaiii of tlu- diarac-

tcTislifs of plaiu' motion, and sliail Iuto aj,'aiii i'Xi)lain tlu- tt-nn hy

statinji that any hcniy has i)lani' motion whi-n it movi-s in such a \v;iy

that any jjivi-n iH)int in it always remains in oni- and the same ])!ane,

and further, that tlu' i)lanes of motion of two dilTerent i)oints in the

body are i)arallel. Thus, if any body have i)lane motion relative

to the i)a|)er, then any i»oinl in the body imisl remain in a jtlane

l)arallel lo the plane of the i)a])er during; the uiotion of the Ixxly.

A little eonsideration will show that in the ease of i)laiH- motion

the loeation of a body is known when the loealio" of any line in the

body is known, this line beinj,' in a i)lane parallel to the ])lane of motion

orelse in the i)lane of motion itself. Theexjjlanationisthat sinee all

])oints in the body have plani' motion, then the i)roieetion of ihc

body on the plane is always the sanu' for all i)ositions and hence

the line in it simply locates the body, l-'or cxam])U', if a chair wiTe

])ushed about U] m the floor and had jyoints marked /\ and /. ui)on the

bottoms of two if tht.' lej^s. then ihi' location of the chair is always

known if w low the luisitions of /\' and /., i.e.. of the (imajjinaryl

line /\/., if. iiowe\er, the chair were free lo j,'o U]\ and down from the

floor it would be necessary for us lo know the i)osition of the i)ro-

jcction of RL cm the floor and also the hcij^hl of the line above the

floor at any instant. Further, if it were ]M)ssible for the chair to

be tilled backwards about the (imajjinary ) line l\L, the i)osition of the

latter would tell us very little alioiU the chair, as the tips of its lc).^s

mi)j;ht be kejn stationary whili' we were tiltinj,' the chair back and

forth, the ixKsilion of l\'. beinj,' iIh' same for various anj^ular positions

of the chair.

If we consider the casi' where a body hasnot jjlanemotion. then

the line will tell us very little aboui the po.siiion of the body, in the

ca.se of an air ship. l"or exam])le. tlic ship may stand at \arious angles

about a K'iven line, say the axis of the wheels, thi' shij) dipinn^' down-

ward or risinj.; at the will of the ojjcrator.

If now the loeation of a body havinj,' plane motion is known

when the location of any line in the body is known, then the motion

of the body will Ix- cumiiletely known, if the motion of any line in the

body is known. Thus let (' Fij;. 16, rei)resent the ])roi<'Cti(m on the
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plane of the paj^T of any IxkIv havin;( plane motion, Ah Vicing any

line in this UAy. and let A H Ix- assumed to \n- in the i>lane of the pajX-T.

whirh is used as the plan*- of referetife. SupjXise now it is known

that while (' moves lu ('
. the i>f>intH .1 and /- move o\-er the jjaths

. 1 .

1
' and Bli' . then the mf>-

lion of C during the change

is completely known. Thus

at some intermediate ]X}<,\-

tion the line is at A , H, and

the figure of T can at onc(

Ik' drawn about this line.

anfl this Kxratts the iK»sition

of the liody corres]> mding

to the kxration A,B, of

the line AH. It will therefore follow that the motion of a h-'xly is

com] felv known provided only that the motion of any line in the

hofly : kn'Avn. This proj^osition is of much in])ortance and should

he earefullv studied and underst'Kxl.

I ig. i6

RKI..\TIVK MOTION

It will he necessary at this jx)int to grasp sotne i<lea of the mean-

ing of relative motion. We ha\e practically no idea of any other

kind of motion than that referred to sfime other \xA\ which moves

in si)ace, we say that the m'K.n moves simply ly.-cause it changes its

IX)sition as we view it from the earth, or we say a train is moving as it

pa- es us while we stand on a railrfjad cTf>s.sing. Again, we see

passengers in a railroad car as the train moves outandwes'V they

are moving, while each in turn l'x>ks at other -assengers sitting

in the same car and .says the latter are still. Again hrakeman may
walk backward on a flat car at exactly the same s the car goes

forward, and a jxTson on the ground wh' > couid jus lis head would

say he was stationary, while the engine driver W' .ild say he was

moving at several miles jK-r hour. If we siorxl on shore and saw a

ship go out we would say that the funnel was moving, and yet a

[lerson on the ship would say that it was stationary.

These conflicting statements, which are, however, ver>- common,

would lead to endless confusion unless the essential differences in

the various cases were grasped, and 't will Ik- seen that the real

difference of view results from the fact that different j)cr5fjns have
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entirely different standards of ctniiparison. StaiuUiiK <>ti tlu- ground
thi« standard of rest is iho earth, and anythinK that movos i-lativc
to it is said to be moving The man on the flat ear would \)c disorilH'd
as stationary bceaus. Iv : s not move with rcKanl to the ehosi-ii
standard—the cartl H - engine driver nould Jk- thinking
of the train, and he . ui s .y the man moved Ix-eause he moved
relative to his standai,' i le train. It is easy to multiplv thes*
illustrations indefinitely, hut they would always lead to the same
re.sult, that whether a bcxiy moves or remains at rest dejjends al-
together upon the standard of eompari.son. and it is usual to say that
a body is at rest when it has the same motion as the body
on which the i^bserver stands, and that it is in motion when its
motion is different to that body on which the ob.ser\er stands.
On a railroad train we sjx'ak of the poles flying past us. whereas a
man on the ground says they are fixed.

When the standard which is used is the earth it is u.sual to speak
of the motio.is of other bcxlies as absolute (although this is incorrect,
for the earth itself moves) and when any standard which moves on
the earth is u.sed, the motions of the other bcxlies are said to be
relative Thus the ab.solutc motion of a body .s its motion with
regard to the earth, and the relative motion is the motion as compared
with another Ixxly which is it.self moving on the earth. Unless
these ideas are fully appreciated the rcilcr will undoubtedlv meet
with much difl^cully with what follows, for the notion of relative
motion is diflicult.

In this connection it should Ix- pointed out that a Ixxly secured
to the earth may have motion relative to another body which is not
so secured. Thus when a ship is coming into port the dock apix-ars
to movf toward the passengers, but to the jxTson on shore the shij)
appears to come toward the shore, thus the motion of the ship relative
to the dcx-k is equal and opposite to the motion of the d(x-k relative
to the ship.

Certain .>ixjsitions will now lx> .self-evident, the first being
that ;f two bodies have no relative motion thev have the same
motion relative to every other b(Kly. Thus, two pas.sengcrs .sitting
m a train have no relative motion, or do not change their positions
relative to ore another, and thus they have the same motion or
change of position relatH-e to the earth, or to another train or to any
other body; the converse of this propo.sition is also true, or two
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^X)(li{•s which have the same change of jx).sIt)on relative to other

IkkIics have no relative motion.

Ancjther very imjxjrtant proposition may be stuted as follows;

the relative motions of two bodies are not affected by any motion
which they have in common. Thus the motion of the crank and
connecting rrxl oi an engine relative to the frame is the same
whethcT the engine is a stationary one, or is on a steamboat or a

locomotive, simply iK-cause in the latter cases the motion of the

locomotive or ship is cfjmmon to the crank, connecting nxi and
frame and dfx;s not effect their relative motions.

The latter projK)sition leads to the statement that if it be desired

to study the relative motions in any machine it will not jiroduce an}-

effect ufHm them to add the same motion to all parts. For example,

if a bicycle were moving along a road it would be found almost im-

jxjssible to study the relative motions of the various jjarts, but it is

known that if to all parts a motion be added sufficient to bring the frame

to rest it will not in any way aflfect the relative motions of the i)arts of

the bicycle. Or if it be desired to study the motions in a Uxomotive
engine, then to all parts a common motion is added which will

bring rme part, usually the frame, to rest relatively to the observer,

or to the observer and to all parts of the machine such a motion
is added as to bring him to rest relative to them, in fact, he stands

u]xm the engine, having added to himself as well as the engine this

common motion. So that whenever it is found necessar>- to study

the motions of machines all parts of which are moving, it will always

be found cDnvenient to add a common motion to all links which will

bring one of them to rest.

To give a further illustration, let two gear wheels a and b run

together and turn in opjKwite sense about fixed axes. Let a run at

+ .lO r. p. m., and b at — 89 r. p. m., it is required to study the motion
of b relative to a. To do this add to each such a motion as to bring

a to rest, i.e., — 50 r. p. m., the result Ijcing that a turns + 50 - 50
= 0. while b turns - 80 - 50 = - 130 r. p. m. or b turns relative

to a at a speed of 130 r. p m. and in opjxjsitc sense to a. We have
here simply added to each wheel the same motion, which dfx-s not
affect their relative motions but Has the effect of bringing one of the
wheels to rest. To find the motion of a relative to b we bring b
to rest by adding + 80 r p. m, so that for a we get + 50 + 80 =
130 r. p. m., or the motion of b relative to a is equal and opposite to

that <jI a relative to /)
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THE INSTANTANEOIS OH VIRTIAI. CKNTRE

ll has alroiuly Invn iH)inti'(l out on jjajio 26 that thi- motion of

any lnwly is fonii)K'ti'ly known ])rovi(lol tht- motion of any lino in the

Ixuly in the plaiu- of motion is known, that is. iirovidi'd the- motions

or paths of an\- two junnts in the Ixnly are known. Now let (
', Fi>,'. 17,

represent any hotly moving; in the plane of the i)aiK'r at any instant,

the line .1/)' beinj; also in the plane of the paper, and let FA and Hl\

rei)resent short lengths of tiie ])aths of A and H resiK-etively at this

instant. Now the direetion of motion of .1 is tanjjent to the path

FA at .Land that of H is lanK't'iil to the path />7'.'at H. or the i)aths

of .4 and {> jjive at onee the direetion of the motions of these points

at the instant. Throu^'h .1 draw a nonnal .40 to the direetion of

motion of .\. then, if a jnn is stiiek throujjh any i)oint on the line

.4(' into the i)lane of reference and (' is turned very slightly about

the i)in it will },Mvelo .1 the direetion of motion

it has (1/ the instant The same argument

applies to HO and henee to the jjoint <> where

.U' and HO intcrseet. that is, if a pin be i)Ut

through the i)oint in the body (" and into

the ])lane of reference, then at the given instant

that the body is in the jjosition shown, its

motion is the same as if r. tated/wr an instant

about this pin. O is called the instantaneous or

virtual centre, because it is the point in the

body (
' about which it is virtually turning, with

regard to the paper, at the instant, and it will

at once api)ear that O will change in general

from one instant to the next, .sec Pig. 17. un-

less the paths of A and B happened to be concentric circles or were

parallel straight lines.

Now this virtual centre gives a great deal of infonnation about

the body at the pivcn instant, thus it shows that the direction of mo-

lion of (J is J. to OC'und of // is J- to 0//,because the direction of motion

of any point in a rotating bixly is always jxTpendicular to the radius

to that i)oint; so that when the virtual centre is known the direction

of motion of e\-ery point in tlie body is also known. We are not free

to put dowu a path at random for (i on AH because it might not

agree with the i)aths given for .4 antl H, but when the latter are

given, the fomier \yd i is determined and hence cannot be assumed.

•IK 17
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Further, the relative linear velocities of all jMjints in C are known.
Let the b<xly C \)c turning at this instant at the rale of n revs. ix;r.... 2 w n.
min., corresponding to w radians per sec, so that w = ^_

Then at the instant the linear velocity t; of any point B situated at

OB — r ft. from O will evidently he v — 2 v r. ~ = ruh. per sec,
6o

and since w is the same for the whole body it is seen that the linear

velwity of any point is proiwrtional to its distance from the virtual

centre. Thus t'a = OB . u; v,\, = OA .w, vc = OG . u, and so on, and
the sense of the velocities v must agree with that of w.

The virtual centre for a body may, therefore, be found, provided
only that we know the directions (not necessarily the paths) of motion

of two points in it,and having found this centre the directions of motion
of all points in the body arc known, and further their relative veloci-

ties, and the actual velocities in magnitude, sense and direction will

be known if the angular velocity is known. (This should be compared
with the phorograph discussed in a later chapter.) It is to be
further noted that the virtual centre O is a double point; it is a point

in the pajx^r and also in C, and the motion of any point in C with
regard to the paper being perpendicular to the radius from to that

I)oint .so also the motion of any point in the paper with regard to

C is perfxsndicular to the line joining this point to O.

Another point is to be noticed, that if the various virtual centres
are known, then uX. once the relative motions of C and the paper

are known. Thus the virtual centres of one body with regard to another
give always the motion of the one body with regard to the other.

THE PER.MANENT CENTRE

It has already been pointed out that the instantaneous or virtual
centre is the centre for rotation of any one body with regard to another
at a given instant, and that the location of this centre is changing from
one instant to the next. There arc, however, very many cases where
one body is joined to another by means of a regular bearing, as in the
case of the crank shaft of an engine and the frame, or a wagon wheel
and the Ixidy of the axle, or the connecting-rod and crank pin of an
engine. A little reflection will show that in each of these cases the
one body is always turning with regard to the other, but that the
centre or axis of revolution has a fixed position with regard to each
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(if thf lHHliosc«>mxTm'«l, thus in ihi'st- oasi-s tho virtuiil tvntr*' n'niams

rolativoly fjxod and wv may apply I > it thi- ti-nn pvrmnncni centre.

The term iK'rmanent crntre must not Ik* c-onfused with the

toim/jvfi/ centre, wliidi wouUl Ik- ai)plie«l to a centre f'lxecl in plaee

on the earth, hut is intended to inehide only the ease where the vir-

tual centre for the rotation of one Ixxly with regard W another is a

])oinl which remains at the same place in each Innly an<l dtn-s not

chanKe from one instant to another, thus the centre iK-tween the

connectinj; hkI and crank atul Ik'twccn the crank shaft and frame are

lioth iK^nnanent, the latter iK'inK also fixed usually,

THE THKOREM OF THK THREE CENTRES

Before ajjplyin^ the virtual centres in the solution of problems

of various kinds, a very imiH)riant proiK-riy connected with them will

Ix- proved. Let a, b and t-. Fij;. 18, represent threi' InmHcs all of which

have j)Iane mt)tion of any nature whatever, and which motion is for

Fig, i8

the time being unknown. Now, generally a has motion relative to

h, and h has motion relative to t", and similarly c with regard to a,

in brief all three bodies move in different ways, hence from what has

already been said, there is a virtual centre of a ^ />* which we may
call ah, and this is of course also the centre of h ^ a. Further,

there is a virtual ce.itre of b ^ c which we call be, and also a

centre of c **! a, which is <ra, thus for the three l^xxlics there are three

virtual centres. Now it will be assumed that enough infonnation

has been given about the motions of a, b and c to enab'e us to locate

ab and ac only, and it is required to find be.

Since 6c- is a point common to bilh bodies b and c, it must lie

* The siKn ^^ means " wiih reKarJ ti>."

i:
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s<rtTicwh<rc in the area when- ihoy overlap, and let it be assumcfl to

Ii<- at P' . Then P' is a ixjint in h and also in c. AsaiK)intin h its

tnotirm with re>;anl to a will U- normal to P' —ah. i.e., in thedirection

P' A , lx;cause the n of any i>oint in one FxkIv with reganl to

another IkkIv is notntal to the line joining this [xiint to the virtual

centre for the two Knlies. As a fxjint in c, the motion of P' ^ a

is normal to /-" —ac or in the direction P'H, so that P' has two dif-

ferent motions with rejjanl to a at the same time, which is imixissible

or P' cannot l»e the virtual centri' of h '-^ c. Since, however, this

is not the iKiint, it shows at f»nce that the i)oint he is IfKated somewhere
alonjj the line af> — ca, or say at /'. because it is only such pfiints as P
which >ji\e the same motion with re;,'arfl to ci whether considered as

IH)ints in h or in c; thus the centre U must lie on the same straijjht

line as the cenues ah and ac. It is not 'K)ssiblc to find the exact

jX)sition of ^c-, however, without further information, all that is

known is the line on which it lies.

This jjrojMJsition may Ix- thus statecl :

—

If in any mechanism we
have any three links a, f, g, all having plane motion, then for the

three links there are three virtual centres a/, fg and ag, and these

three centres must all lie on one straight line.

Two of the centres may Ik- jtemianent but not the third; in

the steam enj^'ine we have the crank a. the connect nj; nxl b and the

frame d. and the centres ah and ad are ix'rmanent, but bd is not.

THE DETERMINATION OF VIRTIAL CENTRES

The chai)ter will be concluded by finding the virtual centres in

a few mechanisms sim])ly to illustrate the method, the application

being given in the next chaiUer. As an exami)le, consider the chain

with four turning pairs, which is taken on account of its simplicity

and its very common application. It is shown in Fig. 19. and
consists of four links a. h. c and d. of different lengths, a being fixed,

and by insjx-ction the four permanent centres ah, he, cd and ad. at

the four corr.ers o'" the chain are at once located. It is also seen that

there are six possible centres in the mechanism, viz., ah, be, cd, da,

bd and ac, these Ix-irg all the ])< -sible combinations of the links in the

chain when taken in j)airs. and of these six, the four permanent ones

arc found alreadx-. and only two others, ac and bd remain. There
are two methods of finding them, the first of which is the most
instructive, and will be given tor that rea.son.
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To find th*' centre M. By llic pritu-iplo of tht- virtual wnlrt' wc
may do this at once if wo know tho direction of motion of any two

fX)ints in b ^ d. Now, on examining ah it is sivn thai it is a |K)int

in a and also in h; as a iKjint in a it mows with ri'^anl to d a)N>ut the

centre aJ and thus . Erection normal to ad— ah or to a itself.

And as a ixiint in h it must have the same motion witii regard to d

as it has when ctmsiden>»l as a |K»int in u; i.e., the motion of ah in h

with regard to d is in the direction |)t>rpi'ndicular to a. Hence, from

I)aKe 30. the x-irtual centre will lie on the line through aft in the

direction of a, i ., in a |)nKluce<1. Ajjain />< is a inrint in /) and c", and ;is

a jHiint in c it moves with regard to d in a direction iKTiKMidicular

to cd- he, or in the direction he — /•". and this must also Ix" th • direc-

tion of h: as a point in h ^ d, so that the virliuil centre of

I'

OC Gd

h ^ d must also lie in the line through he normal to he - F, or in

c produced. Hence, hd is at the intersection of a and c pnKiuccd.

This could also ' * "f^n s<ilved by the theorem of the three

centres, for there w

.

-^entrcs, ad, ah and hd, for the three

bodies a, b and d, ano l lie in one straight line, and as

Ixjth ad and ah arc knowii, cs at once the line on which bd

lies. Similarly, by con.sidcrinj; the three Ixxlies, h, c and d, and know-

ing 'he centres /)c- ami ed, there is found again the line on which hd

lies, and hence hd is readily lound. To find the centre ac it is po.s-

sible to ])roceed in either of the ways already explained, and find

ac" at the intersection of the lines b and d produced.

One other exam])le may Ix' solved, and in order to include a

sliding i)air consider the case shown in Fig. 20. in which a is the
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crank, h the cnnncctinj! rxl, i iho (T»»sshi-a(!. iiiston, etc., nnd d the

fixfil fratni'. As In-fon ihrrc art- six centri's aJ, ab, he, cd, ac, bd.

of which ad. ah. an<l he an- jK'nnanfnt ami found by insjx?ction.

To find llu- centre cd. The motion of c ^ d is one of sliding in

lilt horizontal dirtrtion, that is, e moves in a str.iijjht line, or what

is the siime thinj;, in a eirele of infinite radius, and the centre of this

ae

I'ig. 20

circle must, as iK-fore. lie in a line normal to the direction of motion

of ( ^ d. Thus cd lies on a \<Tlical line through be, or in a vertical

line through any fxiint in the mechanism sui h as ad, as well as be.

Having found cd, the other centres, ae and bd may be found

at once by the theorem of the three centres. Thus, bd lies on bc—cd
and ad—ab whic' gives bd, while ac lies at the intersection of bc— ab

and ad—cd.
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CHAPTER III.

VELOCITY DIAGRAMS

In order to show some of the practical applications of the virtual

centres, a few problems will be solved, and at this stage of the sub-

ject only such problems as relate to velocity, although in later chap-

ters some further applications of these principles will be given

RELATIVE LINEAR VELOCITIES IN MECHANISMS

The method will be demonstrated by applying it in one or two
of the very simplest cases, choosing first the mechanism shown in

Fig. 21, and for which all the centres have already been found. Let

the first problem be to compare the linear velocities of different

h

«c od
Fig. 2!

points in one link, say a. Since the link a turns with regard to the

earth about the permanent centre ad. it will be at once clear that the

linear velocity of any point .4, is to that of any point .4.. in the ratio

of their distances from ad, so that if .4 , E be drawn in any direction

to rei)resent the velocity of .4 , , and if through A^ is drawn .4 , F parallel

to .4 , £ to meet ad—E in F, then will .4 ^ F represent the linear velocity

of .4^ on the same scale as .4, E represents the linear velocity of A,

If the velocitv of .4 , i.s unknown, then this must be written in the

form
Linear velocity of A, _ A, E

^4, F'
giving simply the ratio between

Linear vclccity c>i A^

the velocities.

If it were required to compare the linear velocity of a point A,

in a with that of a point B, in b, the method of procedure would be

i
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as shown in Fig. 22, which is drawn separately from the former figure

for the sake of clearness. Here there are the two links a and b

under consideration, and also the fixed link d, and these three links

have the three centres ad, ab, bd, all on one line, ab is a point com-
mon to a and b, being a point on o-.' I. nik . Treating it as a point in o,

proceed as in the last example l ind its viilod s y. Thus set o^ A, E
in any direction to represent h" Jmear \cl<. icy of A,, then will

a6—F parallel toA,E represent th. velocity c ab to the same scale.

Now treat aft as a point in b and ut. veiuc;ly 's given as ab—F, so that

the matter now resolves itself into finding the velocity of a point

B in b, the velocity of the point ab in the same link being given.

It must here be remembered that ab—F represents the absolute

velocity of the point ab, i.e., the velocity of this point, using the fixed

ad
Fig. 22

frame of the machine as the standard. With regard to the frame

the link is turning about the centre bd, thus for the instant b turns

relative to d about bd. and the velocities of all points in it at this

instant arc simply proportional to their distances from bd. The
velocity of B, is to the velocity of ab in the ratio bd—B, to bd— ab,

and in order to get this ratio conveniently, draw the arc B, B,' with

centre bd. then join bd— ¥ and draw B,'(: parallel to ab— F to meet

bd—F in G, then B, G represents the velocity of B, in the link b on

the same scale that A, E represents the velocity of .4,. If desired,

it is possible also to find the relative velocities of B, and B^ on b by

the construction shown, the circles Bj B^' and B, B,' both having the

common centre bd.

Notice that in dealing with the various links in finding relative

-'I

.ill'.
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velocities, it is necessary to use the centres of the links under con-

sideration with regard to the fixed link; thus the centres ad and hd and

the common centre ab arc used. The reason iid and hd arc employed,

is because the velocities under consideration are all absolute.

To comi)are the velocity of any point A, in a with that of C,

in c, Fijj. 2^, it would Ix- ncces.sary to use the centres ad, ac, and cd.

Proceeding; as in the fomicr case the \clocity of ac is found by drawing

the arc A, L with centre ad and making LA' represent the velocity

of A, on any scale, then the line ac—M jjarallel to LN meeting ad—N
produced in M will represent the velocity of ac. Join cd— M,
draw the arc C, (",' with centre cd and then t",' /\' parallel to ac — M
will represent the linear velocity of C,.

A {general proposition may he stated as follows:

—

The velocity

of any point .4 in link a being given to find the linear velocity of F
in /, the fixed link being Find the centres ad, Jd and a/, then,

od

using ad and the velocity of .4 . find the velocity of a/, and then

treating a} as a point in / and using the centre jd, find the velocity

ofF

RELATIVE ANGILAR VELOCITIES IN MECHANISMS

Similar methods to the preceding may be employed for finding

angular velocities in mechanisms.

Let any body having plane motion turn through an angle B

about any axis, either on or off the body, in time /, then the angular

velocity of the body is defined bv the relation w = — . As all links
I

!.
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in a mechanism move exec:.! the one which we term the fixed Hnk,
there are in },'eneral as man_ dilTerent an^mlar velocities as there are
moving links. The an>,ailar velocities of the various links a,b,c , etc.,

will be designated by w^, co^. w„ etc.. respectively, the unit beinjj the
radian jkt second.

T!ie relative angular velocities of two links such as a and

b may be expressed as a ratio -" which is a pure number, or

by a difference u^ — «,„ which is a number of radians per
second. In the former method the relation between the two veloci-

ties is obtained when both are referred to the earth as the standard,
and it is this ratio which is commonly referred to in connection with
pulleys, gears and other devices. Thus if a belt connects two pulleys

2
of 20 in. and 30 in. diameter,the velocity ratio is -

, i.e., when stand-
3

ing on the ground and counting the revolutions with a speed counter

2
oneof the wheels will only make the number of revolutions of

o

the other

There are, however, cases in which it is desirable to know the
velocity with which one body turns relative to another; then the
latter method is used. If, for exam.plc, there are two gears, one a
turning at the rate of 20 revs.

,

"., and the other b at the rate of

30 revs, per min., in the sa;. ,• so that a)„ = 2.09 and Wfc =
3.14, then the velocity of a with ^utd to b will be w„ — w^ = — 1.05

radians per second, that is, if we stood on the gear b and looked at the
gear a, the latter would appear to turn backward at the rate of 10 revs.

per min. = 1.05 radians per sec. If we stood on gear a, then b would
appear to turn forward, since cu^ — w^ = 1.05, the angular motion of
0^-56 being equal and opposite to that of 6 ^ a. This method
of dealing with angular velocities is quite common, and finds many
useful applications.

Given the angular velocity of a link a to find that of any other
link b. Find the three centres ad, bd and ab; then as a point in a,

ab has the linear velocity (ad—ab) «„ and as a point in b, ab has the
velocity {bd— ab) Uf. But as ab must have the same velocity whether
considered as a point in a or in b, then {ad — ab) osa = {bd — ab) w^,

(Ch _ ad — ab

u,, bd — ab
or The illustration in Fig. 24 gives the method
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and will require very little explanation. Draw a circle with centre ab

nnd radius ab — ad, which cuts ab — bd in a,d,, lay off bd — F in any

direction to represent a>„ on any scale, then draw a,d, — E jiprallel

to bd — F to meet ab — F in E. and a,d, — E will reijres-.nt the

angular velocity of /> or uh-

Similar i)r(Ke.sses may bt> employed for the other links b ai... c.

and as all cases may be dealt with very simply, no further discus.sion

of the point will be ^'iven here. The goneral constructions are very

similar to those for finding linear velocities.

THE "IRTIAL CENTRE METHOD OF FINDINO VEI.OCITIES

Although the determination of the linear and angular velocities

by means of the virtual centre is simple enough in the lascs just

considered, yet when it is em])loyed in i)ractice there is frequently

much difficulty in gelling convenient constructions to suit the

requirements. Many of ihe lines locating virtual centres are nearly

parallel and do not interhcct within the limits of the drafting board,

and hence special and often trouble-

some methods must be em])loyed to

bring the constructions within ordin-

ary bounds.. Further, although we
are commonly given the motion of

one link such as a, and often only

require the motion of one other point

or link, say/, Iscwhere in the mech-

anism, '.'hich would only require the

finding of three vir*ual centres, ad, af

and d/, yet in practice we frequently

learn that all of these cannot be ob-

tained without locating almost all the

other virtual centres in the mechan-

ism first. This involves an immense amotmt of labor a.'l jiatience,

and in some cases makes the method unworkable.

A j^ractical example of a more comj^licat d mechanism in very

common use will be worked out here to illustrate the method, no

more centres being found than those absolutely necessary for the

solution of the problem. Fig. 25 shows the Joy valve gear as fre-

quently used on locomotives and other engines, more es])ccially in

England : a represents the engine crank, b the connecting rod. and c

aei CC-

Fig. -M

i I
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the jiiston, etc., as in the ordinary case, the frame being d. One
end of a link e is connected to the rod 6 and the other end to a link

/. the latter link being also connected to the engine frame, while to
the link e a rod g is jointed, which rod is also jointed to a sliding block
h, and at its extreme upper end to the slide valve stem V. The part

I;

m on which h slides is controlled in direction by the engineer who moves
it into the position shown or else into the dotted position according to
the sense of rotation desired in the crank shaft, but once this piece
m 's set, it is left stationary and virtually becomes fixed for the time.

A very useful
, oblem in such a cpse is to find the velocity of

the valve and stein V for a given position und speed of the crank

i'-l

M,

.'«
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shaft. Here \vc arc concerned with three links, a. d and ^, the upper

end of the latter link RivinR the valve stem its motion, so that \vc

need the three centres ad, a/?, and dg. First write on all the centres

which it is i)ossible to find b\- inspection, such as ad, ab, be, be, cd.

ac, ef, etc., and then proceed to find the required centres by the

theorem of three centres given on pajje 32. The centres u/^' and dg

cannot be found at once and it will simplify the work to set down
roughly in a circle (not necessarily accurately) anywhere on the sheet,

a set of jioints which are approximately equidistant, there being one

point for each link, in this case eight. Now letter these points a, b, c,

d. e,f. g, li, to correspond with the links. As a centre such as ab is

liu

found it is necessary to join the points a and b in the lower diagram

and in this way it is possible to join a fairly large numlx>r of the

jjoints at once, any two points not joined representing a centre still to

be found. The figure shows by the plain lines the stage of the problem

after the centres ab, ac, ad, ae, af, ag, be, bd, bf, be, ed, de, df, dg, dh,

ef, eg, gh, have been found which represent the work necessary to

find the above three centres ag, ad and dg.

When all points on the lower figure are joined, all the centres have

been found, ihe figure showing by inspection what centres can be
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found at any time, for we can find any centre provided tnere are atanv time two paths between the two points. From the figure below
" tZ '." '5^

''""
""f'

^'^ ''^"^"^ ^'^^"^^ "^y ^-y "- «-'h a"o», ac, ad, de. dj, etc.. arc known, but the centres ah, b,, ch etcare not known and by insix-ction of the figure, it is evident ^hat^may be found if des,red, because between these two points there arfthe paths ,d~d.nA,e -./and/, is at t--> intersectLn of these tt"
in. s^ It would not be possible to get gc before gd, however, as there
IS only one path ga-ac, and this line is not enough to locate the point

as in .r"^'
"''''' '^' '"""'' ^' '^'' ^"-^ '^^^ ^'^ "^^v proceedas m the previous cases to find the velocity of T or the valve, from theknovvn vdocit^. of a. If the velocity of the crank pin a6 is givenrevolve ad-ah into the line ad-d, and lay off a' 6' B to represent

a b /Un^^cstheyelomyofa,. Next join rf,-.4 and with centre
rf, draw the arc I l" then will VC parallel to ag-A rcpvo^n^xZ
velocity of the value V. The whole process is evidentrr;cum-

c^mmonlv"
°"""' ''"'' '" *''™'^'"^'' *°° '''"K^h>- 1

,
be adopted very

Chai lor IV
-
IS shown in Fig 26. and the gain in simplicity is verynoted. Here the length 01" represents the linear velocitv of l'on the same scale as the length OP = a represents the linear v'elocitvof the crank pn. The method used is fully explained later on. and k

IS only given in this place to show that problems of this importantnature can be- solved without undue complexity. The figure "sput in here for the purpose of direct comparison of methods- thereader ,s however, advised to leave a study of Fig. 26 until he hasfinished reading Chapter IV.

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF VELOCITIES

It is frequently desirable to have a diagram to represent the
velocities of the vanous points in a machine for one of its complete
cycles, as the study of such diagrams gi^.es ^•erv much information
about the nature of the machine and of the forces acting on it Twomethods are In fairiy common use (1) by means of a polar diagram
U) by means ot a diagram on a straight base. These methods may
be bc>t explained by an example.

To illustrate this a very .simple and useful case, the slider-crank
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mechanism. Fig. 27. will Ix- soIocIihI, and the linear velocities of the

piston will \yc detennined. a problem which may Ik- very conveniently

solved by the trelh(xl of virtual centres. Let the sp'-ed of the engine

Ix' known, so that it is possible to calculate at once the linear vel(K-ity

of the crank pin ah; for exami)le, let a Ix- 5 in. lon^. and let the speed

be MyO revs, per min., then the veUx-ity of the crank pin =

2ir X '^^ X '^ = 13 . 1 ft iK-r second. Now 6c is a point both on the

60 12

piston c and on the rod h an«l clearly the veUxity of be is the same as

that of (• the latter link having only a motion of translation, and

further the velocity ( f the crank pin ah is known, which is

Fig. 2;

r I-

ti I

also the same as that of the forward end of the connecting rod. The

l)r()blem then i> i^Wvn the vehxnly of a point ah in h to find ihc veloci-

ty of be in th'.> same link, and from what has already Ix-en said, the

vekx'i-.y of i)istun _ velocity of be

relation may he writ ten,
,,ei,,,.i,v of crank pin ~ veh city c.f a/,

M - be

that

bd - be
. . ,

, . But bv similar triangles ,,
bd - ab ^ bd - ad

velocnty of piston ad — ac

ae ad

ad - ab'
so

vclr,city of crank pin ad — ab
, and asad— ab is constant
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for all ,H,s,lu,ns „f the machine, it is evident that ad-ac represents
the vel(K-,ty of the piston on the same scale as the length of a re-
presents the hnear velocity of the crank pin. Or in the rase
chos- n. if the mechanism is drawn full size then ad-ab » y in and
the s.ale will be 5in. = U.\ ft. ,kt sec. or 1 in. = 2.62 ft. per sec-

Now It IS convenient to ,)lot this velocitv of the piston either
alonjr ,, asad-K if the diagram is to show the result for the different
crank iM.s.tions. or vertically alK.ve the piston as bc~F, if we wish
to represent the velocity for dilTerent positions of the piston If
this detennmaiion for the complete revolution is made, there are
obtamed the two dia^Tams shown, the one OEGOHJO is called
a polar dmRram. O being the pole. The diagram for the piston
positions ,s A FLMK. If the connecting rod is verv long, the polar
diagrams approach a cir-alar form and the diagram becomes more

nearh- snnmctrical al)o^•e a vertical centre line, while for a shorter
rod the curves become more distorted in the wav indicated in the
ngure.

If the direction of motion of the i)iston does not pass through ad
then the curve FKML is not sxnnmetrical about the line of motion
of the piston, but takes the form shown at Fig. 28, where the piston's
direction passes above ad, a device in which it is clear from the velocitv
diagram that the mean velocity of the piston on its return stroke
IS greater than on the out stroke, and which mav, therefore be used
as a quick-return motion in a shapcr or other similar machine
Automooile engines arc sometimes made in this wav, but with the
cylinder only slightly of-^a as it is ealk-d.

HI

Mi
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One very useful application of such diagrams as those just de-

scribed may be found in the case of pumping engines. Let .1 be

the area of the pump cylinder in square feet, and let the velocity of

the plunjjer or piston in a given jwsition lx> v ft. i)er sec., as found by

the preceding methotl, let (J c-u. ft. ]^r sec. be the rate at which the

pump is discharging water at any instant, then evidently Q - Av

and as A is the same for all piston iK)sitions, Q i. simply proportional

to i». or the height of the i)isten velocity diagram represents the rate

of delivery of the pump for the corresjxmding piston jwsition.

If a pijx" were connected directly to the cylinder, the water

in it would var>- in velocity in the way shown in the velocity diagram

(O) Sirtf)ie Cy'itde^r Rjt^(3

4w

\^ Two C^li'^d*''-*. C»w«Hs ot30"

tr\TYYYYYYYYYYYY\

Fig. -'9

(a), Fig. 29, the heights on this diagram representing piston veloci-

ties and hence velocities in the pipe and horizontal distances showing

the distances traversed by the crank pin. Here wc show the effect of

both ends of a double-acting pump; this variation in velocity would

produce so much shock on the pipe as to injure it and hence a large

air chamber would be ptit on to equalize this velocity.
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Cun-e (/») shows two pumps delivering into the same piix;,
their cranks being 90° apart, the heavy line showing the variation
of velocity in the pi|M; line requiring a much smaller air chamber.
At (c) is shown a diagram corresiMmding to three cranks at
120° or a three-throw pump, in which case the variation in
velocity in the piiw line would be very n.uch smaller, and this velocity
is represented by the height up to the heavy line, all the curves are
drawn for the case of a very long connecting rod.

Thus the velocity diagram enables the study of such a problem to
be made very accurately and there are very many other useful
purposes to which it may be put. and which will apix?ar in the course
of the engineer's exiwricnce. Angular velocities may. of course, be
plotted the same way as linear velocities.

A vcr> useful and convenient method of findirg both linear and
angular vckxnties is described in the next chapter, and a few sugges-
tions are made as to further uses of these velocities in practice

ii.i



CHAI'TKR IV.

THE MOTION DIAGRAM

In tin- pri'viotis chaiitrr wv havi- jH)imt(l out UH"th(Mls of fiiuIinK

thi" vi'Imilifs of various iKiitils in a inarhiiu", aud havi- shown souu" of

tho ust's to which ihi'Si- vi-ltK-ity ilciiTinitiatioiis and the oirn-spond-

iuK (lia>;ranis may \k' \nn. ThtTt- an* very many furlhir prolilnns

which may Ik- studiod in this way. .such as thf rdativi- miritsof ihf-

fiTcnt (luirk-ri'turn motions or othrr di-vios, which arc used for

similar im|H>rtant work, ;is ojKTatinj.; valve j;cars. cli-. Then aj;ain

it is often ncecs.sary to detenninc the turninj,' ctTcct imHluccd on the

crank .shaft of an enjjinc l)y the steam i>res.sure on the piston, or to

study the advantajje in the way of i>ro<iucin),' unifonn m«)tion of

placing; four cylinders on an automohile en),Mne. etc.

All of these problems may Ik- solved very ilireclly by the deter-

mination of the veliK'ities of various iM)iiUs in the machine under
consideration, and as such i)roblcnis are of very frequent occurrence

in the exi)erience of the desi>,Miir^' i-njjineer, it is desirable that as

sim])le a i)r(K'css as [M)ssible Ik- emijloyed in solving; them. The
l)r()blems may Ik- solved by jjrajjhical methods most conveniently,

as the uiotioiis in most machines arc so comjilex that algebraic solu-

tions are t(M) tedious and diflicult.

In all machini's there is one i)arl which has a known motion, and
generally this motion is one of unifonn an^jular velocity about a

fixed axis, v.^l.. the flywheel in an en^'ine, the Ix-lt wheel in a shaix;r,

the l)elt wheel in a stone crusher, etc.

In most cases in machines all i)arts have ])lanc motion, and in

what follows it is to Ix- understood that all parts referred to remain in

one plani', unless the contrary is expressly stated. The solutions

may in jjcneral Ix" api)lied to non-plane motion with ])roix?r modi-
fications.

The method of detcmiininjj the veUxities of parts of machines
to be exijlained here is called the phorograph* method, and j^vcs

a convenient j,'rai)hical methwl for finding the desired velocities.

|: I

THE PHOROGKAPH

Let US consider any b<xly having plane motion, such as the

connecting; rod of a steam engine. It is well known that any ixjint

Sa nimid by its diicoverpr. Profensor T. R. Rosebrugh. of the University of Toronto, who
gave the method to hi« uiudent? twenty year? aeo. but ia far as the writer knows the method
has not been discoyered or used elsewhere.
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in this n,'l can novt- rt-latuTly to any other i>oint in it onlv at riKhl
annlfs to thi- lii-.c joininK thcs.- points. Thus k-t A . Imk. .«) rfprcscnt
a part of this ro.l. in which arc lw<. ixtints h and C. which wc shall
for coiuciucncr assuirc arc in the plane of the paj.cr. Let the IxkIv
.1 move to the new i^osition A,, li and V takinK the iH,sitions H, anil
( .

resiH'ctively. and although wc are uncertain as to the actual
history of tfic motion during; the charge of ix)sition. it is quite evident
that It n\'iy have Invn accomplished hv (a) a motion of translation
of the IxKly .1 through the distance ( Y •,. ,lurin« which (reaches its
new position (

,
and />' arrives at H,. During' this motion li and C

have moved tliroujjh the san^c .listancc in the same direction and
sense, and hence have had no relative motion. The .second ])art of
the motion consists of (h) a motion ..f rotation of the whole IkhIv .1

al>out an axis nonna! to the pai)cr through the point C,. rotation
taking place through the angle B.C H'

.

Durin- the motion of ./ therefore B has had onlv one mo-
tion not shared by C, or H has move! relatively to 'c through
the arc B,fi\ and at each staj^e of the motion the direction of
thi.s arc was evidently at right angles to the radius from C\ or at
right angles to the line jfiining B and C.

Thus when a body has plane motion any point in the body
can move relatively to any other point in the body only at right

f

i I
-•
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angles to th« line joining the two points. It follows from this
that if the line joining the two points should lie normal to the
plane of motion the two points could have no relative motion.

We shall now employ this principle to the determination
.if velocities. Let Fig. 31 represent diagrammatically a machine
having four links a, b, c. d, joined together by four turning pairs
at 0, P, Q. R. If the link d is nearly vertical and the length of a be
decreased this could be taken to represent one-half of a beam
engine, in which a is the crank, b the connecting rod, and c is

one-half of the walking beam, the other end of which would be
connected with the piston rod.

In all such machines one link is fixed and forms the frame,
here indicated by d. Thus and R are fixed bearings and P and
Q move in arcs of circles about O and R respectively. Let us

ri

now choose one of the moving links as the link of reference,
either a or c will be the most convenient, as they have one fixed
bearing, and a will be selected. Imagine that to u an immense
sheet of cardboard is attached which extends indefinitely in all

directions from 0, and let us for brevity refer to this whole sheet
as the link a.

.\ consideration of the matter will show that on the link a

there are points having all conceivable velocities in magnitude,
direction and sense, thus if a circle be drawn on a with centre
at all points on the circle will have velocities of the same mag-
nitude, but of different direction and sense ; or if a vertical line
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be drawn through O all points on this line will move in the same
direction, i.e., horizontal, those above O moving in opposite
sense to those below 0, and the magnitudes of all the velocities
being diflferent. Thus, if any point be chosen on a the magni-
tude of Its velocity will depend upon the distance from O the
direction of its velocity will be normal to the radial Hne joining it
to 0, and Its sense will depend upon the relative positions of the
point and O on the radial line. It must be remembered that the
above statements are true whether a has constant angular vel-
ocity or not and are also true although O is moving.

From the foregoing it follows at once that it will be possible
to find a point on a having the same motion as that of any point.

Fig. 32

such as Q, in the machine, which motion it is desired to study
and thus we can collect on a a set of points, each representing
the motion of a given point in the machine, and since this .set

of points is all on the one link their relative velocities is at once
known comi)lctely. This collection of points on a will be of
great assistance in studying the motions of points in the
machine, because if the motion of a is known, as is usual, that
of any other point is known ; whereas if the motion of a is un-
known only the relative motions of the different points are
known. This collection of points on the link of reference is

|!|<l
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called the Phoro^^raph, as it represents graphically the motions of
all points in the machine.

The method of determining the phorograph for a given
machine may be explained as folows: Let any body K, Fig. ^2,
have plane motion, and let us choose in it two points E and F.
We are. however, given no information about the nature of the
motion of A'. On some other body there is a point G, and we
are told the direction only of the motions of G '-j £ , viz.,

G — I, and of (7 «-> F, viz., (7 _ 2: it is required to find a
point on K having the same motion as G.

Referring to our preliminary proposition we see that the
motion of any point in A' «-5 E is perpendicular to the line
joining it to E, e.g., the motion of F ^ £ is -l to FE. But a
point is to be found having the same motion at G, and as the
direction of G «-j £ is given we are at once told the direction
of the line joining E to the rcciuired point, it must be -^ to Gi
and pass through /: as it is only points on /:(; which have the
desired direction G ^ E. II we call the point to be found C
then G' lies on FA? -J- to G-r. Similarly it may be shown that
G' must lie on a line through F -l to G — 2. and hence it must lie

at the intersection of the lines through E and F or at G', as shown
m I^^g. 32. Thus G' is a point on A' having the same motion as
the point G in some external body.

It is to be noted that we cannot assume the sense of the
motions nor the magnitude, only the two directions. We could,
however, assume the magnitude, direction and sense of G H £
and find G". provided the angular velocity of A' were known. If

A turns in the clockwise sense then the senses of the lines rejjre-

senting the motion of (/ are G — i and G — 2, and if the angu-
lar velocity of .V is«.i radians ])er second the magnitude of the vel-

ocity of C U) E is G' E . <•> and of G <-i F is G' F . m

We shall now apply these principles to the solution of prob-
lems connected with machinery, first calling particular attention
to the fact that the usual information given us is such as we
nave chosen above, viz.. the directions of motion of an external
point relatively to two i)oints in the link of reference. The
simple mechanism with four links and four t urning pairs will

be chosen as the first example, and is shown in Fig. .W. the letters

(/. h. (, (/, (). /'. O, h' having the same significance as before, and
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a being chosen as the link of reference, and a rough outline of
this hnk IS shown to indicate its large extent. It is required to
iind the linear velocity of the point Q. Points will first be found
on a having the same motions as Q and R, which are external to
a, and the points so found shall be referred to as the images
of Q and R and indicated by accents, thus 0> is a point on a hav-
ing the same motion in every respect as Q and similarly with R\

Inspection will at once show that since P is a point on a, P^
will coincide with P, and if we call o. the angular velocity of a
in radians per second (which may be constant or variable), then
the linear velocity of P is OP . «> = a<u ft. per sec, and is in
the direction -l to OP and in the sense indicated by o>. Such

being the case the length OP or « represents am ft. per sec, and
the scale is thus a,

: 1. l-«rther inspection will also show' that
since A' is stationary, /v" will lie at the only stationarv point in
(/,. viz.. at O.

The remaining point Q' may be found thus: The direction
of motion of O ^ P is -J- to OP or b. and hence, from the
proposition alrcaily given, O" must lie in a line through P>
(or P) J- to the direction of Q <-j P. i.e.. on the line through
P' in the directi.Mi of b or on b produced. Again, the direction
of motion of y ^ R i- ^ to OR or c. and since P' (at 0) has
the same motion as R this is also the direction of motion of

'-5 R'. so that O' li. s mi a line through R' -l {^ the mo-

(

'
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tion of Q *-! R, i.e., on a line through /?' in the direction of c,

and thus Q' is fixed. The velocity o. Q is then Q'O . eo, the

direction in space is -"- to OQ' and the sense is fixed by that of ««.

Since P^ and Q' are the images of P and Q on b, we may
regard P'Q^ as the image of b, and shall in future denote it by
b', similarly /?'()' (OQ') will be denoted by c'. By a similar

Wi, opp. sense

to 0) and «£

in opp. sense

a=c, b=d
Ub = o

i

<j>h and Wc in a parallel to c

same sense .'
. b' = o

aso) .-. «/, = o y-^

Fig. 34

I)rocess of reasoning it may readily be shown that if 5" is a point
on b midway between P amlQ then .S"' will divide /"(?' equally,
and also T' may be found by the relation /J'P • 7'Q' =
RT -.TQ.

The diagram may be put to further use in determining the
mai^nitudc and sense of the angtilar velocities of b and c when
that of (I is known. Let o>,, and <-, denote respectively the
angular velocities of the links b and c in space, the angular vel-
ocity of the link of reference being w. Xow since Q and P are
on one link b, which has an angular velocity <o,, therefore the
velocity ni Q <-5 /' is QP . w^ ur p . a.,, and since Q' and P'
are points on a, whose angular velocity is u, therefore the vel-

ocity of C «-5 /" is Q'P'm or b'io. fuit Q' has the .same mo-
tion as 0. and P' has the same motion as P, and therefore the
velocity o{ Q t-j T is the .same as that of Q' «-5 P' or 6 =<o

II
,

'

b\ i.e., «.,,
= w b\ 1 Similarly ««, = '^

. u, = c' .

*"

and since b and c are fi.xed in length the length of the images
of the links /> and c arc a measure of their velocities. The sense
of these velocities is readiiv determined from the signs of the

-atios ^ and ^ thus />• and b are opposite in sign, hence <»,,

is of ojjjjosite sense to <o, and by a similar process of reasoning
it may l)e shown that w is of the .same sense as «o.

!
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The figure O-P-Q'/?' is evidently a vector diagram for the
mechanism, the distance of any point on this diagram from the
pole bemg a measure of the velocity of the corresponding
pomt m the mechanism. The direction of motion is normal to
the line joining the point on the vector diagram to and the
sense of motion is also known from that of the angular velocity
of the primary link. Further, the lengths of the sides of this
figure 6' (/"Q"). rf' or (0/^') etc., are measures of the angular
velocities of the links, the sense of each angular velocity being
readily determined. (Note that the length d' or OR' is infinitely

I'ig- 35

short denoting that d has no angular velocity, since it is fi.xed
in space.)

In Fig. 34 other positions and proportions of a similar
mechanism are shown in which the solution is given and var-
ious relations marked below. It is to he noted that if the image
of any link reduces to a single point two causes are possible,

U) if this point falls at O the link is stationary for the instant,
as at d\ but if the point be not at the inference is that all

points in the link move in exacily the same way. or the link has
a motion of translation at the given instant.

The method will now be employed to solve a few typical
cases.

Fig. i-i is taken as a simple e.Nami)le. not because it illustrates
any practical mechanism.

Here we find Q'P' and /?' as before, and since we know the
motions of -S" t-) and 5" «-> P to be -l respectively to
SQ and SP, hence wc draw ST' parallel to SP and S'^' par-
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allel to SQ, which determines S' ;also /f'T' : T'Q*=RT : TQ de-
termines T\ Next, since we know the motions of (/ <-j 5 and
U «-» T, we draw IPT' parallel to UT and J'f/' parallel to
SU, and thus U^ is determined. If a be assumed to turn in the
sense shown with angular vel citv <«, then the angular velocity

S'L'

lar velocity of UT i

and is in the same sense as a, and the angu-

UT'
' Uf "* '" °l'I'o**'^^ sense to a. The linear

w the direction is -"- to Oil, and the sense
velocity of U is Of/'

is to the left.

Fig. 36 gives a further example in which a sliding i)air is in-
troduced. OP is again the link of reference and P\ Q\ /?• and
5"' are found as before. The direction of T is given in space by
con.struction. It slides in the directions shown. Hence T' will

^^

OR'
I-ifi. 36

lie on a line through O ^ to the direction of T, and as 7' lies
on ST parallel to ST, T' becomes ti.xed. The velocitv of T is
07'

. m it^s direction -^ to 07'. and its sense is to the right.
Fig. v?7 shows the engine nieclianism in two forms, (a) where

the i)iston direction passes through tiie crank shaft, (b) where
the cylinder is offset. The same levters and description appiv
to both. Evidently O' lies on P'Q' through P\ parallel to
PQ (here on OP produced), and also since the motion <.f
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?hi!!, T" ,'' .';"™«'- ^'' -•" 'ie i" the vertical throu,.h 0.

sens sh '1 '^' ''"'°" ^ '^ ^^*
• «- " »h- direction andsense shown and offsetting the cylinder evidently decreaseshe pKston velocty in this position, and it mav be ^shown thit

there will be a corresponding increase in the return stroke. The
angular velocity of the rod is

^^G' ^ j^^^^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^

in the upper diagram the piston velocity is zero at the dead
points, ,s equal to that of the crank pin when the crank is ver-

Fig- 37

tical and has a maxinnim value when the crank pin is slightly
to the right of the vertical through O. For the lower diagratr.
the piston velocity is also that of the crank pin when the "rank
ij vertical.

I•i.l,^ 38 shows the W hitwnrth .|uick-retun. motion, which is
s.-ghtly more difficult. There are here four links ,,. b, d and e
and two sliding blocks, c and /, d be:ng Hxed and a bein- theanvmg link, which rotates at constant angular velocitv o. in the
cIockw.se sense. /- and 0' are found by inspection.' Further
6' lies on a vertical line through O, and /?' on a line through O-
parallel to QK. Xow, I> is a point on both a and c. Choose >

jl
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on b exactly below P on a and c, and it will he evident that since
a, b and c all have plane motion, the only motion which T
C£n have relative to P is sliding in the direction of b, or the
motion of T <-s P is in the direction of b, hence T' is on a line

through P' -L to ft, and since it is also on a line through O par-
allel to b it is found at T'. Again, R' may he found since

Q'T QT ..

T'R'
""

77^ ""^ dotted lines show a simple geometrical

method for ohtainmg this ratio. S' is on R'S' parallel to
RS and also on the vertical thiough 0.

It will he understood that T is not a fixed point on b, but
will change for each ])osition of the mec' anism. The linear

1-ig. 38

velocity of the tool holder .S" will be OS' . ^ and the angular

velocity of AW will he . m in ojjposite sense to a.

Xote that although P and 7" coincide, their images do not.

for T has a sliding motion with regard to P, and hence both
could not have the same velocity. If P' and 7' coincided then
both P and T would have the same velocity.

The Stephensiin ling motion shown in Fig. 39 involves a
slightly different method of attack and is worked out in full

here, but is not drawn correctly to scale, so as to avoid confusion

H
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Ift'coiftahL I:
^"' rV'^ ''""^ °^ --^^"-^^ - *"e cranks'laii containinij the crank C anr\ tu^ . ^

J • .

^-iiiiK c anci tile eccentrics F anH P

riTth °' """'"^ '' '•' '"" " '"•"-'" "i.h c." ,„^'

C £' A' Ay- n. . n
— ^^ X " ^^ Per sec. We locate

VnkJlB aL'^uf ["' """• ^'"'*''"' ^^^ choose .1/ on the

P5. //,?r''j '!'? ^ "" ''''^- ^'"' ^'^ «'- know that H'A'.

Ld 'dI' X
"' '"'"'' respectively to EA, FB, HGand OK. .Now. vve havo already seen that the imaye of eachI.nk ,s similar and similarly divided to the link itsdf. and we

Fig- 39

see that the link AGB has the points G, A and B. We also knowhe lines along wh.ch G^, A^ and 5> lie, so that the problem
.s simply one of locating a curved line similar to AGB, with itsends on the luies .f£. and Pfi', and divided at C- In the line

A'G- AG
(There are

through parallel to GH. so that
. ,

BG' - BG
simple geometrical methods of accomplishing this result but
these are omitted here.) Thus A^G^B^ is located and the whole
link may be drawn in similar to AGB, but to a larger scale, and on
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it the point M' may l)e found from the relation
M'A' ^ MB
B'Af MA

Since A' slides with regard to M we have A''iU' normal to A'B'
at M\ which locates K\ and we may readily locate A' from the

, . LP' LD
relation -^,^ =

^^
The linear velocity of the slide valve is OL' . «>, and it

moves to the right.

Note.—The images of all Haks are similar to and similarly

divided to the links themselves, and are always parallel to the
links, of which they are the images.

Lack of si)acc prevents further illustrations, of which very
many useful ones exist, but enou^jh cases have been given to

show the method of procedure in any mechanism, and to show
that by this method the velocity of any point in a mechanism
may readily be found by means of a drafting board. Those
using the phorograph will no doubt invent geometrical methods
for getting the desired ratios between the image and the link in

any case which occurs.

!

I h
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TOOTHED GEARING
In many cases in machinery it is necessary to transmitpower from one shaft to another, the ratio of the L2"Zoaties of the shafts bein« known, and in very n"a,y cases'h.s rat,o .s constant; thus it may be clesire.l to tfansm t p. efrom a shaft runnini,' at 120 revs n^r mi„ .

'

at sav jnr. r«. ;. ' *"'"• *" another runn nifat. sa> 200 revs, per m.n. X'arions methods are possible for example, pt.1 leys of proper si.e may be attached t. the tf^^ andconnected by a belt or sprocket wheels may be used c .t d

and he faces of the pulleys pressed f.gether. so that the fric-tion between them may be sufficient ,0 transmit the poWer aunve used somet.mes in auto wa,..ns. or. a^ain. toothed wh dscalled gear wheels may be used on the two shafts, as in strecars and most automobiles.
Any of these methods is possible in some cases but usuallythe locafon of the shafts, their speeds, etc.. make ..me e

.'

he methods the more preferable. Thus, if ,he shafts are notry cose together, a belt and pulleys may be us dbut as the dnve is not positive the belt may slip, ^nd thus Iherclatue speeds may chan^^e, the s;>eed of the'dri 'en whed oflen
be.,:^ hve per cent, lower than the diameters of the pulleys would

not uork w<th satisfaction, and then a chain and sprockets aresometm.es used which cannot slip, and hence the speed ratio re!qu red may be mamtan,ed. For shafts which are still closer to-
gether either friction gears or toothed gears are generally used.Thus the nature of the drive will depend up..n various drcum-
stances one of the most important being the distance apart ofthe shafts concerned in it.

We shall deal here only with drives of the latter class or

b^f'' vT* "^''\ '"""'"•" ^'"•''^'"- ^'' "^^^ 'between
shafts xvhich are not far apart, and for which the ratio of the
angular yelocities must be fixed and known at any instant. We
shall first deal with parallel shafts which turn in opposite .senses
the gear wheels connected with which are called sf>ur xvheels,
the larger one commonly rallc.i the -r«r. and the smaller one the
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pinion. Kinematically, spur fjears an \hn exact c<|tiivalcnt of

a pair of smooth round wheels of the iine mean diameter, and
which are pressed together so ;is to d i,c nc another by fric-

tion. Thus if two shafts 15 in. apart are 1. rotate at 200 revs.

and 100 revs, per min., respectively, t'u im.v be connected by

two smooth wheels 10 in. and 20 in. i
- ili.i.ieter. one on each

Ahaft, which are pressed toj.;cther so flu - v iti not slip, or by a

pair of spur wheels of the same tTcati (.iaim cr, both methods
producing the desired results. Hut 1 \'.i<. \h wer to i)e trans-

mitted IS great the friction wheels n.< iii,ii!i:<i sible on account

of the great pressure between then- lU'ccssuiy 1.. (u ,,. slip-

ping. If slipping occurs the velocit • latic is ^iria »le and such

an arrangement would be of no valiK- i»i >;ncii a '1 ive, as is used

on a street car, for instance, on accou . of tlie m rky motion it

wuuld produce on the latter.

In order to begin the |)rohlem in the simplest possible way
we shall first take the most general case of a pair of spur gears

connecting two shafts which arc t<> have a constant velocity

ratio. That is, the ratio between the speeds «, and u.^ is to be

constant at every instant that the shafts arc revolving. Let /

be the distance from centre to centre of the shafts. Then, if fric-

tion wheels were used, we would ha\c the velocities at the rim

of each^</i«, andirrf^H, in inches per minute, where d, and (/j are

the diameters of the wheels in inches, and it will be dear that

the veicKity of the rim of each will be the same since there is

to be no slipping. Thus rf,/i, = rfjH, or r,;;, = r„ii.,. where
r, and r, are the radii of the wheels. Rut r, -f r, = /. There-

ft H
snice r, = r^ .

' vve get r . . ' -f r, = /,
fere

or r.
• [^^n

n

/ or r, = —J-
—

M, + W,
and r.

«, /

n, + n.

Now, whatever actual shape we give to these wheels the

motion of the shafts must be the same as if two siuooth wheels.

of sizes as determined above, rolled together without slipping.

In other words, whatever shape the wheels actually have the re-

sulting motion inust hv equivalent to the rolling together of two
circles centred on the shafts In gear wheels these circles are

called the f^ilrh cirrcs. and they evidently touch at a point '>n

the line joining the centres of the wheels, which point is called
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the pitch pou„. Now. let the actual outlines of these wheels

order hat the sl.ppmg „f the pitch lines may be prevetited It
.' deseed t., h.,d the necessary shape which the e p o ection

t moves with regard to C on the pinion at r.pht angles toVand as a point m th. pinion ,r must nove at ri^ht angles to PC
r: r"''.

*° ^ - '»'.* ^-^- ^l^-. whether P is a point on thekear or p„„on .ts m.Mon must he norma! >o the line joining .t

ay

he

I'ig. 40

t.^ C Some consideration will shou that in order -ha- Phave thus direction of modon in each wheel, the sha, owheels at P must be perpci licu'ai , , PC

loJr"r^"V T '"' '" ^'^«'"*"«= the case -1 own in thelower htnire, where the pr ejections are not nomia to / r atthe pomt P„ where they tuuch. It is at once ev.den- that slid-ng must occur at P.. from the ver, nature of the < ,e. and where
tw., bodies shde upon one another the direction ..f sHdin nnst
•' vva,s be along the common tangent to their surfa .>s .t uk
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point of contact, hence the direction of sliding here must be
/',/". But Pj is the point of contact and is therefore a point in

each wheel, and the motion of the two wheels must be the same
as if the two pitch circles rolled together, having contact at C.
Such being the case, if we place two projections, as shown on
the wheels, the direction of motion at their point of contact
should be perpendicular to P,C, whereas here it is perpendicular
toPjC. This would cause slipping at C, and would give the
proper shape for pitch circles of radii AO and BC\ which would
correspond to a different velocity ratio, thus O should lie at C
and PiP' should be normal to P,C.

From the foregoing we may make the following important
statements : The shapes of the projections on the wheels must
be such that at any point of contact they will have a conunon
normal passing through the fixed pitch point, and that while
the pitch circles roll on one another the projections will have a
sliding motion. These projections on gear wheels are called

teeth, and for convenience in manufacturing, all the teeth on
each gear have the same shape, although this is not at all neces-
sary to the motion. The teeth on the pinion are not the same
shape as those on the gear with which it meshes.

There are a great many shapes of teeth, which will satisfy

the necessary condition set forth in the previous paragraph, but
by far the most common of these are the cycloidal and the in-

volute teeth, so called because the curves forming them are

cycloids and involutes respectively.

CYCLOIDAL TEETH

Select two circles PC and /"C, Fig. 41. and su;)p()se these
to be mounted on fixed shafts, so that the centres A and B of

the pitch circles, and the centres of the describing!; circles PC
and P'C, as well as the pitch point C, all lie in the same straight

line, which means that the four circles are tangent at C Now
place a pencil at P on the circle PC and let all four circles run
in contact without slipping, i.e., the circumferential velocity of
all circles at any in.stant is the same. As the motion continues
/' approaches the pitch circles ec and fc, and if the right hand
body he extended beyond the circle fch, the pencil at P will

describe two curves, a shorter one Pe on the body ecg and a
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are PC =::?:: = a^rx '
^"' '"'" ^'' ^°"'^*^°"^ °^ •"--

Now P is a common point on the curves Pe and Pf and alsoa pomt on the circle PC, which has the common point C withthe remammg three circles. Hence the motion of P with re-gard to ecg ,s perpendicular to PC. and of P with regard to fchn perpendicular to PC; that is. the tangents to Pe and Pf at P
are normal to PC, or the two curves have a common tangent
and hence a common normal PC at their point of contact, and

T/AlTt "^ ' P^'' ^•''^"^^ *''*^ P'*^h PO'"t C. Thus P. and
/-A tulfil the necessary conditions for the shapes of gear teeth

Fig. 41

Evidently the points of contact of these two curves lie along
/ C. smce both curves are described simultaneously by a point
which always remains on the circle PC. Since these curves are
first in contact at P and then again at C. when P, c, e and fcoincide. It IS evident that during the motion from P to C the
curve Pe slips on the curve Pf through the distance Pf - Pe
Below C the pencil at P would simply describe the same curves
over again, only reversed.
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To further extend these curves, we place a second pencil
at P\ which will draw the curves P'g and P'A in the same way
as before, these curves having the same properties as Pe and Pf,
the amount of slipping in this case being P^g — P'A, and the
points of contact always lying on the circle CPK

Now join the two curves formed on ecg, that is, join gP^ to
Pe, as shown at Peg'P,', and then the two curves on fch, as
shown at Pfh^P^\ and we have a pair of curves which will re-
main in contact from P to P,, which always have a point of
contact on the curve PCP\ and which always have a common
normal at their point of contact passing through C. The rela-
tive amount of slipping is P/A,P,' — Peg^P,\ If, now, we cut
out two pieces of wood, one having its side shaped like the curve
PeP^' and pivoted at A, while the other is shaped like P/P,'
and pivoted at 5; then from what iias been said, the former may
be used to drive the latter, and the motion will be the same as

that produced by the rolling of the two pitch circles together;
hence these shapes will be the proper ones for the fofiks
of gear teeth.

The curves Pc, Pf, P'g and P'/», which are produced by the
rolling of one circle inside or outside of another, are called
cycloidal curves, the two Pc and P'h being known as hypo-
cycloids, since they are formed by the describing circle rolling

inside the pitch circle, while the two curves Pf and P'.ij are
known as epicycloidal curves, in this case lying outside the pitch
circles. Gears having these curves as the profiles of the teeth

are said to have cycloidal teeth (sometimes erroneously called

epicycloidal teeth), a form which is in very common use. So
far we have only drawn one side of the tooth, but it vvrill be
evident that the other side is simply obtained by making a trac-

ing of the curve PeP\ on a piece of tracing cloth, with centre
.'/ also marked ; then by turning the tracing over and bringing
the point ./ to the original centre .-1. the other side of the tooth

on the wheel ecg may be pricked through with a needle. The
same method is employed for the teeth on wheel fch.

Xothing has so far been said of the sizes of the describing

circles, and. indeed, it is evident that any size of describing circle,

so long as it is somewhat smaller than the pitch circle, may be
used, and will produce a curve fulfilling the desired conditions.
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but it may be shown that when the describing circle is one-half
the diameter of the corresponding pitch circle the hypocyloid
becomes a radial line in the pitch circle, and for reasons to be
explained later this is undesirable. The maximum size of the
describing circle is thus one-half that of the corresponding pitch
circle, and for convenience the two describing circles are fre-
quently of the same size, although this is not a necessity.

The proof that the hypocycloid is a radial line if the
describing circle is half the size of the pitch circle, may be given
as follows: Let ABC, Fig. 42. be the pitch circle and DPC

Fig. 42

the describing circle, P being the pencil, and BP the line
described by P, as P and B approach C. The arc BC is
equal to the arc PC by construction, and hence the angle PEC
at the centre P of DPC is twice the angle BDC, because the
radius in the latter case is twice that in the former. But the
angles BDC and PEC are both in the one circle, the one at the
circumference and the other at the centre, and since the latter
is double the former they must stand on the same arc PC. In
other words BP is a radial line.

In the actual gear the tooth profiles are not very long, but
are limited between two circles concentric with the pitch circles
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I ;

.n each pear, and called the addcndun, and r<H,t circles, as indi-cated .n iMg. 43 the path of contact being evidently PCP andthe amount of slipping on each pair of teeth is PR - PdI
P.b. - P^F, or PR + P^R - (PQ 4- P F\ P.li,
fu- ^„„„„„ , ,

'

\
*J -\- J^it). hurther, sincehe common normal to the tc.th pass throui-h C then the direc-

tion of pressure between a given pair of teeth is always the linejommg their pomt of contact to C, friction being neglected
The arc PC is called the arc of approach, being the location

Of the pomts of contact down to the pitch point C, and CP, is
called the arc of recess, P being the last point of contact The

F«g 43

angles DAC and CAE are called respectively the angles of ap-
proach and recess. As will be explained later, the distance be-tween the addendum and root circles and the pitch circle de-
pcnds upon the number of teeth in the gear, so that with these
circles fixed the length of the arc of cotitact PCP, will depend
upon the diameters of the describing circles being longer as the
describing circles become larger. If this arc of contact is shorter
than the distance between two teeth on the one gear, then only
one jiair of teeth can be in contact at once, and the running is
uneven, while, if this arc is just equal to the distance between
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the centres of a given pair of teeth on one gear, or the pitch, as it
called (See Fig. 46) one pair of teeth will just be going out of
contact as the second pair is coming in, which will also cause
jarring. It is usual to make PCP' at least 1.5 times the pitch of
the teeth This will, of course, increase the amount of slippine
of the teeth.

^

With the usual proportions it is found that when the number
of teeth in a wheel is less than 12 the teeth are not well shaped
for strength or wear, and hence, although they will fulfil the
kinematic conditions, they are not to be commended in practice.

INVOLUTE TEETH

The second and perhaps the most common method of form-
ing the curves for gear teeth is by means of involute curves. Let
A and B. Fig. -14. represent the axes of the gears, the pitch
circles of which touch at C, and through C draw a secant

Fig. 44

DCE at any angle » to the normal to AB, and with centres A
and B respectively draw circles to touch the secant in D and E

n, _ BC BD ^ .^

„ ~ '^(^ = 4£^ so that if a strmg be run from D to ENow
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and used as a belt between the tw„ dotted bust circles at D and
E, we would have exactly the same velocity ratio as if the orie-
mal pitch circles rolled together having contact at C.

Now. choose any point P on the belt n/i and attach at this
potnt a pencil, and as the wheels revolve it will evidently mark
on the ongnial wheels, havin^r centres at A and B, two curves
Pa and Pb respectively. « beinjr reached when the pencil jjets
down to /:. and h be.nK the starting' point just as the |>€nci! leaves
I}, and smce the point /' traces the curves simultaneously thev
v.ill always be m contact at some point along DE, the point o'f
contact traveling downward with the pencil at P. Since P can
only have a motion with regard to the wheel aE normal to the
string PE, and its motion with regard to the wheel Db is at right
angles to PD. it will be at once evident that these two curves
have a common normal at the point where they are in contact
and this normal evidently passes through C. Hence the curves
itiay be used as the profiles of gear teeth.

The curves Pa and Pb arc called involute curves, and when
ti.ey are used as the profiles of gear teeth the latter are called
mvolute teeth. The angle « is called the a„,,lc of oblujuity, and
evidently gives the direction of pressure between the teeth so
that the smaller this angle becomes the less will be the pressure
betw-een the teeth for a given amount of power transmitted If
on the other hand, this angle is unduly small, the base circles
approach so nearly to the pitch circles in si.e that the curvesPa and P6 have very short lengths below the pitch circles. Many
firms adopt for » the angle 14/.". in which case the diameter of
he base crcle is .968 (about 31/32) that of the pitch circle. If
he teeth are to be extended below the base circles, as is usual.
the lower part ,s made radial. With teeth of this form the dis-
tance bet^veen the centres A and B may be somewhat increased
without aflFecting in any way the regularity of the motion. In-
volute teeth are also stronger in general than the corresponding
cycloidal teeth. ^

The arc of contact in these teeth is usually about twice the
pitch, and the number of teeth in a gear should not be less than
12, as the teeth will be weak at the root unless the angle of ob-
liquity is increased.
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«(.» f"7!*,""
sometimes made with the teeth on the inside in-s ead of the onts.de of the rim. Fig. 45. Such gears arecalled annularjrears, and they are always made to mesh with as,n,r p,n.o„. the property being that hoth gear and pinion r^at

When one gear of the pair has an infinite radius the pitchIme becomes a straight line, and it is then called a rack, the teeth

F'K- 45

straight mes, formmg an angle 90 with the pitch line thegear meshmg with the rack being called the pinion •

'

Gear teeth are formed in various ways such as casting

z\:i::T''rf''; "^- ^-^ ^^ -^ '^ ^-^ ^^^ - -£
Ifter o »/ "?h 'r

''/'' '"''" '"^*'^°^' «'^ ^''^" «P«-k here-

Uken of he
" "" "' "'""^^'>' ^"-ed casting istaken of the same diameter as the outside of the teeth, and themeta, formmg the spaces between the teeth is carefully cut outK-avmg accurate shapes if the work be properly done The var-.o«s terms applied to gear teeth will appear from Fig. 46 Thead.Mun, hne Ks a circle who.se diameter is that of the outsideof the gear. The root or dedendun, line is a circle whose diam-e er ,s that at the bottoms of the teeth. The difference between

dime? ' IT '"".""'" •^•^•" '""^ ''^'^^ °^ '^^ t^^th. Thed,menMon of the teeth parallel with the shaft is the width of
/ r. or o ten the A,r. of the tooth, although the word face is alsoused to denote the surface of the tooth outside the pitch line the

P(!l

ill

1
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part of the surface of the tooth below the pitch line being the
ilank. The solid part of the tooth above the pitch line is the
Pmnt, and the solid part below this line is the root.

Let d be the pitch diameter of a gear having ( teeth, A, be
the height of the tooth above the pitch line, and A, the depth
below the pitch line, the total height A = A, + A, ; further, let w
be the thickness of the tooth measured along the pitch line. The
distance from centre to centre of teeth measured along the
pitch line is the circular pitch or pitch />, and this definition at

once gives tp = wd. As a matter of convenience Brown and
Sharpe have introduced a second pitch, now also commonly ad-

opted, called the diametral pitch and defined as a = ^, It would
d

naturally be expected that the diametral pitch would be the
number of inches of diameter per tooth, since the circular pitch

Fig. 46

is the number of inches of circumference per tooth. The G;am-
etral pitch is, however, the inverse and is not a number of inches.

The following formulas are adopted by Brown and Sharpe:

^ - '<^
. '1.1 I !/> PP- . 9 = ;^; h,= ^; h,= ^ +^; w=

I,
these dimensions being used for cut teeth. For cast teeth
7i< = . 48/", and hence there is a back lash = . 04P between any
pair of teeth which are in mesh. In cut gears there is no back
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lash. Notice that since *.-*.= -|^- there is always a clearance

t'he other."^^
'''*"" ^'* *°P °^ °"^ '^'"^ *"d the root line of

It will be evident at once that if a pair of gears are to work

that ,n the cyclo.dal system the same describing circle musthave been «sed in both, or if in the involute systfm thi sTeobhqu.ty should be used in both. Wheels so consTru tedthat

u heels. Let rf, and J, be the pitch diameters, and r. and

being /mches between centres, and the wheels turning at «, andn, revolutions per minute. Then from page 62.

'' =
n, -t tT '• *"*^ ^ = ^^^

/.

this formula applying to'spur gears only, no^trannular gears.
Further '

r,

Example :-Two spur wheels are to be placed between
shafts running at ,00 and .00 revs, per min. respectively, theshafts bemg 9 m. centres, and the diametral pitch being 3

200 . 100Then r, =
X 9-

, in T.
'"'/''' X9=6in.whiler,=

^^^-^^- 3 «n. Thus rf. = ,2 in,, d, = 6 in. Again / =
qa, = 3 X 12 = 36 teeth, and /, = 3 x 6 = ,8 teeth. The out-

q ^3
The circular pitch /> is

side diameter of the gears are d, + A = ,2 + 2 ^
^^^ ^^^

''^ + „ = 6 + cr ?)5 in.

» X 1

9 q

3.1416

3
= 1.047 in. The

height Aj = 1

20 = .385in..-.A = .7l9in.
J ,

1.047

3 "^"~2r
The student should practice solving problems on eearsassummg different quantities, and also working on question Yn-'volvmg annular gears. On being told vhat the'outle diame cr

01 a gear ,s 4 m. and the diametral pitch 8. he should at once
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know that it has 30 teeth, and he should become very familiar

with such calculations.

HELICAL GEARS

A study of Fig. 43 shows that the less the height of the

teeth the more nearly the lines PC and PiC become normal to

the line of centres ACB, and hence, under such a condition, the

less the pressure between the teeth (which is in the direction

PC) for a given amount of power transmitted. Thus for a given
pressure between the teeth the maximum power would he
transmitted if the line of pressures were tangent to the |)itch

circles at C. If the height of the teeth is decreased, however,
the arc of approach is decreased, and hence, for a given pitch,

the smaller will he the number of teeth in contact at once, and
the more uneven will be the motion. If now, instead of making
the teeth directly across the gear parallel with the a.\is. they be
run across it diagonally, so as to form parts of a helix, then, in-

stead of a whole tooth on the gear coming suddenly into con-

tact with a whole tooth on the pinion, we would have a pair

of teeth coming gradually mto contact, the contact beginning

at one end and gradually working across the gear, till the other

end is touching its mate. In such a case the teeth need not

be high, and yet there will be no unevenness in the motion.
Wheels with the teeth made in this way are called helical

gears, and it is to be remembered that if we pass a plane through
the wheel normal to its axis the profile of the tooth so .shown

should be involute or cycloidal.

Helical wheels are u.sed in the De Laval steam turbine,

where the pinions run at 400 revs, per sec. without noise. They
are also used in mills and other places, where steady motion is

desired or the i)ower transmitted is large.

Iff

*



CHAPTER Vr.

BEVEL AND SPIRAL GEARING
It very frequently happens in practice that the shafts on which

IlS7e:^.^''
'""

"°T""'^'' " ^^^^ '-^^^ °^ the spur gSr.^

fnllZ. !r^
"^^ "'^*''" 'yP*^ "^"«t be used. If the shaftsmtet^a the ^ea^ used between them are known as Zl ,^sTh,s class .s by far the most common one of the genera' Iv^under d,scuss,on. b^ing used on such devices as the main tmn^^isSm automobiles, or the connection between the vertical shrto"

r;nr:chin:^
^^^-- ---- --t-- in^ttitt;

.h«ft?!i
^'^^ °.'*^*^'" ^^"'i '' "«t infrequently happens that the two

frI enZe Ind""' t '" ^'^ '^'^^ °' ^^^ ^^ ^^^ -"^ shaft "fa gas engine and m such a case .e bevel gear is not of value Quite

thereTr
"^ "" T''T ^' ^''' *"«'- '" ^^^ another ^th^there are cases where they are not. Gears which suit such condiZsare of two cla.sses. (a) hyperboloidal Rears, which h^vTune IZtbetween teeth and may be used for shaft.s inclin^ at a^ang1^2

thrs: Id's 'Tf "^"
t^

^^'^^^- ^^^- -"--^"oi tne Shafts, and (b) sptral ^ears. the teeth of which have i>ointcontact, and which are used most frequently for shaf^ at riXangles, and the diameters of such gears U.ing ir' geLlfmde^ndenof the veloaty ratio between the shafts. We shall nowTsc^ssthese different forms in a general way.

th. ^^^u^^^ ^ ^^"•"'^^ '"'^'^^^ "'^y ^ described for dealing withhe problem mentaoned, it will be found more simple to defer it orthe present, dealmg ^4th the simplest case first, and aftenvard descnbmg the general method. The case will therefore be fi^tdtcussed where the two shafts intersect.

BEVEL GEARING

The axes of the shaftsmay be inclined at any an^lc to one anotherhe most common casc< I«ing where they are at right angles although^ey frequently intersect at other angles. The gears used to drivebe ween two such shafts are called bevel .ears, and in the casTwh""

twot fT f "^^' '"^'^^ ""^ '^^^ ^""^ ^* '^- ^an^e speed, th^two bevel wheels wotdd be exactly equal in all rc-si^cts. and^re hencalled mttre gears. Bevel gears are rarx-ly made annular
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Let A and B, V'tg. 47. repreHcnt the axes of two shafts in-

tersecting at C. and let their speeds be «, and m, respectively
To find the sizes of the gears necessary to drive between them,
let li be a point of contact between the gears, the radii to it

being r, and r,. Then we have r,«, = r,M,. as in the case of

the spur gear, or ' ^ w^ = constant, and hence at any point

where these gears would touch we should have the ratio
'^'

const., a condition which can only be fulfilled by points lying
on the line EC. In the case of bevel gears, therefore, contact is

Fig. 47

along a straight line passing through the intersection of their
shafts, and it may be shown that we can only get the desired
motion by rolling together two cones, each having its apex at
C, and an angle at the apex of 2», or 2tfj, as marked. l{ 6 = go'
and w, = «,. then »,=#, = 45°. It is to be observed here that
the angles 0, and 6, are fixed, when #,. «, and n, are known, but
one of the radii r, or r, may be selected at will by the designer.

It is not considered advisable in this discussion to enter
into the exact ftjrm the teeth should have in such a case, and
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the method of finding the proper shape, v, .11 merely he .IcHcril.ed.

\
'>''•, *^ '*'l'"*"^"» «"« "f the wheels, with anglr j», at thevertex of the con., and let the radii

, and r.' 1« ile, te. sui!external conditions. Through D a.u. F draw lines DuLd PHm,rma to CD^ to intersect .he nxis of the shaft at ulldH
respectively Then at D the teeth will have the same shajH! a. ifcons ructed for a .pur gear of radius CD, and at F the teeth
should be constructed for a spur gear of radius HJ . and so for

Fig. 48

any intermediate point. The teeth are. of course, tapering fromF to D. and either the .nvolute nr cycloidal .system may be used.

HVPERBOLOIDAL GEARING

THE TEETH OF WHICH HAVE LINE rONTA( T

Hanng discussed the particular case of intersecting shafts, we
shall now consider the general problem. Let AO and HP Fig 49
represent the two shaiis under consideration. Then, as a rule' theaxes of these shafts wi! \yo horizontal, and the lines shown will repre-
sent the ordinary plan and elevation of the centre lines of the 1 .afts
but whether the shafts are h^nzontal or not we shal- assume the
planes of reference for the drawing chosen, the one normal to OP
the shortest distance between the shafts, while the other passes
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I

h

through the line OP and also the axes O'A' of one of the shafts.

This corresponds to the ordinary plan and elevation of the shafts

that would in general appear in practice. The angle AOB - *

between the projections AO and BP on the normal plane is called

tiie angle between the shafts, while the distance CfF '^ h between
the projections on the other plane, we call the distance between the

shafts, meaning by it the shortest distance; we shall assume h and e,

known as well as n, and n„ the angular velocities of the shafts AO
and BP respectively.

The angle between the shafts may be selected as AOB
or its supplement and confusion may arise as to the proper
angle to select. Throughout the remainder of this discussion we

A'

4»—

^

k,

rc -^

O' P'

Fig. 49

have selected the angle so that the line of eontact CQ falls within it,

and as annular gears of this tyiK- arc not used, C(J will be so located
tha*. if the gears have contact along this line, the shafts to which they
arc attached will turn in oi)i«)sitc sense. Thus in Fig. 49, is the
angle AOB and not A,Oli, for if the line of contact were chosen, say
at ( ,Q in A,OH, then it would Ik> netx'ssary to put on one annular
gear to give the projKT sense of rotation to the shafts.

The problem now is to design a pair of gears which will work
between the two shafts and fulfil the given coiulitions, and in tirdcr

to have the U-st i^)ssible ser\ice from the gears, it will lx> assumed
that there is to be line contact between them. Let CQ, the line
of contact i)ass through OP, it is required to locate CQ, i.e. to
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j^

fr^
*"•

*r t' t"*^
*;• ^^ ^"^ *^^ P^P*"" s'^ of the gears. ChooseZr •/?• '^•.'" *^' ""^ ^^ *^ * P«int ofcontact X

/?r and /?F respectfively on the shafts AO and BP

UV ril^? 7"^v^"*' °^ ^''^^ '*^" P^*"«J to OP be 5r and

nolTT '^^^.i*""
corresponding components parallel to the

- /(C + t F
. (To draw these radii it is only necessary

Eig. SO

to .etncrnber that RS is perpendicular to OA and RV is perpendic-ular to //P. further that 5' ami ^Z' art. found by projectinrote
5 and ( rom the normal projection and also tha[ S'T^^h'rarc parallel to O'P'.)

nai j i ana t i

Now at the ,x,int of contact /?. it is essential that the velocityrat.o n,
: «, must be- maintained lx>tween the shafts and s^^|js the ,x,mt of contact, it is a common ,x,int in both gea... F^omvha has already been said at pa^e 63, it will be clear that aH

must be the same as the motion of the same ,x>int R as a iK>int in Hn the same plane. ..e.. m /A. />/a«. „.rma/ to the line of contact RQ
It .s to be kept m mmd. however, that ./,Vy,«« along CQ is permissibUfor a s,n„laf reason that there is no objection to the L'al mot "n ofspur gears rclative to one another while they are r^^Z^^Z^:',

H

III

' < 1
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shall not need to design the wheels to prevent slip aUmg the line of
contact.

In order to fulfil the desired conditions as simply as possible,
we shall divide the motion of R in each wheel in the normal plane to
RQ, into two jiarts, viz., those normal to each plane of reference in
the drawing. Taking first the motions of R in each wheel in the

direction of PO and in the plane normal to CQ. we find that (a) as a
point in AO its motion is RS.tt, and (b) as a point in BP its motion is
Rl' .n„ and since the motions at R are equal the components of these
motions are equal or RS . h, = Ri' . «,.

But from the figure it is evident that RS - OR sin 6, and RU
- OR sin e, and hence RS . n, - RU . «, becomes OR . sin $, . n,
- OR sin e, . n, or «, sin $, - h, sin $,.

I
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of /»^"
'" '!**• ^^^^"^ perpendicular to OP the actual motionof i? a. a point m AO m the plane RST would beST n. and onreso v,ng,tmto the plane normal to /?Q we would haveST.ncostf

3.m.larly the motion of /? as a point in BP in the same direcliorwSl'

Z^/^-T'"' ' *^
r

^'"** '^*^ '^° "^°^'°ns must be the samewege 5 T
. n, cos ^ - U'V'n, cos *, orA.«. cos *, - A,«, co3 *,.

/?0 i, filler r" ^ T'*'™"^ ^hese equations that the location ofK(j IS hxed by four c editions, vi ..

A, + A, = A. (i)

«. + *.- tf. (u)

"' s«n », - M, sin tf,, (iii)

and A,«, cos tf, - A,«, cos »„ (iv)
and as there are cily four unknowns when h, 6, n. and «, are giventhe values of h., ,,. B, and 6, may be found. A simple grapUc^I

Fig Si

method may be employed as follows: In Fig. 51 lay off OAf _ „

o"h^ '1' ^IT '''^''' ^^"^ '"^ ^ '" "f^'^'t^ directions fromO because the shafts turn in oppos tc sense. Jom MX and drawOh perpendicular to MX then will MX be parallel to the requiredImeOC the angle OA'/v- .<», and OMA- .«, and evidently?+7- ». Further. XK
: KM is the ratio A, : A., so that if ij the a)n'.
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struction NL be made equal to A and M be joined to L then by draw-
ing JK parallel to LM theie is obtained A^y - A, and LJ ^ h,.

The proof of the graphical construction is: Since OM - n,
and ON = n„ hence OK « n, sin ONK = n, sin OMA' from which it
IS evident by comparing this with equation (iii) that ONK - 6, andOMK = e„ alsoAOB = OMA' + ONK or « - «, + tf. which satisfies

\l'

F"K- S3

also equation (ii). Further. A'A = tt. cos 6, and A'7»/ = «, cos 0,
A'A" _ n, cos tf,

and by comparing this with equation
or
KM n, cos 9i

(iv) which may be ^vritten '^ - -"^T^^A
, it is at once evidentthat

hi n, cos 6,

h, :h, = NK : KM. The construction for finding the actual values
of h, and k, presents no difl^culties.

The four equations (i). (ii), (iji) and (iv) give a means of solving
any problem of this nature and the application to a few cases will
show the general nature of the method, n, and «, are always as-
sumed given.
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h anfrt'' ^-i^^- ^^*f'
'"''""^ ^* *"y *"«'^ * ^^'J *t given distance

J
apart. This ,s the general case already solved and\. e„ h. andA, are found as indicated.

'

apart^'^fcfri n^^iS^i't"?""^
^' ^"^^' * = ^^ «"^ »' distance hapart. (Care must be taker not to confuse the method and type ofgear here described ^vith the spiral gear to be discussed later.) Ch^the axes as shown m Fig. 52. lay off ON - «. and OM - „ andj^

Tain VA- T^^ Pen-ndicular to MN from which w^ at ci^obtam A A
. AM = A, : h.. In this case h. n. cos 6. = A, „, cos tf,

gives «'«'. = «>s«v ^ sin<?, ^ „,
A3 «. cos «, COS tf, « •

*" "**

To take a definite case, suppose «, =-• 2 m, then —' = (^' V
/ „ Y _ 1 ^ ^

A. \»,)

V 2 «, / ~ ^
and If the distance apart. A, of the shafts is 20

in. then A,
^= 4 in.^ and A. = 16 in., and the angle 0. is given by

tan e. = ''1 =
^

= . 5. or », = 26» 34' and fl, = 90 - 0, =
63° 26', s(, that the line of contact is readily located

Case (3.) Parallel shafts at distance A apart, this gives theordmary cas. .,f the spur gear. Here fl = o and therefore B, = o 1
';; l"lv '.r

''
'a"

' "" '' '"' ™^ '• = '- ^"^ '" ^ that therearc only two conditions to satisfy, viz.. A, + A, = h and A, «, =
A. «.. Solving these gives h. = "'

/,, and substituting in h. + A,

= A gives at once A, = "«-
A and A - "' tc

„^ ^ „^
" ^"" "' ~ A formulas

n« will be found to ag;ee exactly «4th those on page 62 for spur

and a''''

^^'^ ^"J^-^'^ting .shafts. Here A = „. therefore A, = o

then A/A ,s m the direction of the line of contact OC for thore areonly tvvo equatu,ns here to .satisfy, viz.. ,, + ff. = e and „, sin e. -
«. sm

^
and these arc- satisfied by MX. Then draw OC parallel toA/A Compare this with the case of the bevel gear taken up at Ihebeginning of the chapter). ^ ^
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Case (5.) InterscctinK shafts at riKht angles. Here e « 90°.
Further let n, - n, then »,-«,- 45°. thus the wheels would be
equal and are called mitre wheels.

We shall now return to the Reneral problem in which is

given e, h, n, and n, and have found the location of the line of con-
tact CQ by the method describetl for finding h,, h„ e, and e,. Now
just as in the case of the spur and Ix-vel gears, select a short part of

''g
.S4

the line of a>nlact to use for the gears according to the width of
face which is decided uiwn. the width of face largely depending ajHrn
the power to \k transmitted, and therefore being rather beyond
the scope of the !)resent disaission.

Now it is known from geometry that if the line CQ were securetl
to AO while the latter revolved, the fonner line would describe a
surface known as an hyjK'rboloid of revolution and a si-cond hyixT-
lK)loid would be descrilx-d b.\- securing the line ( V) to HP, the curwd
lines in the drawing. Fig. 54, .showing sections of these hvix-rlxjloids
by planes passed through the axes AO and HF. As the process
of developing the hyjK-rboloid is somewhu difficult and Ujng, the
reader is referred to b<x)ks on descrijitive geometry or other works
for the melho<l. Should the distance /; between the shafts be small.
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then sections of the hyperboloids selected as shown at D and E mustbe employed and this can only be done by drawing the tTe cu^eswhen however, the shafts are far enough apart, as'is f^™ n'yThe

e^r ^
-ll reXn ''' hyperboloids may be used an7no seHou

a^V r T u-T"*^
*'"'' cylindrical wheels F and G of radii /,and //, found as before explained.

In case the wheels F and G are used the ancles 6 and » mvn .h»

;::'rr;:i:ui'L^"^^^
^^^^ ^^-^ «^ thtt-Hnmri^in cessarv t<. use /; an 1 E on account of the small value of h, the trueurface ,s located as already explained and then the cones are select

Is o^i^r ,"Tf ^° ''^'"" ^"^^«^^- ^'^^ -»^-^« beingTreatel

Thetce^ "' "'""^ "-^^^ ^'^^ ^"^^'^ ™"-"« d-«-any across

whJ^FTnH'r'" '?^'" '''" '""*^*^' ^^•"'"'"•^ ^hat the gorgewheels h and r7 may be used, and the angles B, and 6, of inclination

F'K- 55

llkfca"' (2)T.e 82 T''''".T ^°""o ^^ ^ ""---' -^P^ecaKc cast (i), j,age 82. for which ff = Q0°, „, = 9 « anH /, - 7n i,
.„d „ ha, hc.„f„„„. i„u,is example .Ka. H. -Vta"" ,Vlfi
:;.» he u^.. :,! ;:^":.hi;:*" * '^

^"'r
"-^--- '°

,..1, I c- ,1 ;. .
^^ ^ ^ *"" '^'^ ^ ''*«'• ihe d amettr of the

« heel F on OA .s J, = 2 A, = 8 m. and that of G is d^ = 2 /,, = 32 inThe actual number of the teeth on each gear will de,^nd u^x/n the loadthe pa,r must carry so that the numbt-r of teeth will here L asTun^wuhout calculation. Let the numbc. of teeth on th .^^xHt
ithi pitch Ime. F,g. 5... along the end of the gear is p, =

~^~ = 1.256 in. and this .listance will not be the same as the

correspc,n<linK distance in the ^'car G. If the gears are to worktogether pro,K.rly. however, the no^al .listanc' from Jmn to

I
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I

centre of the teeth along the pitch line, i.e., the pitch />. must be the
same in both gears and hence />-/», cos «, « 1.256 cos 26" 34' or
p - 1.256 X . «944 - 1.123 in.

For the gear G the number of teeth must be /, =- 40 since n, -

2«,. and hence/),- - 2.513 in., and />»/>, cos »,- 2.513 X

cos 63° 26' - 2.513 X .4472 « 1.123 in. as before.

A section of the teeth normal to their direction will have a profile
like an ordinary spur gear, i.e., the section taken in that direction
will have involute or cycloidal curves and may Ix- laid out exactly
the same as for spur wheel teeth of pitch p. In this type of gearing

Fig. 56

Fig. 5/

there is of necessity considerable slip along the line of contat t CQ.
so that the frictional losses may be high and they are therefore not
to be preferred in many cases. If projKTly made, howe\(T. they run
very smoothly and if run in oil the frictional losses may be reduced.

SPIRAL GEARINO

THE TEETH OF WHICH HAVE POINT CONTACT

In speaking of gears for shafts which were not parallel and did
not intersect, wo mentioned two classes (a) hyjierboloidal gears (b)
spiral gears, and having discussed the first at some length we shall
now refer to the sc>cond class somewhat briefly. In this class of
gearing there is no necessary relation lx;lween the diameters of the

wheels and the velocity ratio "' between the shafts; thus one finds

very frequent !>• that, while the cam shaft of a gas engine runs at
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The most familiar form of this waWnir ;. »»,„ n ,

and worm whed. which is sketched nJlTft 5
well-known worm

that the one wheel here takt the fo.^^nf
"V '"^ ""^'"^

distinguished by the name , he uZ '1^7' ''"
"'r"

"^"^
point on the worm wheel is mo t bv ono I

'^"':'^ "'^'"^ ^"^

called the pitch of the wo™ T^h ?u
'^'^.^'°!"^'°" °» ^^e worm is

distant frl thJad to Ih™d"t ' th
'"'"'

T"'^'""'^
^" ^"^^

sinirle tiitch If fh a . / ^ ^^'^ "'"""• ^^^^ thread is called

no, ,„al to the axi. of the- nil Tho^ril ' "T "' *' "•'^' ^"'S

i3 . ». ... Since, ... «„i:;i rKe"; .r:r„:s:r„?;£
"oratvrill move the gear fonvard p, i„,. hence there will be ' £.

if the worm is sinirle oitch / - "" '^ ..nkie pttcn /
- or the ratio of the ^'ears is

simply the immlx>r of teeth in tho uhrnO r.- .u • ,

before IS gix en bj/,, ^ 2 p'
,
wnere p' is the axial distance from the

centre of one thread u, the centre of the next one. an.l / = '
f

^

and a.s the ratio of the gears is

'J^'

„. get in this case the r!..io

equal to -^-. an<l for triple pitch the ratio is
'

etc.

A brief study of the matter will show that as the velcK-itv mtio

the th'^rr " '""^ ' ^'^ ^'"'' '' '''^ """" -" the diam t"?;the uhc^l hence no matter how large the worm mav be- mac cTt-.be still to retain the same pitch, and hence th^ ^nT . .^ratio, fo. .he same wheel. The -nly change prcKluced by chanKing

*1;l
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ill

i>

^

the d.am-tor of the worm is that the angle of inclination of tl.- spiral
thread is^altered. bcins decreased as thediametcn increases, and vice
versa The atiRle made by the teeth across the face of the wheel
must be the same as that made by the spiral on the worm, and if
the pitch of the worm b,- denoted by p, and the mean diameter of the
thread on the latter by d. then the inclination (if the thread is given

by tan » - A and this should also proijcrly Ix? the inelinatiun oi

the wheel teeth. From the very nature of the case there wil! }^ a gnat
deal of slipping between the two -.vhwls, for while the wheel moves
forward only a single tooth there ^viU be slipping of amount irJ. a.ul
hence considerable frictional less,

so that the diameter of the worm
is made as small as jjossiblc con-
sistent with reasonable values
o{ «.

When both the worm and
wheel are made parts of cylind-
ers. Fig. 58, then there would
only be jwint contact with the
worm, but as this is ver\- unsat-
isfactory for power transmission, i-ig. 58
the worm and wheel are usually
made as shown in section in the left-hand diagram in Fig. 58 where the
a^nstrueiion of the teeih may Ik- such as to approach line eoniaet.Thr u.sual meth(Kl of eonstniction is to tun. the worm up in the
lathe, etitting the thread, as acairately as may be desire, i, then
to turn the wheel to the pro,)er out.side finished dimen.sions The
euii.ng of the tmh in the wheel rim may then be done in variousways of which only one wUl Ix- described, that by the use- of a hoh

„•./ ^u^u' T"'"t''"'^
°^ ''""' -""^ '^ "" '-''^^t ^"PV «f '^he worm

with which the wheel is t„ work. Grooves are cut across the
hrea,ls so as to make u after the fashion of a milling cutter, as shown

in F,g 59, whuh ,s taken fn.m the Brown and Shaqx. catalngtie.The hoh ,s then hardened and ground and is readv for .service The
teeth un the wheel may now be roughh milJed oui bv a cutter, afterwhich the hob and gear are brought into contact and run ru proixT
n.!afn-e s,H-e.ls the hob milling out the teeth and gra.iuai,v hx>ing
I. ree<l .|,n,„ on the wheel till it oceupies the same relative position
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aro c«t out and the worn and wheel will run perfectly tootherhaving contact appniximately along a line.

logeincr

in. ^r^f°^^
"°^ '*™'' ^''"^ *° K° '""^her into this very interest-

Karding it. Only one or two joints more will be mentioned It hasa ready been ,x.inted out that the Actional loss in the gear is ve^
o iZ;i ':^'' 7'' '^'""""^ ''' ''"'^P'"«- -"d henceL v^lcS^

uorm, and at the san^e time the latter is usually immersed in oil

I-'K- 59

«^ile running but for all that the factional loss is rarelv less than2a per cent, of the . . -
'' '""-'J '^''S tnan

per cent.

power transmitted, and frequently exceeds 50

From the point of view of velocity ratio, however, there are LTeat

lar^e u ht^ls. Thus ,f a worm wheel has 40 teeth, and is geared with

a single-threaded worm, the velocity ratio ^vill ^
. while with a

40

double-threaded worm it will be ^ =
^^ , so that it is very con-

venient for such large ratios. It also finds favor because ordinarilv it
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cannot be reversed, i.e., the worm must always be used as the
driver and cannot usually be driven by the wheel.

Consider now the case of the worm and wheel shown in Fig. 58,
in which both are cylinders, and suppose that with a worm of
given size a change is made from a single to double thread, at the
same time keeping the threads of the same size. The result will
be that there will be an increase in the angle 6 and hence
the threads will run around the worm and the teeth will run
across the wheel at greater angle than before. If the pitch be further
increased there is a further increase in e which may be made as great
as 45°, or even greater, and if at the same time the axial length of tlie

worm be decreased, the threads will not run aroimd the worm com-
pletely, but will run off the ends just in the same way as the teeth of
wheels do.

By the method just described the diameter of the worm is

unaltered, and yet the velocity ratio is gradually approaching unity,

since we are increasing the pitch, so that keeping to a given diameter
of worm and wheel, the velocity ratio may be varied in any way
whatever, or the velocity ratio is independent of the diameters of the
worm and wheel. When the pitch of the worm is increased and its

length made quite short it changes its appearance from what it

originally had and takes the form of a gear wheel with teeth running
in helices across the face. A photograph of a pair of these wheels
used for driving the cam shaft of a gas engine is shown in Fig. 60,
and in this case the wheels give a velocity ratio of two to one between
two shafts which do not intersect, but have an angle of 90° between
planes passing through their axes. This form of gear is very exten-
sively used for such purposes as the above, gixnng quiet steady
running, but, of course, the frictional loss is quite high.

Some of the points mentioned in this discussion may be made
clearer by an illustration. Let it be required to design a pair of

gears of the above type to drive the cam shaft of a gas engine from the
crank shaft, the velocity ratio in this case being 2:1, and let both
gears be of the same diameter, the distance between centres being
12 in. From the data given the pitch diameter of each wheel will be
12 in. and since for one revolution of the cam shaft the crank shaft
must turn twice, hence the pitch of the thread on the worm must be

—
- X »r X 12 = 18.85 in., so that for the gear on the crank shaft
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(corresponding to the worm) the "teeth" will run across its face at

18.85

T X 12

an angle given by tan = = .5,0x6 = 26° 34', and this

angle is to be measured between the thread or tooth and the plane
normal to the axis of rotation of the worm. The
angle of the teeth of the gear on the cam shaft (corres-
ponding to the worm wheel) will be 90 — 26° 34'

= 63° 26' measured in the same way as before.
It will be found that the number of teeth in one

gear is double that in the other, also the normal pitch
of both gears must be the same. The distance
between adjacent teeth is made to suit the conditions
of loading and will not be discussed.

Fig 6o
^^^^^ gearing may be used for shafts at any angle

to one another, although they are most common in
practice where the angle is 90°. A more detailed discussion of the
matter will not be attempted here and the reader is referred to
other complete works on the subject.

GENERAL REMARKS ON HYPEkBOLOIDAL AND SPIRAL GEARING

In concluding this chapter it is well to point out the differences
in the two types of gearing here discussed. In appearance in many
cases It is rather difficult to tell the gears apart, but a close examina-
tion will show the decided difference that in hyperboloidal gearing
contact between the gears is along a straight line. While in spiral
gearing contact ts at a point only. A study of gears which have been
in operation shows this cleariy, the ordinary spiral gear as used in a
gas engine wearing only over a very small surface at the centres of
the teeth. It is also to be noted that the teeth of hyperboloidal gears
are straight and run across the face of the gear while the teeth of
spiral gears run across the face in helices.

Again in both classes of gears the ratio between the numbers of
teeth on the gear and pinion is the velocity ratio transmitted and in
the case of the spiral gears the relative diameters may be selected
as desired while in the hyperboloidal gears the diameters are fixed
when the angle between the shafts and the velocity ratio is given



CHAPTER VII.

TRAINS OF GEARING

In ordinary use gears* are frequently arranged in a series

on several separate axles, a series being called a train of gearing,

so that a train of gearing consists of two or more wheels, which

all turn at the same time, the angular velocities of all wheels

in the train being known when that of any one is given. A train

of gearing may always be replaced by a single pair of vheels of

proper diameter, but in many cases the diameters of che two

gears would be such as to make the arrangement undesirable.

When the train consists of four or more wheels, and when
any two of these of different sizes are keyed to the same inter-

mediate shaft, the arrangement is said to be a compound trrln.

These trains are very common. If the gears are so arranged

that the axis of the last gear lies in the same straight line as that

of the first gear, as in the train between the minute and hour

Fig. 6

1

hands of a clock, the train is aaid to be reverted. If one of the

gears in the train is held stationary and some or all of the

other gears revolve about it, as in the case of the differential gear

of an automobile, where one back wheel stops, the scheme is

called an epicyclic train. It is quite common to have a reverted,

epicyclic, compound train or a simple epicyclic train. Thus in the

epicyclic train the axis of the last gear may coincide with that

of the first, although this is not at all necessary.

The velocity ratio of any train of gearing is the number of

revolutions made by the last wheel divided by the number of

•The discussion in this chapter refers only to spur and bevel gears.
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revolutions in the same time of the first wheel in the ordinary
train, or of the frame in the epicyclic train. Thus, let n^ be the

number of revolutions per minute made by the last pear, and let

»ii be the revolutions per minute of the first gear in the ordinary

train or of the frame in the epicyclic train, then the ratio of the

train R = ' . Taking first a train in which the frame is fixed

and all wheels revolve, let it consist of spur gears \, a,b, c, e, and

2, Fig. 16 , having speeds iti, «„ etc., etc., radii r,, r„ etc., and

numbers of teeth, /,, f, /„, respectively, the gears a and
b being keyed to one shaft, as also the gears c and e. Thus, this

is a compound train. Evidently any pair meshing together, such

as b and c, must have the same pitch, and also the same type of

teeth (i.e., involute or cycloidal), but any other gear in the train

may have a diflFerent system and pitch, provided only that it

suits the gear with which it meshes. Then, it at once follows that

JLf^ _ r, t,

and
«

n. ra K n

and hence that

P ^ «.. ^ ""_. «,

n, n, M„

= ) and "'
t,

t, h t.

t.

Calling now the first wheel in each pair the driver, and second
wheel the driven, we at once get the rule: The ratio of a train

R is the product of the radii of the drivers divided by the pro-

duct of the radii of the driven wheels, or the ratio is the product

of the teeth in the drivers divided by the product of the teeth in

the driven wheels.

Should any of the wheels in the above train be annular, ex-

actly the same law holds; and, in fact, the same law will hold

if some of the gears are replaced by belts and pulleys, so that the

determination of the ratio is quite simple in any case. Thus, in

the above case, let Mi = 50 revs, per min., h, = 80 revs., »te =
120 revs., and h„ = 200 revs, and let r, ^ 6 in., rb = 4 in., and

Tr = 5 in. ; also let the diametral pitches be 4, 6 and 8 for the

pairs I and a, b and c and e and 2 respectively. Then we have

*'<> = 3H in- »", = 2| in., r, = 3 in., or </, = 12 in., rf, = jyi

in., rfb = 8 in., rfc = 5 i in., de = 10 in., and dj =^ 6 in. ; also ^i

= 48 teeth, U = 30 teeth, t^ = 48 teeth, /<• = 32 teeth, tg ==

80 teeth, and /, = 48 teeth.

f"

!%•nl

m
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= 4

The velocity ratio R of the train =
r, X r,X r, ^ 6X4 XS
r, X r, X r, 3H x' 2} X 3

jf
_ t,X t, X /, _ 48 X 48 X 80 ^ .

°'"

<„ X /fx /, 30 X 32 X 48

It may be observed that the whole train might be replaced

by a gear 39.07 in dia., meshing with a pinion 9.76 in dia., without

changing the distance between the first and last sli.ifts, but the

sizes of these gears would in many cases be prohibitive.

As to the sense of rotation, it will be evident that for one

contact (two wheels) between s >.ir gears, the sense is reversed;

for two contacts it is the same, for three reversed, etc., i.e., if

the number of contacts is odd the first and last wheels turn in

opposite sense and vice versa. Each contact with an annular

gear neutralizes a contact with spur gears in respect to the sense

of rotation, and if at any place between gears of the train a belt

und pulley are used, then an open belt produces the same effect

as an annular gear and pinion, and a crossed belt the same effect

as a spur gear and pinion.

It not infrequently happens that in a compound train the

two wheels on an intermediate axle are made the same diameter

and combined into one. Thus we may make r, = rt, i.e., f, =
tb. Such a wheel is then called an idler, and inspection of the

formula shows that such an idler has no effect upon /?, and is

used solely to change the sen^^e of rotation or to increase the

distance between the axes of the other wheels without at the

same time increasing their diameters.

We shall now solve a few problems illustrating the use of

the formulas

:

(i.) A wheel of 144 teeth drives one of 12 teeth, on a shaft

which makes one revolution in 12 sees., while a second shaft

driven by it makes a revolution in 5 sees. On the latter shaft

is a 40 in. pulley connected by a crossed belt with a 12 in. pulley,

this latter pulley n.aking 2 revs., while one geared to it makes

3 revs. Show that the ratio of the train is 144, and that the first

and last wheels turn in the same sense where no annular gears

are used.

(2.) It is re(iuired to arrange a train of gears giving a ratio

13 product of teeth in drivers

250 • ^^'"^"'^'""S that « ^producTonec^in driven wheels
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we might use directly a year of 250 teeth t(i d.ivc a pinion of

13 teeth; but if this gear is tuo large we may break up the ratio

A- thus: ;?=:^^ = A?<5XJ0 ^.^ y 5 ^ 40
13 :3 1 "^ 4 13

ot /, = 60, /, = 12, tf, = 20, tr = \ft. f, — 40, and L = 13,

giving gears without large numbers of teeth. If the distances

between centres are given, then we must either arrange the dia-

metral pitch to suit, or we must select some of the large number
of other values of ',, /„ etc.. which will fit the al .ve case The
above solution givts six wheels, but we might us^ eight .)r four
as well.

(3.) To design a train of gears which would be suitable for

connecting the second hand of a watch to the hour hand. Here
A! = 720, and the last wheel must turn in the same sense as the

first one, and hence the number of contacts must be even, re-

quiring 4 or 8 or 12, etc., wheels in the train. As before, many
solutions are possible, thus

720 ^ 4 X4X5X 9^ _ 56

1
R

R

1

6X6X4X5
14

X
48

12
X

50

10
X

108

12

72

12
X

60

10
X

52

13
X

60

121

The solution may also be worked for 12 wheels if

7M
1

with 8 wheels,

desired.

(4.) The train of gears for connecting the minute .-nd licnir

hands of a clock is required. Here the train is reverted with

R = 12, and we must have an even number of contacts, so that

we shall select four wheels. In addition to obtaining the desired

ratio, we must have r, -+- r, = rb -|- r,, and if all the wheels

have the same pitch, /i -( 'a = 'b + t^.

12 ^ 4 X 3 ^ 48 45

1 - 1 X 1 12 15

medial'^ shaft would have the gears with 12 and 45 teeth, while the

48-toothed wheel would be connected to the hour hand, and the

I t;-toothed wheel to the minute hand.

Now, R = thus the inter-

'><l

'^1

THE SCREW-CUTTING LATHE

Most lathes are arranged for the cutting of thieads on a

piece of work, and as these form an interesting application of

the principles already described, we shall use il as an illustration.
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The general arraiifjement of the headstock of a lathe is shown in

Fig. 62, in which the back ^ear 's omitted to avoid complication.

The cone C is connected by belt to the source of power, and is

secured to the spindle S, which carries the live centre and also

the chuck for driving the work, so that 5' ttirns at the same rate

as C. To the end of 5 is a gear e, which drives a gear h through

one idler .i^ or two idlers f and .{.'. The shaft which carries It aso has

a gear i, which is keyed to it, and must turn with the shaft at the

game speed as It. The gear i meshes with a pinion a on a separate

shaft, this pinion being also rigidly connected to and revolving

with gear b, which latter gear meshes with the wheel 2. which is

keved to the leading screw L. Thits the spindle 5 is geared to

Fig. 62

the leading screw L through the wheels c. f. g, h, i, a, b. 2. of

which the first four are permanent, and the latter four may be

changed to suit conditions, and are called change ^ears.

The work is attached between the centre on 5 and the centre

on the tail stock, and is attached to 5 so that it rotates with it.

The leading screw L passes through a nut in the carriage carr\4ng

the cutting tool, and it will be evident that for given gears on 1, a, 6, 2

a definite number of turns of S correspond to a definite number of

turns of L, and hence to .->. ceiLain horizontal travel of the carriage

and cutting tool. Suppose now that we wish to cut a screw on the

work having s threads per inch, the number of threads per inch

/ on the leading screw being given. Then it will be dear that while

the tool travels one inch horizontally corresponding to / turns of

the leading screw L, the wr-.rk mtist revolve s times, or if «, represents
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the revs, per min. of the work, and n, of the leading screw, we have

R = -^ = -^
L t. U t. u• m n -J -(1 -J

where /., <„ /„ <„ <„ and /, are the teeth in the wheels «, A, 1, a, 6 and 2
respectively, the idlers/ and g having no effect on the velocity ratio,

and we are considering the common case where /, = t„. If, further,

L and S turn in the same sense the thread cut on the work will be
right hand, that on the leading screw being right hand, and vice-

versa.

The idlers / and g are provided to facilitate this matter, and if

a right hand thread is to be cut, the handle w carrying the axes of/
and g is moved so that g alone connects e and h, while, if a left hand
thread is to be cut the handle is depressed so that / meshes with e

and g with h. The figure shows the setting for a right hand thread.

An illustration will show the method of setting the gears to do
a given piece of work. Suppose that a lathe has a leading screw
cut with 4 threads per inch, and the change gears have respectively

20, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80 and 115 teeth.

(1) It is required to cut a right hand screw with 20 threads
/ /.

per inch.
/.

r

Thus
/.

We have
s

This rat'o may be satisfied by using the following gears /,

t, = 50, /

to gi- •

-
' where / = 4 and s is to be 20.

4 _ 1

20 '5

20,

Tht

/ =

it /,

= 40 and /, = 80. Only the one idler g would be used
i?ht hand thread.

; a standard thread on a 2 in, gas pipe in the lathe,

umber of threads here would be llj per in. and hence
t t 4 8

ilj r d y .
-— =

j^,
= _ . Here we could make

= 40 and /, = 1 15, if we made t, = <,. or replaced both by an idler.

(3) If we required to cut 100 threads per inch then / = 4,

100 and

two parts, thus.
1

jQQ- = 2 . - , and wemay divide this into

1
X

, so that if wemake /, = 20, /„ = 80,
1

25 4 " 61
<, = 75, we should have to have an extra gear of 12 teeth to take
the place of 6, as /^ = 12.

The axle holding the gears a and b may be changed in position

so that to make these gears fit in all cases between 1 and 2. The
details of the method of doing this are omitted in the drawing.

,1

.' I

•i

I

V »!

I..
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When odd numbers of threads are to be cut various artifices

are resorted to, sometimes only aiU'roximations IxnnK employed.

For example, the numlx;r of threads ()er inch commonly used on a

1} in., gas piix; is 11 J, but no serious trouble would ordinarily

result if we had to cut it in a lathe in whi( h the ncr.rcst number of

threads would Ix; 11] per in. There arc cases, however, in which

certain exact threads of very odd pitches must be cut, and one

exaniplc will be given to show how such a case may be solved.

Let it fjc required to cut a screw with an exact pitch of one

millimeter, the leading screw on the lathe having 8 threads per in

(1 mm. = .0393708 in.). This is worked out by a series of approxi-

mations by the method of continued fractions, the exact value .f

/? for the case being ^ = 8 ** .0393708-

The first approximation is 3, the real value being 3 iq^^qo
'

The second approximation is 3 4 . the real \aue being

3 -f
1

49328

68876

and proceeding in this way we find the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, etc

approximations, the sixth heing

3 +
5 +

3

1 +

7

40
or

127

40

2 +

Thus the sixth approximation gives

is worlhv of note that

1 +1
1

R
1

0393708

127

40
or R =

3.17494 while

40

127

127

40

(It

3.175) so that this screw could be cut with great exactness by the use

40
of the ratio

127
between the work and leading screw.

Many problems of similar nature occur in practice, all of which

may be solved by this method.

Hunting tooth gears have now almost disappeared, but were

formerly much used by millwrights who thought that more evenness

of wear resulted when a given pair of teeth in two gears came in

contact the least number of times. Suppose wc had a velocity
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ratio /? = 1, and a pair of gears lad 80 teeth each, then a given tooth
on one gear would come in contact with the same tooth on the other
gear at each revolution, but if w-c place SI tct>th in one gear, leaving

the other with 80 teeth, then i he ratio R is **!, which differs verv tittle

from the value desired, but n given tooth .in one gear will only come in
contact with a certain tooth oi ttu- other when one r,f the wheels has
made 80 revs, and the other 81 revs. Thismay be compared with t he
case where the numbers of teeth are 12 and 13.

EPICVCLIC GEARING

An epicyclic train of gears has already been defined as one
in which one of the wheels is held stationary and at least one other
gear i-evolvcs about it. The frame carrying the revolving gear must
also revolve. The train is called epicyclic because a point on the
revoh'ing gear descrilx;s epic>clic curves. This arrangement is in
very common tise where a very low velocity ratio is to be obtained

without an unduly large number of gears; thus a ratio of
'

may readily be obtained by the use of four gears, the largest one

Fig. 63

having only 101 teeth. 1 .e train may have many or few wheels,
but it usually contains not over four. We shall start with the
simplest case of two wheels.

In Fig. 63 let 1 and 2 represent gear wheels of radii r, and r.

I

I

if
'''

1

kid
it I
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end teeth <, and /, rcsi)ectively. F Ikmiir the frame which is attached

by a pin lH>aring to both wheels. Now if we hold the frame station-

ary the ratio of the train would be K
/,

r. U
, ..lid is negative

I. e., the first and last wheels turn in opjwsite sense. If now we fix

thf wheel 1 so that it cannot revolve, and turn the frame F about

the pin connection to 1, we would have the gear 2 revolving about

its bearing on the frame and the train would be called epicyclic,

and the ratio. K, of the train would be the numlx-r of turns of the

last wheel 2, i)t>r turn of the frame F. To find /•: we may first assume

that the frame and both wheels arc rigidly connected together

like one solid body, then turn the whole machine about the axis

between F and 1. that is. wheel 1 gets one x. olution as do also the

frame F and wheel 2. But in the oix^ration the wheel 1 is to remain

at rest, we therefore revolve it back one revolution without disturb-

ing the frame, and 'uring this operation the wheel 2 turns forward

R revolutions becai. these wheels revolve in the opposite sense.

During the complete motion above described, the frame has

revolved one revolution, the first wheel has revolved one revolution

and then back again, i.e., the net result is that it has not moved

at all while the last wheel has turned 1 + R revolutions, so that

the ratio of the train E = - ^^
^ ^ \ + R. If the train had three

wheels or if the number of contacts between the toothed wheels

were even, then R wovild be positive and the ratio would be £ = 1 - - /?.

In fact this latter fontiula is the general one and R is positive or

negative according to whether the last wheel in the train would

revolve in the same or opposite sense of the first wheel if the frame

were fixed.

The following method for obtaining E may appeal to some,

the ratio R being here taken as positive, i. e., the number of contacts

are even. Let us fir t assume that the frame is fixed and all wheels

revolve as in the ordinary train, then we may set down the results

as follows:

Frame fixed.

Turns made by f'.ame = revs.

First wheel turned through 1

rev.

Last wheel must turn + R revs.

1 rev. added to each part.

Turns made by frame =
0—1 = — 1 rev.

First wheel turns 1— 1 = Orevs.

Last wheel turns + R-1 revs.
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That IS, after the last o|xTation the first wheel has been rctunicl

wheel K — 1 revs., or the ratio li

- ' rev. and the last

= 1 — /e.

to its pv-sition of rest, the frame has made
/? —

1

— 1

A few examples will illustrate the case.

1. Let the frame have a wheel 1 with 60 teeth, an idler and a
wheel 2 with 59 teeth; to find the ratio of the train when wheel 1

is fixed.

/,
^ 59 •'' ^ ^-^- 1 -~ 59'

1

Here R = +

or the wheel 2 will revolve in opposite sense to the frame and at

the speed.

If wheel 2 had Ixrn fixed T - + ^ .. A' = 1— ^' = +

59

1

60

1or the wheel 1 would turn in the same sense to the frame and at -
of the speed.

2. Design an epicycle train giving a ratio of the last

wheel to turn in the same sense as the frame. Here E =

1

looob

1

10000
= 1 — /? if there are an even number of contacts. Hence ^ = 1 —

^ =( l~ ^ \ f \
I \ 99 JOl ^

10000 y 100 M^"' 100 J = -00 '^ jOQ-.^othat

fixed wheel should have 99 teeth, the two wheels en the inter ^iate
shaft 100 (gears with the fixed wheel) and 101 and the las< heel
would have 100 teeth.

In practice such a train could be readily revert' <^ because the
diameters of all gears could be made equa.' •

> hout son u uv affectiug
the teeth, and we should then have the . .angement sketched in
Fig. 64, which shows a practical form of the drive, the belt wheel
being the frame and running 10000 times as fast as the slow speed
shaft. The pulley A is a running fit on the shaft B which shaft
is keyed to the support C and also to the gear with 99 teeth. The
gears are loose on the pins D, while the 100 toothed gear is keyed
to the slow speed shaft.

3. The Weston triplex pulley block contains a further example of
the epicyclic train, and for the sake of simplicity only the essential
parts are illustrated in Fig. 65. The frame D cortains bearings
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which carry the hoisting sprocket wheel F and to the casting carrying

the hoisting sprocket are axles each carrying a pair of compound

gears EC, the smaller one C of which gears with an annular wheel

made as part of the frame /). while the other and larger gear o" the

pair meshes with a pinion .4 attached to the end of the shaft 5

carrying the hand chain sprocket H. When a workman pulls on

the hand chain he revolves correspondingly the sprocket F and hence

the pinion .4 on the end of the shaft, which in turn sets the compound

gcars^y^C in motion. As one of the compound gears C meshes

I

ft I

I

i

5

t

Fig. 64

with the annular wheel in the frame, the latter wheel being stationary,

the only possible action is for the axles of the compound

gears to rev^olve in a circle carrying the hoisting sprocket with them.

In a one ton Weston triplex block the annular gear on the frame

has 49 teeth, while the two gears, B and C have respectively 31

teeth and 12 teeth there being 13 teeth in the pinion A on the hand

wheel shaft. The hoisting wheel is i\ in. diam., while the hand

wheel is 9^4 in. diam. To find the pull on the hand chain to lift one

ton, neglecting friction:
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49 31

103

12 13
9.73 and is negative, as cne of

the wheels is annular. Henct£: = l — R = l —(—9.73) =10.73,
so that the hand wheel turns 10.73 revs, for one rev. of the hoisting

wheel, and hence for each foot the load is lifted the hand chain

mu t be moved 10.73 x _^ = 33.2 ft. Or the pull on the hand

cha n to hft one ton, neglecting friction, woiildbe
2000

33.2
= 60 pounds.

(Note—In the actual case friction would raise this probably to 80
pounds or more)

4. A form of motor driven portable drill is shown at Fig. 66
in which the gears are worked on this principle. Here, again, only

Fig. 6s

the barest outlines are shown as the actual construction is rather
complicated. The machine is very well made and fitted with ball

bearings throughout instead of the plain bearings shown. The

In

m
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It ?

.
: 1

tool is called the Duntley drill and is made by the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Co.

The outer casing of the machine, Fig. 66, is held stationary

by the two handles shown and contains two motors driven by

cturent brought in through one of the handles. Each of the motors

has a pinion C attached to it which meshes with the larger gear D
of a pair of compound gears which latter rotate freely on a central

ii

ii

fz
IIIUIIWH Jinii, [lllltltsS^SBEZB^^Z^

Drill koldcr

Fig. 66

shaft as indicated. The smaller gear of the pair meshes with two

gears E earned on axles on which they run freely mounted on the

piece F shou i black in the figure, this latter piece carrying the

socket for the drill which is to be driven. The two gears also mesh

with an annular wheel B, forming part of the frame and thus remain-

ing stationary whether the motors run or not. When the motors

are driven the compound gear is driven by the pinion attached to

each motor. The compound gear drives the gear E and hence the part

-shown in black is caused to rotate.



CHAPTER VIII.

CAMS

In machinery there are many motions which are more or less

irregular and which are not uniform. Take for instance the belt

shifter on a planer, which remains stationary during the main part of

the stroke of the -"able, and then moves quickly at the end of the
stroke and again comes to rest; or the exhaust valve of a gas engine
which is first quickly opened, then held stationary, and then returned
to its closed position, or again the needle bar of a sewing machine,
the motion of which is well known and is also not uniform. In
such cases of non-uniform motion as have been described, we usually

have to obtain the driving power from some shaft or other link

moving at uniform velocity, such as the countershaft for a planer or
the lay-shaft of a gas engine, or the main shaft of a sewing machine.
Now, since the one part of the machine moves non-uniformly, de-
riving its motion from some other part which has uniform motion,
hence at least one of the connecting links between them must be
more or less irregular in shape, and the whole irregularity is generally

confined to one piece which is frequently fastened to the rotating

shaft, or other part of the machine having uniform motion, this piece

being commonly called a cam. Thus a cam is in many cases a
disk of non-circular shape which is secured to a shaft running at uni-

form speed, the shape of the cam being such as to impart any
desired non-uniform motion by suitable mechanism to any other link.

While cams are usually secured to rotating shafts, yet this is not
necessarily the case, and many cams are made in the form of sliding

plates, as in some forms of planers.

It will be found most simple to describe the construction and
action of cams by a few illustrations so that certain typical cases will

now be given.

The first illustration chosen will be the ca.sc of the stamp mill

as used in mining districts ior crushing ores. Let Fig. 67 represent

an outline of such a machine, consisting of several stamps .4 which
are merely heavy pieces of metal, and in the operation of the mill

these stamps are to be lifted in some way to a desired height and then
allowed suddenly to drop so as to crush the ore below them. The
power to lift the stamps is supplied through a shaft B which is driven

at constant speed by a motor or belt, and in this case much freedom

HI

mm
i!.i

1

ill

^
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III!

ip

is allowed in the method of lifliriK the stamps, the necessary condition

being that they shall be lifted with the least amount of energy and

then Ix! suddenly released so that they drop freely under the action of

}jravity alone.

Let w be the weight of a stamp, the mass of which is m = w

then the force which must be applied to lift the stamp is P = >«/ + wh

Fig. 67

where / is its acceleration, while rising, h being the height through

which the stamp is lifted, and this force P will be a minimum in a

given case for minimum value of the acceleration /, which will

occur when the velocity is kept constant as the acceleration

is then zero. Now supposing that a collar C is attached to

the stamp ,4, and that to the shaft B is keyed a cam D, it is desired

1
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to find the proix-r shafX! of the cam to give A a constant velocity.
In solving this problem the usual construction will be followed, in
which the stamp A is lifted twice for each revolution of B, there being
thus two similar cams attached on ojjposite sides of B, these being so
designed as to lift the stamp while the sh-^'t turns less than 180°,
say 102°. Let the lift of the stamp A due to the cam be /i ft.

In order to solve the problem, draw to a very much enlarged
scale the limiting positions of the collar C and also the centre line of
the shaft B, as shown at Fig. 08. Divide the lift h into anv number of
equal parts, .say six, numbered, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in the figure, then

Fig. 68

since the velocity of the stamp is to be constant, each of the distances
0-1, 1-2, 2-3, etc., must be passed through in the same interval of
time, i.e., tl.'e angles turned through by 3 will be equal for each of

the spacesO-1, 1-2, etc., each angle being rqual to
^^^ = 17°.

6
Draw BF perpendicular to the line of motion of the stamp and

lay off the angle FBE - 102°, dividing the latter into the same num-
ber of parts as the height h, viz., six. marked respectively FBG,
GBH, etc. With centre B and radius BF draw a circle FGH E
tangent to the line of motion 0-6 of the stamp, and also draw GM.

IE
in i

I .
'I si

I
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HAT, etc. .tangent to the circle at G, H, etc. Now while the stamp is

being lifted from to 1, the shaft B will have turned through the

angle FBG and hence the line GM will then be vertical, so that it

should DC long enough to rea.;h from F i.o 1. or GM should equal FI.

Similarly, make HN = F2, JP = F3, etc., thus the points OMNPQ
RS may be at once located and the outline of the cam drawn through

them. As a guide in drawi.ig the cam it is to be remembered that

at any point such as Q the line QK is a normal to the curve of iht cam.

I

Fig. 69

A hub of suitable size is now drawn on the shaft, the dimensions of

r.he hub being determined from the principles of machine design,

and short curves drawn from S and down to this hub, the curve

from 5 must be so constructed as to let the stamp fall freely without

striking it.

A little consideration will show that the curve OMN J

is an involute ha\ing the base circle FGH E, i.e., the curve of
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the cam is that which would be described by a pencil attached to a
cord on a drum of radius BF if this cord were unwound and the
string were kept tight. The dotted line shows the other half of
the cam.

Ii vnW be noticed that in .his cam there is line contact, that is,

there is higher pairing and the part coming in contact with the cam
and receivinj motion from it is called the follcwer.

As a second illustration, take a problem similar to the latter,

except that the follower is to have a uniform velocity on the up and
do^m stroke and its line of motion is to pa.«fi through the shaft B.
It will be further assumed that a complete icvolution of the shaft
will be necessary for the coinplete up and down motion of the follower.

Let 0-8, Fig. o9, represent the travel of the follower, the latter
being on a vertical shaft, with a roller where it comes in contact with
the cam. Divide 0-8 into say eight equal parts as shown, further,

Fig. 70

divide the angle OBK ( = 180°) into the same number of equal parts
eight, giving the angles 0B\\ VB, V, etc. No.v since the shaftr turns at uniform speed we will have the follower at 1 when 51'
IS vertical and at 2 when BV is vertical, etc., hence it is onlv necessary
to revolve the lengths ^1. B2. etc., about B till they coincide with the
lines B\

,
B2

,
etc.. respectively, when che points \\T 3' will be

obtained on the radial lines BV , BV , etc., as the distances' from B
which the follower must have when the corresponding line is vertical
With centres 1,2,3-, etc., draw circles to represent the roller and
the heavy line shown, dd. Tangent to these will be the proper outline
for one half of the cam, the other half being exactlv the same as this
about the vertical cc re line. Here again we have higher pairing
and some external force is supposed to keep the follower always in
contact with the cam.
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In many cases the position is known in which it is desired to

have the follower at a certain time, and the cam may be designed to

suit any conditions of this nature. Suppose it is required to design

a cam for a shear of the tyi)e shown in Fig. 70, and that from the

nature of the work which it has to do the various positions of the Ime

A H, which comes in contact with the cam. are known for different

positions of the revolut-on of the latter. For somewhat over one-

half of the revolution let its position hcA.B, then let it rise uniformly

from A.H, to A,B, during 120° of the cam's motion. It is required to

design the cam.

In the enlarged drawing in Fig. 71, is shown the centre Q,

also the extreme positions A,B. and A,B, of the line AB. Draw

for convenience the vertical line QB,B, and lay ofT the angle B.QBJ

= 120°, then the semi-circle B,FG is one-half of the cam. Now

divide the angle B,OB„ Fig. 70, into any convenient number of parts,

say four, bv the lines OC, 01) and OE and divide the angles B.QB,

into the same number of parts by the lines QC ,
QD' and QE'

.

Now

while the cam turns through the argle B.QC the arm is rising to Or

so that the Ire OC must be a tangent to the cam when OC is vertical
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the arm for this position moving upward. The outline of the cam
may be readily drawn in as follows: Lay off QC - QC and through
C" draw a line at angle a, to QC , the lines so drawn will be a tangent
to the cam.

In the same way draw a line at D', making the same angle with
the corresponding radius from Q that OD makes with QD, in this way
obtaining another tangent to the cam. By carrying this construe-
tion out for a number of points a set of tangents are readily obtained

Fig. 72

and the outline of the cam may then be drawn as shown. By a similar
process the back of the cam may be designed so as to again lower
the arm in any desired manner.

Cams may be drawn to suit any given set of conditions by
following out the method explained above.

In many cases such as in gas engines, the follower moves in the
arc of a circle, a sketch of such a cam and follower as used being shown
in Fig. 72, in which case allowance must be made for the deviation of
the follower from a radial line. A form of cam used very frequently
on screw machines is made by attaching by screws a bar of metal
of any required shape to the cylindrical surface of a pulley or drum.
In such a case the follower moves axially across the face of the drum
and such an arrangement possesses considerable merit for the class
of work on which it is used, because it is easy to alter the cams to
suit new work by merely taking out the screws, removing the bar
from the surface of the drum, and screwing a new piece on in its place.
Very many other forms of this contrivance exist, but further details
will not be given at this place as the reader will find frequent exam-
ples in the ordinary work of designing.

The work along this line will be concluded by a very general ex-
ample of useful nature. In the most general case there is a certain
operation to perform and it should be accomplished with the minimum
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exijenditure of cncrRj- and shock to the parts. To take a definite

example, supjxjsc it is desired to f'csign a cam to oi»rate the exhaust

valve of a gas engine. In such a ca.sc just before the valve is raised

the pressure upon it due to the gas in the cylinder is great, and im-

mediately after the valve is oix;ncd the pressure drops almost to that

of the atmosphere. Now the desirable condition in the oix;ning of

«l«4rM« (60

I' 2' 3'
«a|r.>.*a ^

(c)

I {

I I

rb1
Fig. 73

such a valve will evidently be to raise it gently and slowly until it

has opened sufficiently to release to some extent the pressure acting

on it, the valve should then be opened very quickly to its extreme

position and held in this position till the exhaust stroke is almost

completed. At this point the valve shuuld be rapidly lowered, but
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with decreasing velocity. uix>n its seat again, which final jxwition it

should attain without undue shock, i.e.. its velocity should not be
high at the instant just before it comes down to the valve seat.

For such a case the vekKity-time curve can be assumed
and will take a form similar to that shown at (a), Pig. 73. it being
assumed in a given case that enough information is given about the
motion to draw the velocity-time curve. Since the valve must open
and close while the cam-shaft turns less than one-half a revolution
the cam must occupy less than one-half the circumference.

From the velocity curve the corr< six)nding space curve may be
drawn by integration.

In Fig. 73 (b) is shown the lay shaft A to whiA the cam is at-
tached, the fulcrum about which the exhaust valve lever swings
not being shown, the follower in this case is provided with a roller C.
The highest position of the roller is at 1, and two other positions are
indicated by 2 and 3. these corresponding to the points 1', 2' and 3'

on the space diagram. The remainder of the process is exactly
the same as that illustrated in Figs. 70 and 71. except that in the
present case the follower is a roller while in the former case it wa.-.

a straight line.

The complete construction for the point 3 is shown, this point
corresponding to about K rev. of the cam shaft, i.e.. to a turn of 17°.

The angle aAb is made equal to ir. and by the conditions of
the problem, when the cam shaft has turned through 17° from the
position Aa, i.e., when the radius Ab coincides with the line Aa, the
follower will have moved from the position 1 to the position 2. Hence
revolve A2 about A to A2' making A2' equal to A2, then drawing
the roller about the centre 2' gives one position of the follower to
which the cam must be tangent. The whole cam may be completed
by i similar p. cess.

I
f;
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CHAPTER IX.

PORCES ACTING IN MACHINES

Wh' .1 a machine is iJerforminR any useful work, or even where

it is at I ^st there are certain forces acting on it from without, such as

the steam pressure on an engine piston, the belt jmll on the driving

pulley, thi' force of gravity due to the weight of the

link, the pressure of the water on a pump plunger or the pressure

prcxlucx'd by the stone .vhich is being crushed in a stone-crusher.

These forces are called external because they are not due to the motion

of the machine, but to outside influence, and these external forces

arc transmitted from link to link, producing pressures at the beatings

and stresses ir the links themselves. In problems in machine

design we must know the cfTcct of the external forces in producing

stresses in the links, and further what the stresses are and

what forces or pressures arc jjroduced at the bearings, for the dimen-

sions of the bearings and sliding lilocks depend to a very large extent

upon the pressures they have to bear, and the shaiK' and dimensions

of the links are determined by these stresses.

The matter of determining the sizes of the bearings or links

docs not conccr-; us at present, but ve shall find it convenient to

determine the sircsscs produced and leave to the machine designer

the work of making the links, etc., of proper strength.

In most machines only one part travels with uniform motion,

for example an engine crank shaft, or the belt wheel of a shajx^r or

jilaner, many of the other parts moving at variable rates from mo-

ment to moment. If the links move with variable sjxjed then they

must ha\e acceleration and a force must be exerted upon the link to

ovtrcc.mc this. This is a very important matter as the forces re-

quired to accelerate the parts of a machine are often very great, but

we shall leave the consideration of this question to a later chapter,

and shall for the present neglect the weight of each link and its

acceleration and deal with a mechanism as if it consisted of light,

strong parts which although they require no force to accelerate them,

are yet strong enough.

It will be further assumed that at any instant under considera-

tion, the machine is in equilibrium, that is, no matter what the forces

acting are, they are balanced amongst themselves, or the whole

machine is not being acctleraled. Thus, in case of a shapcr, certain

E
I
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of the jMi ts are underj;oinK acceleration at various times dtiring

the motion, but as the belt wheel makes a ct)nstant number of revolu-

tions |HT minute, there must be a balance between the resistance

due to the cutting and friction on the one hand and the ix>wer brought
in by the belt on the other. In the case of the ItKcjmotive which is

just starting up. the sjx^-d is steadily increasing and the locomotive
is Ix-ing accelerated, which sim|)ly means that more energy is being

supplied through the steam than is being use<l up by the train, the

balance of the jniwer Ix-ing free to protlucr the acceleration, and the
forces acting arc not balanced. When, however, tht train is up to

sjx'<'d and running at a uniform rate, the input and ouljuit must be
equal, or the locfnnotive is in equilibrium, the forces acting ujKm it

Ix-ing balanced.

The most general form of problem of this kind which ctrmcs up
in practice is such as this: given the force required to crush a piece

of rock in a crusher, what belt pull will be required for the purix^se?

or: what turning moment will be required on the driving pulley of

a Dunch to punch a given hole in a given thickness of plate? or:

given an indicator diagram for a steam engine, what is the resulting

turning mtmient produced on the crank shaft ?, and many other

similar and useful problems. Such prf)blems rray be solved in two
ways (a) by the use of the virtual centre (b) by the use of the phoro-

graph, and as both methods are instructive they will lx)th Ix; dis-

cussed briefly.

SOLITION OF THE PROBLEM BY THE ISE OF THE VIRTVAL .NTRE

This method dei>ends on the following fundamental jjrinciples

which should be understood and proved by the reader. If any set

of forces act upon a link of a machine, then there will be equilibrium,

provided (1) that the resultant of all the forces is zero, (2) that the

resultant is a single force [)assing through a fixed |x^rmancnt centre,

because if the for"e pass through a point at rest its action will simply

be resisted by a stress in the frame, and (3) that, if the resultant is a
single force, the latter passes through a iKjint on the link which is for

the moment at rest.

Let a set of forces act on any link h, then there will be equilibrium

provided the resultant is a single force passing through bd, d being

the fixed link and bd either a permanent or virtual centre. If the

resiiltant of the forces is a couple then both forces of the couple must

i
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pass through bd which is only possible where bd is infinitely distant

or where the link has a motion of translation. A few examples will

explain these points fully.

Example i . Three forces, P^, P^ and Pj act on the link b, Fig. 74,

under what condition will they be in equilibrium? Now P, and Pj

yyy^ ^-^^^^^ ^x^ '"^ ^^^

Fig. 74

intersect at .4 then if P^ be treated as the balancing force, the latter

must pass through A and also through the stationary point bd, so

that its direction is known. The rector polygon on the right gives

its magnitude, thus P^ is to be as shown.

Example 2. Find the resistance P^ which must be produced by the

crank pin of an engine. Fig. 75, to balance the force P, on the piston,

Fig. 75

In this case both P, and P, may be regarded as forces on b and these

will intersect at be, also their resultant must pass through the centre

bd and also through be and is thus known in direction and position.
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In the diagram to the right draw P, = A B to scale to represent the

pressure on the piston, draw A C parallel to P and B C to P^ then Pj
is given by the length B C. The moment of P^ on the crank shaft is

OD X Pj, and it may readily be shown by geometry that this is

equal to P, X Oac, or the turning effect on the crank shaft due
to P, is found in magnitude, direction and sense by simply

transferring P, to ac.

Let the force Pj act normal to a, to find its magnitude. Here
P, and P, intersect at H and their resultant passes through H and
bd. Draw the triangle EFG making EF equal to the known value

of P, and FG and EG parallel respectively to Pj D and bd — H.
Then FG = P, and EG equals the resviltani force P' of P, and P, and

Fig. 76

the force Pj is called the crank effort, being the force passing through

the crank pih normal to a which just balances the steam pressure P,

.

Example 3. The direction of pressure between the teeth of a

pair of gears is AB, Fig. 76, the pitch circles of which are shown,

to find the relation between P, and P^. In this case AB meets P,

in A and P^ in B, join .4 — ad and B — bd. The forces acting on
a are now P, and the force P, due to the gear b and the resultant

P of these must pass through ad so that the vector triangle gives

Pj. Now for wheel h there are two forces P, and Pj acting through

B and their resultant P' must pass through B and bd, so that the

figure on the left shows how the magnitudes of P, P^, P' and P^ are

found by the vector triangles.

Example 4. Only one further example will be given here and
for this the beam engine shown in Fig. 77 will be selected. It is

required to find the turning efTcct ]irnducrd on the crank shaft by

!!>
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a given pressure P, produced on the walking beam from the piston.

Taking moments about cd, P, may be replaced by a corresponding
force P, acting through be parallel to P, where P, X C — cd = P,
X be — cd, Pj and P, are in opposite senses and the procedure is

now exactly the same as in example 1. If preferred, however, P,
may be omitted and any point D on P, may be selected. Resolve
the latter force into two components each passing through D, the
one Pj also passing through ac, while the other component P passes

Fig. 77

I :

through D and cd. As the point cd is stationary it is only the com-
ponent Pj which has any effect and as P, passes through ac a point

a, on the problem is readily soh'ed.

Draw ad — E normal to P_, from ad, then the moment of P,
on a is fj X da — E = f,X h, which was required. Consideration

of the matter will show that the result is independent of the position

of D.

At present no further examples of this method will be given,

although it will be applied later on and some further examples will

be given then.

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM BY MEANS OF THE PHOROGRAPH

In solving such problems as are now under consideration by
the use of the phorograph the matter is approached from a some-
what different standi)oint, and as there is frequent occasion to use

the method it will be explained in some detail.

It has already been pointed out that the present investigation
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deals only with the case where the machine under consideration
IS in equihbnum, or where it is not. on the whole, being accelerated.
This IS always the case where the energy put into the machine per
second by the source of power is equal to that delivered by the
machine, e. g., where the energy per second delivered bv a gas
engine to a generator is equal to the energy delivered to the pistonby the explosion of the gaseous mixture, friction being neglected

buppose now that on any mechanism there are a series of forces
^ny2, P,, etc., actmg on the various links, and that these forces are
acting through points having the respective xelocities v, v v
etc.. ft. per sec. in the directions of P„ P,, P^. The energy whichany force will impart to the mechanism per .econd is proportional
to the magnitude of the force and the velocity with which it movesm Its ow- direction, thus if a force of 20 pounds acts through a pointmo\nng ac 4 ft. per sec. in the direction of the force, the energy im-
parted by the latter will be 80 ft. pds. per sec. and this will be posi-
tive or negative according to whether the sense of force and velocity
are the same or different.

The above forces will impart respectivelv P,v,, P,v P v etc
ft. pds. per sec. of energy, some of the terms being negative usually'
and the direction of action of the various forces are usuallv different
The total energy given to the machine per second is P,v. '+ P,v +P,v, + etc.. ft. pds. and if this total sum is zero there \vill be equili-bnum, since the net energy delivered to the machine is zero This
leads to the important statement that if in the machine anv two
points in the same or different links have identical motio, . ^'len as
far as the equilibrium of the machine is concerned, a given lorce may
be applied at either of the points as desired, or if at the two pointswe apply :,,i,,.s of equal magnitude and in the same direction but
opposite tn sense, then the equilibrium of the machine will be unaffect-
ed by these two forces, for the product Pv uill be the same in each
case, but opposite in sense, and the sum of the products Pv will be
zero.

To illustrate the.se points further let anv two points B and IV
in the mechanism ha\e the same motion, and let anv force P act
through B, then the previous paragraph a.sserts that without affecting
the conditions of equilibrium in any way. the force P mav be trans-
ferred from B to B' and such a proposition, along with the principle
of the phorograph. Chapter IV.. enables one to solve an\- problem
relating to the forces acting on a mochinc.

1
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From the principle of the phorograph we know that to every

point in a mechanism there is a point on a link of reference (which

link id usually chosen as the one with fixed centre and turning with

uniform angular velocity) which has the same velocity as the original

point, and which is called the image of the point. From the preceding

each acting force may be transferred from its actual point of applica-

tion to the image of the latter, with the result that all forces may

Fig. 78

thus be transferred to determined points on the one link of refer-

ence, and the whole problem simply resolves itself into finding the

conditions of equilibriimi of a set of forces all acting on one link.

There will be equilibritun if the stun of the moments of these forces

about the point of rotation is zero.

This principle is best illustrated by a series of examples, and

here difficult, ;:though usual, practical examples wiU be selected.

It is assume-' that the reader can obtain the phorograph, without

explanatio oy the methods discussed in Chapter IV., except in the

more difficult cases, in which the construction will be described.

(1) To find the turning effect produced on the crank shaft of

an engine by the weight of the connecting rod. Let OA, Fig. 78, be

the crank, and AB the connecting rod of an engine, the latter with

centre of gravity C and of weight II' lbs Find A' , B' and C , the

images of .4, B and G. The weight 11' is assumed to act through G,

and it will impart energy at the rate U'r ft. ])ds. per see. where v
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IS the velocity of G in the directior of W. But G' has the satne mo-
tion asG and ,s a point on the crank OA , hence H' mav be transferred
trom G to 6 .

because in the latter case it will impart energy to the
machine at the same rate as when located at G The turning moment
due to the weight is then Wh ft. pds. on the crank.

Note that W is moved from G to G', it must not be thought
that the force W at G and also W at G' act at once, the dotted line
shows the new position. Also G' is a point on the crank OA by the
pnnaple of the phorogranh. the moment thus being Wh.

(2) A shear Fig. ,
'). somewhat distorted in proportions, is

operated by a cam a attached to the main shaft O, the shaft being

Fig. 80

driven at constant speed by a belt pulley. Knowing the force F
necessary to shear the bar at 5. the turning moment which must be
applied at the cam shaft is required. Let P the point on the cam
a where it touches the arm b at Q, then the motion of P with regard
to Q IS one of sliding along the common tangent at P. Choosing a
as the link of reference, P' will lie at P, R- at O, R'Q' will be parallel
to RQ and Q' will lie in P'Q' the common normal to the surfaces at
P, this locates U' Having now two points on b' , viz., R' and Q'

,
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complete the figure by drawing from Q' the line Q'S' parallel lo QS,

also drawing R'S' par .\hA - RS and thus locating S'. The figure

shows the whole ja% •' ' in. although it is quite unnecessary.

Having now found 5' .i tx . .ma with the same velocity at 5 on b,

the force F may now Ix ; ri.: jferred to 5' and the moment F .hoi F

about is the moment which must be produced on the shaft in the

opposite sense. By finding the moment in a number of positions it

is quite easy to find the necessary power to be delivered by the belt

for the complete shearing operation.

(3) Stone crusher, Fig. 80. (Not to scale.) To find the re-

lation between the pressure on the crank and that produced by the

mm

l I
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jaws of the crusher. The crank is at G and it will be

assurr.cd that a stone is at H between the jaw EHC and

the fram. vhich requires a force P to crush it. The crank

OA is joined through the rod AK to the toggle joint CBD,

and as the crank rotates in the sense shown, B is raised, C pushed to

the left and the stone crushed. Choosing OA (i.e., 06") as the link

of reference find the images of all the points, and for clearness the

scale of the phorograph has been doubled so that OA, = 20.4.

Having found H' transfer P from H to H' and if h is used for the

shortest distance from O to P, then the force necessary at G to over-

come P must act through G' the image of G where OG' = 20G, and
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Phthe magnitude of the force through (7 will be -^ it being assumed

that the force through G acts normal to the radius OG. This pressure
may be determined for every position of the jaw and crank, and thus
the necessary- pressure on the crank for different parts of the revolu-
tion may be found.

(4) Proell governor. Governors are dealt with in a later chapter
but the present illustration is instructive and has not been discussed
elsewhere in this book. In Fig. 81 . a represents an arm pivoted to a
fixed ijomt O on the spindle and also at A to the arm b which latter

Fig. 82

arm is attached at /? to a central weight ir sliding on the spindle,

while an extension of b carries the centrifugal weight " at C. Treat-

ing a, Fig. 82, as the link of reference and as the fixed centre, find

A' at A and also B' and C, then transfer " (one half the central

weight acts on each side) to B' and ^' to C, and if it is desired 10

allow for the weights w^ and Wf, of the arms a and b the ccntr-s of
gravity G and H of the latter are found and also their images G'
and //', thenn is transferred to //', but as G' is at G, w^ is not moved.

1
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If the balls revolve with linear velocity v ft. per sec. in a circle of

radius r ft. then the centrifugal force acting on each ball will be

X pds. in the horizontal direction, and this force P is trans-
2« r

ferrcd toC . ivCt the shortest distances from the vertical line through

to H' , C, G' and //' be h,, h„ h,, and h^ resj^ectively, and let the

vertical distance from C to OB' be h,, then for equilibrium of the

parts (neglecting friction)

^\ . h. + "^ h, + w,h,+ w, /., = "L X — X /.,.

2 2 2g r

which enables the velocity v necessary to hold the governor in equili-

brium in any given position to be found.

i i



CHAPTER X.

CRANK EFFORT AND TURNING MOMENT DIAGRAMS

In t.ie case of steam engines, gas engines, air compressors, pumps,
etc.. it is essential that the relation between the pressure acting on
the piston by the steam, gas. etc.. and the corresixinding turning
moment at the crank shaft be known. This is desirable in the study
of the relative merits of single and double-acting engines, tandem
and cross-com{)ound engines with various crank settings, two and
four cycle gss engines, and various other arrangements, in connection
with the steadiness of motion which is desirable in all cases.

It will be evident that the motion of any of the above machines
will be steadier the more uniform is the turning moment produced
on the crank shaft by the working fluid acting on the piston. The
more uniform the turning moment also the lighter the fly-wheel

Fig. 83

becomes for any purpose, thus in the single-acting, four-cycle gas
engine, where there is only one power impulse for two revolutions,
it will be readily understood that there should be a much heavier fly^
wheel than on the double-acting steam engine with two power
impulses per revolution. One notices the extremely heavy fly-wheels
used on gas engines, in comparison with steam engines, in order to
reduce this unsteadiness to a minimum, and even with all this one
often finds that where a gas engine drives a dynamo the lights fluc-
tuate in a very unpleasant way. even with heavy fly-wheels, whereas,
with the steam engine with much lighter wheels the fluctuation is not
noticeable.

It is therefore of considerable importance to the engineer that

.1 i
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he understands the eauscs of these difficulties, and also the {>ossible

remedies, and the matter will be studied in some detail.

An outline of a steam engine is shown in Fig. 83 and it is assumed

that a force P is acting on the piston and transferred by it to the

wrist pin B. The image of H is found at A.", and since for the purix)scs

of equilibrium a force may be transferred from its actual point of

application to the image of this {mint, it is therefore pos.sible to move
P to B' without changing its turning effect. Now the moment pro-

duced by P on the crank shaft is evidently P X OB' ft. pds., which

is properly called the iorque T on the crank shaft, and the more
uniform this torque is the more uniform will be the motion of the

engine. In general, it will be found convenient to divide the torque

T by the length a of the crank arm, and the quotient will be the

force "-hich, if acting through the crank pin 4 normal to the crank,

would produce the actual torque 7" acting, and this force will evidently

be a measure of the torque produced by the force P on the piston . The
force through B acting as above is called the crank effort and is denoted

by £ so that T = P X OB' = E X OA = K X aor E = P .

^^^'
.

h' For any force P the corresponding crank effort E may be readily

found graphically by laying off a distance OH along a to

represent P on any convenient scale and drawing HK parallel to

AB, then will OX represent E on the same scale.

Suppose now that the indicator diagrams are given for an engine

and it is required to draw a corresponding crank effort diagram, i.e.,

a diagram showing the crank efforts for all jjositions of the crank.

Let the diameter of the cylinder be d in. and of the piston rod d, in.

then the area of the head end of the piston will be .4 d' sq. m.

M

f \

i i

and of the crank end .4
' = d' — d,' sq. in. ; let the stroke of the

4 4

piston be L ft.

Let the indicator diagrams be drawn with a spring of scale 5

in the indicator, by which is meant that each inch in height of the

diagram represents a pressure of 5 pds. per sq. in. on the piston, thus

if 5 = 60 then 1 in. in height on the diagram means 60 pds. per sq. in.

on the piston. The length of the diagrams for the head and crank

ends which are usually the same, is indicated by / in., and is usually

i I
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much less than /„ for / very rarely exceeds 4 in. for any cnKine while
I. varies from 6in. to 5 ft. or more.

The diagrams are now placed above the cylinder. Fi^. «4. with the
atmospheric U vin-llel with the line of motion of the piston, and
for clearness t:.L two diaKrams ff.r l>oth ends are shown aliove one
another insterd of having lK)th atmospheric lines coincide, as they
usually do in taking the diagram. The indicator diagrams a^
shown here of the same length as that taken to represent the stroke
of the piston. This may Ix- done by chan^'inK the lenRth of the dia-
gram to suit the scale adopted for the mechani.sm or else b\- making
the scale of the mechanism such that the stroke is the same as the
length of the diagrams. Next draw on the indicator diagrams the
Imes of absolute zero pressure which are parallel with the atmos-
pheric line.- and at distances below them to represent the barometric
pressure to scale s.

Now divide the c.ank pin circle into any convenient number of
parts, say 24. as shown at Fig. 84. and for each position drawn in
crank, connecting rod and piston, only one jxisition is shown on
the figure. Draw a vertical line above each piston jjosition through
the diagrams and also find the point li' . L(x)king now at the indica-
tor diagrams it is seen that, since the piston is moving to the left, the
crank end is exhausting while the head end is working under live
steam, thus the point M on the head end and .V on the crank end are
being drawn simultaneously. (It is to be observed that the piston
will again occupy the jxisition shown on its return stroke, but at this
time the piston will be driven to the right by sieam in the crank end
and will at the .same time be exhausting from the head end. at this
instant the points K in the crank end diagram and Q in the head end
will be drawn).

Let h, in. be the height of M above the zero line and h, the
corresponding height of X, then the force urging the piston forward is

//, X 5 X -4
.
and that opposing the motion of the jiiston is h^XsX A'

so that the net force acting is P = h, X s X A ~li, X s X A'
pds. This fc'ce P is in most cases positive, i.e.. acts in the direc-
tion the pisto 1 is moving in. but at some parts of the stroke it is

frequently negative, which acans that the fly-wheel must at such
Iilaccs have enou;,h i-nerg\ m it to drag the piston along against the
resistance offered by the steam. Now lay off OH to represent
P on a chosen scale then OA' reprcronts the crank effort E on the
same scale. This same rnnstniction is carried out for each crank
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position and the value of E found in each case, it will be found that

the variations in K are fairlv large.

Now lay off in Fig. 85 a straight line base — 24 of a length Lo

represent the circumference of the crank pin circle and dindc the

line into the sa:ne >«r of equal parts as the crank pin circle is

divided into, in this case twenty-four, and ot each i)oint draw a
vertical line to represent in height the crank effort E fur the corres-

ponding crank j)in {)osition. By joining the tops of the vertical linos

we obtain a crank effort diagram, the height of which at any p' .int

represents the crank effort for the corrcs|)onding crank pin ixwition.

Sinf,> vertical heights on this diagram represent forces and hori-

zontal distances represent the sjiace travelled through by t'le crank
pin, the area of the diagram represents foot |X)unds of work done and
to the proiK-r scale the area of this diagram must be the same as that

of the indicator diagrams, since both must represent the same amount
of work. Thus if the length of the base of the crank effort diagram is

taken exactly equal to the circumference of the crank pin circle then
the horizontal length of the crank effort diagram will be w times the

length of each indicator diagram and as it takes two complete strokes

for the two diagrams and for the crank pin to describe the complete
circle therefore the mean height of the crank effort diagram in i)ds.

2
will be times the mean total pressure acting on the piston.

By the method just described we obtain a diagram represtntinp

the pressure on the crank pin, normal to the crank, which corres-

ponds with the p'-essure produced on the piston. It is to be noted
that to get the turning moment or torque acting on the crank
shaft in any position it is only necessary to multiply the corrcsjwnding

effort by the crank radius or T = E X a, and as a is a constant for

all positions, the era* '
-p sec that the torque is proportional to the

crank effort. Th' -\m already obtained is also a torque

diagram, vertical he*, ^ich represent on a certain scale a
number of foot-pounds.

Only a very brief discussion will be given here as to the effect

of the shajoe of this diagram on the steadiness of motion, as this

matter is discussed very fully in the chapter dealing with the weight
of fly-wheels, but it will be helpful here to point out some features

of the matter. For the sake of simplicity it will be assumed that the
engine is driving a dynamo, or a turbine pump or the machinery in

a machine shop or other machinery which is of such a nature as to
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offer a constant resistance to motion. In all the machines above men-
tioned, for instance, if driven by a belt the belt would for all parts

of the revolution have a constant tension, in other words, the machines
arc such that they will require a constant torque for oi)eration. This
IS one of the simplest ca.ses of loading of an cn}>;ine.

Now the total work delivered to the enjjinc per revolution is

represented by the area of the indicator diajjrams and also by the
area under the crank effort diaf,'ram as has already been explained.

If now the mean height of this crank effort diagram is found and a
horizontal line drawn the height of this line will represent the mean
crank effort, and also the mean torque during the revolution, and this

line is to be .so located that the .sum of the i)ositive and negative
areas between it and the crank effort curve will be equal. This
mean line cuts the crank effort diagram at four points, M, X, R and
5, Fig. 85.

Since friction is being neglected the work which the engine is

callable of doing in the way of driving other machiner\-, is also equal
to the area under the crank effort diagram and this distus.sion deals

with the ease where the load offers a constant resisting torque,

therefore tlie torque diagram for the load will be a horizontal line,

and if drawn on the same axes as the crank effort curve will be the

line L, M. X, K, 5, T, where the area under this line is equal to the
work i)ut into the engine i)er revolution. Further, the work put
in by the working fluid will be equal to that given out in the same
time if the engine is to make a constant number of revolutions per
minute. Thus the mean crank effort curve may be also looked upon
as the load curve for the case under consideration.

A study now of the diagram in Fig. 85 shows certain important
features. During the first jiart of the out-stroke it is evident that
the crank effort due to the steam jiressure is less than that necessary
to drive the load, this being the case until M is reached, at this jmint

the effort due to the steam ])res.sure is just equal to that necessary
to drive the load, thus during the part OM' of the revolution the
input to the engine being less than the output the energy of the
links thcmsel\-es must be drawn upon and must supply the
work represented by OML. But the cncrg\' which may be obtained
from the links will depend upon the ma,ss and velocity of them, the
energy being greater the larger the mass and alsc^ the greater the

velocity, the result is that if the energy of the links is; decreased by
drawing from them for any purijosc, then since the mass of the links
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is fixed by construction, the only other thing which may hapjjcn is

that the speed of the links must decrease.

In engines the greater j^art of the weight in the moving parts is

in the fly-wheel and henro "u-n what has been already said, if

energy is drawn from t! links tlicii iVv velocity of the fly-wheel

will decrease and it will "ontiniK- i.i d' reasc so long as energy is

drawn out from it. Thi •; ('iring OM' the speed of the fly-wheel

will fall continually but ai u u^cr.^-i- inv rate as we apjjroach M' , and
at this point the wheel \vill have reached its minimum speed.

Having passed M' the effort supplied by the steam is greater than

that necessar\' to do the external work and hence there is a balance

left for the purpose of adding energy to the jjarts and speeding up
the fly-wheel and other links, the effort available for this purpose in

any position being that due to the height of the crank effort curve

m

h

Chi

\
-Xzr^

Fig. 86

above the load line. In this way the speed of the parts will in-

crease between M' and A" reaching a maximum for this period

at A".

From X' to R' the speed will again decrease, first rapidly then
more slowly, and reaching a minimum again at R' and from A" to 5',

there is increasing speed with a maximum at S'. The fly-wheel

and other parts will, under these conditions, be continually changing
their speeds from minimum to maximum and vice versa, producing
much unsteadiness in the motion during the revolution. The magni-
tude of the unsteadiness will evidently depend upon the fluctuation

in the crank effort curve, if the latter curve has large variations then
the unsteadiness will be increased.

In Fig. 86, a crank effort curxe is shown for two engines coupled

to one shaft and with t'leir cranks at right angles as in a locomotive.

Curve A represents the crank effort curve for one cylinder and B
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that for the one with crank 90° behind the first while C represents the
resultant crank effort and D the mean crank effort, and if the same
nature of loading ;is before be assumed then /; will also be the load
curve. It will be evident in this case that while there are a greater
number of maximum and minimum speeds than before, yet the
fluctuation in speeds must ho much less, since the effort curve C due
to the steam is closer throughout to the load curve than in the
previous example.

TANDEM AND CROSS COMPOIND ENGINES

In order to show the relative merits of tandem and cross-com-
pound engines with respect to the steadiness of motion and uniformity
of torque a comparison should be made between Figs. 86 and 87.

The curves in Fig. 86 are very similar to those that would be obtained

1?

til

\ 1 \
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Fig. 8-

from a cross-comijound engine with cranks at 90° while in Fig. 87
is shown the cur\-e for a tandem engine. A study of these diagrams
at once shows the advantages of the cross-compound arrangement
in securing unifonn torque and it therefore makes a much preferred
design from this i)oint of view.

Engines are frequently built to work triple expansion with cranks
at 120°, and if the reader will i)lot the curves in this ca.se he will

find that the turning moment is extremely uniform.

Ii:

INTERNAL CO.MBUSTION ENGINES

Internal combustion engines are made to work either two or

four c>i.le aiul the latter class alone will be treated here, as it is
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very common, at 1 ist, on larger, sizes and besides it gives a rather

more instructive case.

The four cycle engine is usually made single-acting, and the
complete cycle of the engine is finished in four strokes. Starting

with the crank on the inner dead centre the inlet valve opens and
as the ijiston makes the first out-stroke called the suction stroke,

the charge of exiilosive mixture is drawn in at constant pressure

slightly below that of the atmosjiherc, the valves in the cylinder are

now closed and the piston is forced in during the compression stroke

the mixture being comi^resscd. Near the end of the comi)ression

stroke the charge is ignited, causing a sudden rise in pressure which
drives the piston forward jjroducing the expansion stroke, and then
the exhaust /alve is opened, and the burnt gases are swept out of

f5.<&b<_o>«_
.^
jBor»^|»»--e»siotu^eK|gciic»lot^, fc-«fcjgi>^»t-

Fig. 88

the cylinder by the r r exhaust stroke, the pressure in the

cylinder during this str .vo being nearly constant and slightly higher

than that of the atmosphere.

In internal combustion engines of this type there is one stroke

(the expansion stroke) of the four composing the cycle in which energy

is being received from an external source of suijjjly through the work-
ing fluid and during the remaining three strokes no energy is sui)i)lied

externally (compare this with tho ordinary- case of the double acting

steam engine) so that whatever energy is given out during these three

strokes must be drawn from the mox'ing parts.

The crank effort diagram for a single cylinder engine is shown in

Fig. 88, and it will be noticed that the line of mean torque falls far

below the maximum torque in the cycle so that unless the rotating

masses are very heavy there will be large fluctuations in speed. We
shall not here attempt further discussion of this subject but the ad-

vantages of four or six cylinders with properly arranged cranks will

be very evident if the crank effort curves are drawn.

I
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CHAPTER XI.

THE EFFICIENCY OF MACHINES

The acairati' dctemiinatioii of the t-flicti-ncy of inachiiT^p and
the loss l)y friction is oxtremcly comi)Hcated and difTicult and it is

doubtful whether it is i)ossil>Ie to deal with the matter excei)t through
fairly close ajjproximations. All machines are eonstnicted for the
purpose of doing some sfjccific form of work, the machine reci'i\'ing

energy in one fomi and delivering this energy, or so much of il as is

not wasted, in some other form. Thus, the water turbine receives

energy from the water and transforms the energy thus received into

electrical energy by means of a dynamo, or a motor receives energy
from the electric circuit, and changes this energy into that necessary
to drive an automobile, and so for any machine, the machine receives

energy in a ccrtnin fonn from some source and changes this energy
into some useful form, delivering it again for the particular purpose
desired. For convenience, the energy received b\- the machine will

be referred to as the input and the energy delivered by the machine
as the output.

Now a r iiine cannot create energy of itself, but is only used to
change the form of the a ailable energy into some other which is

desired, so that for a complete cycle of the machine (e.g., one revolu-
tion of a steam engine, or two revolutions of a four-cycle gas engine or
the forward axid return stroke of a shaper) there must be some rela-

tion between the input and the output. If no energy were lost

during the transfomiation the input and output would be equal and
the machine would be perfect, as it would change the form of the
energy and 'ose none. However, if the input per cycle were twice
the outjjut then the machine would be very inperfcct for there would
be a loss of one half of the energy available during the transformation,
the output can, of course, never exceed the input. Tt is then the
province of the designer to make a machine so that the output will

be as nearly equal to the input as possible and the more nearly these
arc to being equal the more perfect will the n.dchine be.

In dealing with machinery it is customary to use the term
mechanical efficiency or efficiency to denote the ratio of the output

per cycle to the input, or the efficiency n = . ner cvcle
mput ^ ' The

maximum value of the efficiency is unity, which corresponds to the

h; 5

1
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perfect machine, and the minimum value is zero which means that
the machine is of no value in transmitting energy; the efficiency of
the ordinary machine lies netween these two limits, electric motors
ha\ing an efficiency of .92 or over, turbine pumps usually not over
.SO, large steam jmmijing engines .95, etc., and in the case where
the clutch is disconnected in an automobile engine the efficiency
of tne latter is zero.

The quantity 1 — rj represents the jjroportion of the input which
is lost in the bearings of the machine and in various other ways, thus
in the pump above mentioned, ;? = .80 and 1 — j; = .20, or 20%
of the energy is wasted in this case in the bearings and the friction
of the water in the pump, .similar results may be obtained lor otl- r

machines. The amount of energy lost in the machine, and which
helps to heat ui> the bearings, etc., will dcix'nd on many things such
as the nature of lubricant used, the nature of the metals at the bear-
ings and many other considerations to be discussed later.

vSuppose now that on a given machine there is at any instant
a force P acting through a certain point on one of the links and this
point is moving at velocity v, in the direction and sense of P, then
the energy put into the machine will be at the rate of Pv, ft. pds.
per sec. Now at the same instant let there be a resistmg force Q
acting on some i)art of the machine and let the point of application
of Q have a velocity v, in the direction o* '"' so that the energy out-
put is at the rate of Qv, ft. pds. per sec. (The force P may be the
pressure acting on an engine piston or the difference between the
tensions on the tight and slack sides of a belt driving a lathe, while
Q may represent the resistance offered by the main belt on an engine
or by the metal being cut off in a lathe.) Now from what has been

already stated the efficiency at the instant is n =
<^"tP"*^ = Q '"'

input P . V,

and if no losses occur then this ratio will be unity, it is, however,
always less than unity in the actual case. Now, as in practice, Qvl
is always less than Pv, choose a force P„ acting through the point
of application of P such that P^ v, = Qv,, then cleariy P^ is the force
which, if applied to a frictionless machine of given t}T)e. would just

balance the resistance Q and n
=^'"' = ^°'"' = ^-^^

so that
Pv, Pv, P

p
ev^dently the efficiency will be ^ at any instant, P^ being always

less than P.

i it

I if
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The efficiency may also be expressed in a different form. Thus,

let Qo be the force which could be overcome by the force P if there

were no friction in the machine then Pv, = QoV^ and therefore

Of, ^ Qv. ^ Q
Pv, Qov. Qo

V =

ir

FRICTION

Whenever two bodies touch each other there is always some
resistance to their relative motion, this resistance being called friction.

Suppose a pulley to be suitably mounted in a frame attached to a

beam and that a rope be passed over this pulley, each end of the rope

holding up a weight w lbs. Now, since each of these weights is the

same they will be in equilibrium and it would be expected that

if the slightest amount were added to cither weight the latter would

descend. Such is, however, not the case, and it is found by experi-

ment that one weight may be considerably increased without dis-

turbing tne conditions of rest.

It will also be found that the amount it is possible to add to

one weight without producing motion will depend upon such things

as (1) the amount of the original weight w being greater as w increases,

(2) the kind and amount of lubricant used in the bearing of the

pulley, (3) the stiffness of the rope, (4) the materials used in the

bearing and the nature of the mcchanicrl work done on it, and upon
very many other considerations which the reader will readily think

of for himself.

Now it is evident that there must be some force coming into

play which counteracts the effect of the additional weight and keeps

the pulley at rest, and it is further evident that the magnitude of

this force must vary with the conditions, being zero when no addition

is made to either weight and gradually increasing as the additional

weight increases until motion begins. This force, which acts in such

away as to resist the motion, we call friction and as has been pointed

out it is found that it acts in such a way as to hinder motion and is

variable in amount.

Before passing on one more illustration might be given of this

point. Suppose a block of iron weighing 10 lbs. is placed upon
a horizontal table and that there is a wire attached to this block of

iron so that a force may be jjroduced on it jmrallel to the table. If

now a tension were put on the wire and there were no loss of energy
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the block of iron should move even with the slightest tension, because
no change is being made in the potential energy of the block by moving
it from place to place on the table, as no alteration is taking place in
its height. It will be found ,however, that the block -'ill not begin
to move until considerable force is produced in the wire, the force
possibly running as high as 1.5 pd- or less. The magnitude of the
force necessary will a? before dejx .d upon (1) the material of the
table, (2) the nature of the surface of the table, (3) the area of the
face of the block of iron touching the table, etc.

Just as in the case of the pulley, therefore, some force springs
into existence to balance ihe pull in the wire, the greater the pull in
the wire the greater will be the balancing force and vice versa, thus
the latter force is variable in mangitudc, being onlv sufficient to
balance the external jmll applied, and increasing as'the latter in-
creases till the limit is reached where the block begins to move.
The force thus called into play is called friction.

Wherever motion exists friction is always acting in a sense op-
posed to the motion, although in many cases its very i)rcsencc is
essential to motion taking jjlacc. Thus it would be quite impossible
to walk were it not for the friction between one's feet and the earth,
a train could not run were there no friction between the wheels and
rails, and a belt would be of no use in transmitting power if there
were no friction between the belt and pulley. Friction therefore,
acts as a resistance to motion and yet without it many motions would
be impossible.

A great many experiments have been made for the purpose of
finding the relation between the friction and other forces acting be-
tween two surfaces in contact, the laws of Morin stating that the
frictional resistance to the sliding of one body upon another depended
upon the normal pressure between the surfaces and not upon the
areas in contact nor upon the velocity of slipping and that if F were
the frictional resistance to slipping and A' the pressure between the
surfaces, then F = fiX where ft. the coefficient of friction, depended
only uj)on the nature of the surfaces in contact as well as the materials
composing these surfaces.

A discussion of this subject would be too lengthy to place here
and the student is referred to the numerous experiments and dis-
cussions in the current engineering periodicals aid in books on mec-

^^"i^'^;.
''!'^^ as Kennedy's "Mechanics of Machinery," and Un-

win's " Machine Design." books well worthy of study. It may only

1!i
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be stated that the law givch above is known to be quite untrue in

the case of machines where the pressures are ^reat, the velocities of

sHdinjj hijjh and the methods of lubrication very variable, and a

sjx^cial low must be formulated in such cases. Thus before we can

tell what friction there will be in the main bearing of a steam enRine,

we must know by ex])criment what laws exist for the friction in case

of a similar engine ha inj; similar materials in the shaft and bearing

and oiled in the same way, and if we are dealing with a horizontal

Corliss engine we shall not get the same laws as with a vertical high

speed engine, and again the laws will depend upon whether the lub-

rication is forced (ir gravity and on a great many other things. For

each type of bearing and lubrication there will be a law for determin-

ing the frictional loss and this law must in each case be determined by

careful experiments. Following the

method of Kennedy*, the formula

F = f\ will be used for the friction

force F in terms of the pressure A'

between the surfaces, and we shall

employ / to denote the friction fac-

tor. The law for / may be very

com])licatcd, and should be found

by experiments of the kind already

referred to, as this factor will \ary with so many different properties

of the bodies in contact and the nature of the motion.

In dealing with machines it has been shown that they are made

up of i)arls united usually by sliding or turning pairs, so that it will

be w( 11 at first to study the friction in these pairs separately.

Bv
^•^>v

I'ig. 89

FRICTION IN' SLIDING PAIRS

ill

Consider a ])air of sliding elements as shown in Fig. 89 and let

the normal component of the i)ressiire between the.se two elements

be iV and let R be the resultant external force acting upon the upper

element which is moving, tlic lower one, for the time being, considered

stationary. Let the force K act parallel to the surfaces in the sense

shown the tendency for the bod\- is then to move to the right. Now,

from the previous discussion, there is a certain resistance to the mo-

tion of a the amount of which \^ f K , where / is the friction factor,

and this force must in the very nature of the case act tangent to the

* Mechanics of Machinery—Kennedj".
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surfaces of contact, thus from the way in which R is chosen in this

case the friction force F = f A',, and K arc in the same direction.

Now if R is small there will Ix" no mt)tion as is well known, for

the resistance F may easily Ik- much greater than R, this corres]jonds
tL. the case of a sleigh stalled on the road where the pull of the horses
is horizontal, but less than the frictional

resistance. Again if R Ix; increased sufficiently

the body will move with uniform velocity,

in which case the resistance F due to friction

must just be equal to tie force R acting, as in

the case of the sleigh being drawn at uniform
speed along a road, but if R be increased abf)ve

this last value, then the motion becomes
accelerated as frequently occurs when a sleigh

is being drawn down hill, the resolved part of the force of gravitation
parallel with the ground being greater than the frictional resistance.

Stating these results together, we have

(1) R less than F. i.e., R f X, no relative motion.
(2) R = F, i.e., R = /.V, motion with uniform velocity

(3) R greater than F, i.e., R ^ /.V. accelerated motion.
Assuming that motion is actually taking place there is only equili-

brium ])rovide(l R = / X.
Consider next the case shown in Fig. 90, where the resultant

external force acts as shown, the motion of a relative to d being to
the right as indicated on the figure. Let A' be the resolved part of

/^ normal to the surface of contact, then we already have seen that
according to the method adopted in this discussion, the frictional re-

sistance to slipping of a on .' is F = / A', and this acts in such a way
as to oppose the force producing motion. Resolve R into its two com-
ponents AH parallel to the surfaces and RC or A' normal to these
surfaces, then from the argument of the preceding paragraph, AB
cannot be less than F as there would then be no motion, and if AB =
F the motion will be of uniform velocity, while if .4/^ is greater than
F there will be acceleration of a relative to b. Let the angle ACB
be denoted by

<l> so that AB = R sin <^, also BC = A' = R cos <\> and
AB = X tan <^. For the case in which motion takes place without
acceleration, i.e., for the condition of equilibrium, AB = F = / A' or
AB
,. — J = tan <^ or the tangent of the angle of inclination of the

resultant force R to the nomial is the friction factor.

Ilrl
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Hence for equilibriuni tlurinfj the relative motion of the two

bodies, the resultant must Ik- inclined at an anj^le «^ = tan
~

'/ to the

normal to the surfaces and on such a side of this normal that the tan-

gential component .1/^ is in the direction of motion. The angle ^
may be conveniently called the angU of friction, and will Ix; in

future den<jted by the letter <^, frequently without using the words

"angle of friction" to designate it.

In connection with this discussion it is to be borne in mind that

4> is the limiting ang'e of inclination of the resultant force on the

moving body, and that if the resultant acts at any angle 6 to the nor-

liii

Fig. 91

mal then there will be no motion or acceleration according as Q is

less or greater than <^ for if Q be greater than <^ then tan fl ;- tan ^
and A' H' = AJ sin fl is gi-oatcr than AH = R sin <f> or A'B' is greater

than the frictional resistance F and the unbalanced force will cause

acceleration, similarly d if is less than <^ the resistance F exceeds A'B'

and there will be no motion, .so that it is only when =
<l> that there

is equilibrium.

A few examjjles should make this matter clear and in those first

given, all friction is neglected except that in the sliding pair. The
friction in other parts will be considered later.

(1) As an illustration, take an engine, with the crosshead moving

to the right under the steam pressure P acting on the piston, Fig. 91.
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The forces acting on the crosshead arc the steam pressure P, the

thrust Q due to the connecting rcxl and the resultant R of these two
which also rei)resent the pressure on the crosshead due to the guide.

Now we know from the principles of statics that P. (J and Wmust all

intersect at one jioint, in this case th- "entre of the wrist-i)in O, and
further that the resultant K m"st be inclined at an angle ^ to the

normal to the surfaces in contact, thus R has the direction shown.

(Note that the side of the normal on which R lies must be so chosen

that R has a component in the direction of motion.) Now draw
AH = P, the steam pressure and draw AC and BC parallel resjXK;-

V 'I

Fig. gj

th-cly to R and (J, then BC = Q, the thrust of the rod and AC = R
the resultant pressure on the cross-head shoe.

If there were no friction in the sliding jmir then R would be

normal to the surface and in the triangle ABI) the angle BAD would

be,90'^; BD is the force in the connecting rod and AD is the pressure

BC O
on the shoe. The ef^ iicv will thus be n = ' = ^

. Or we may
BD Co

find Pn the force ncvcssary to overLOinc Q if there were no friction

P BF
by drawing CE normal to AB then P^ = BE and « = — =

P BA
(2) A cotter is to be designed to connect two rods. Fig. 92,

m
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it is n-qtiin<l to frnd tin- liiiutinn taiHT «>f the cottt-r to pn-vmi it

slipping out whin tho nn! is in iinsion. It will Ik- assunu-.l that ImuH

parts of Ihf joint haw the sanu- friition factor/, and hnuT thi-samc

friction aii|;li- ^, and that tlu> lottiT tajK-rs only on om-sido with an

annk- 0. The sides of the oottor on which the iirt'ssun- comes are

marked ii> heavy lines and on the ri^'ht haiul side the total pressure

H, is divided into two parts hy the shajK- of the outer piece of the

connection. Both the forces K, and Hj act at an>;le <^ to the nonnal

to their surfaces and from what has already Iktii sai.l it will be readily

utulerst(H)d that they act on the side of the nonnal shown when the

cotter just U'^ins lo slide out. so that by drawing the vector tnanj;lc

of height AH = P and having ( 7V and />'/> resiK>ctively parallel to

>^^

I-itl- 9,?

R, and R„ the force necessary lo force the cotter out is at once

determined.

From the fi^'ure it is seen that the an^le CHA = 4> and ABD
= <(,— fl.sothatCJ = F [tan 4> + tan (,<A »^] and evidently the

cotter will slip out of itself if (J = o. i.e.. if tan <^ + tan (<t>
— 6)

= o or e =
2<i>. This is evidently independent of P except in so

far as <^ is alTectcd by the latter force.
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If the a)ttcT is Vkmiik driven in tho forces H, and H, lake the

(lireelinns H,' and K/ shown, and the corresixmdinn vector diagram

is shown in the fipire. Here the force (J requirwl is given f>y the

relation.

C, = P I
tan * + tan (0 + «^)|

which is evidently incTcascd with an increase in Q. Small values iA

e Tnake the colter easy to drive in and hard to drive out.

(3) An interesting example of the friction in sliding pairs is

illustrated in Fij;. 9.^, which re]jresents the very common case of a

jack, which is in frequent use for various puqjoscs. The machinery
I
;f;,|

I

Fig <H

of the jack is not shown, the barest outline alone being drawn to ex-

plain the principles now under discussion.

In this figure the force P which is being applied to lift the jack

is assumed to act vertically, although its direction will really dejx^nd

upon the mechanism which is used in applying the lifting iK)wer.

The position of the load (2 to be lifted is also assumed and the load

causes the heel of the jack to press against the frame with the force

R, in the direction shown (the jack is assumed to be raising the load)
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while the force with which the top of the iack presses against the

frame is Rj.

At the base of the jack are the forces Q and R,, the resultant of

which must pass through A, while at the top arc the forces R, and
P, the resultant of which must pass through B, and if there is equili-

brium the resultant F, of Q and R, must balance the resultant F, of

R, and P,, which can only be the case if F, passes through ^4 and^,
thus the direction of F, is known.

Now draw the vector triangle ECG with sides parallel to F,,

Rj, and P, the latter force also being known in magnitude, so that

F, = EC and R^ = CG. Next through E draw ED parallel to R'

and through C draw CD parallel to Q from which Q = CD is

found. If there were no friction the reactions between the jack and
the frame would be normal io the surfaces at the points of contact,

thus A would move up to .4o and B to B^ and the vector diagram

would take the form EOoCJ] where EG = P as before and DjCo =

Qo so that (2^ = P.

Q
The efficiency of the device in this position is evidently if = p.

•

It is evident that the efficiency is a maximum when the jack is at its

lowest position because .4^ is then most nearly vertical, while for the

very highest positions the efficiency will be very low.

One more example of this kind will suffice to illustrate the prin-

ciples. Fig. 94 shows in a very elementary form a quick return mo-
tion used on shapers and machine tools, and illustrated earlier in

this book, Let be the resistance offered by the cutting tool

which is moving to the right and let P be the net force applied by
the belt to the circumference of the belt pulley. For the present

problem we shall consider only the friction losses in the sliding ele-

ments, leaving the other parts till later. Here the tool holder g

presses on the lower guide and the pressure on this guide is R,, the

force in the rod e is denoted by F, . Further the pressure of 6 on c

is to the right and as the former is moving downward for this posi-

tion of the machine, the direction of pressure between the

two is Ri through the centre of the pin.

Now on the driving link a the forces acting are, P and /?j, the

resultant F^ of which must pass through O and A . In the vector

diagram draw BC equal and parallel to P, then CD and BD parallel

resijcctively to F, and R^ will represent these two forces, so that /?,

is delennined. Again on C the forces acting are R^ and F,, and their

l!
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resultant passes through 0, and also through E, the intersection of

F, and i?„ so that dravnng BG and DG in the vector diagram

parallel respectively to F, and F, gives the force F, = DG in the rod

e. Acting on the the tool holder g are the forces F,, Q and R, and

the directions of them are known and also the magnitude of F,,

hence complete the triangle GHD with sides parallel to the forces

concerned and then GH = Q and HD = R, which gives at once the

resistance Q which can be overcome at the tool by a given net force

P applied by the belt.

If there were no friction in these sliding pairs then the forces R,

and R-, wovdd act normal to the sliding surfaces instead of at angles <^,

and <^, to the normals so that A moves to ^o and E to Eo and the con-

struction is shown by the dotted lines, from which we get the value of

Q
On, and the efficiency for this ix)sition of the machine is »j = ^

The value of »j shotdd be found for a number of other positions of the

machine, and, if desirable a curve may be plotted so that the effect

of friction may be properly studied.

Before passing on to the case of sliding pairs the attention of

the reader is called to the fact that the greater part of the problem

Fig- 95

is the determination of the condition of static equilibrium as des-

cribed in Chapter IX, the method of solution being by means of the

virtual centre, in these cases the i«;rmanent centre being used. The

only difficulty here is in the determination of the direction of the

pressures R between the sliding surfaces, and the following sug-

gestions may be found helpful in this regard.

Let a crosshead a. Fig. 95, slide between the two guides d, and d^,

first find out, by inspection generally from the forces acting whether

the pressure is on the guide d, or d^. Thus if the connecting rod and
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piston rod are in compression the pressure is on d„ if both are in

tension it is on d, , etc. , suppose for this case that both are in compres-

sion, the heavy line showing the surface bearing the pressure.

Next find the relative direction of sliding. It does not matter
whether both surfaces are moving or not, we simply wish the relative

direction and shall assume it in the sense shown, i.e., the sense of

motion of a relative to d^ is to the left (and, of course, the sense of

motion of dt relative to a is to the right). Now the resultant pres-

sure between the surfaces is inclined at angle ^ to the normal where

iff = tan~'/./ being the friction factor, so that the resultant must
be either in the direction of R, or /?,'.

Fig. 96

Now R, is the pressure of a upon d^, then R, acts downward, and
in order that it may have a resolved part in the direction of motion,

then R, and not R', is the correct direction. If /?, is treated as the

pressure of d^ upon a then R, acts upward, but the sense of motion of

dj relative to a is the opposite of that of a relative to c/,, and hence
from this point of view also R, is correct.

The reader may readily remember the direction of R, by the

following simijlc rule : Imagine either of the sliding pieces to be an
ordinary carpenter's wood plane, the other sliding piece being the

wood to be dressed, then the force will have the same direction as

the tongue of the plane when the latter is being pushed in the

given direction on the cutting stroke, the angle to the normal to the

surfaces being 4>.

FRICTION IN TURNING PAIRS

In dealing with turning pairs the same principles are adopted
as are used with the sliding pairs and should not cause anv difficultv.
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Let a. Fig. 96, represent the outer element of a turning pair, for

example, a loose pulley, which is turning in the sense indicated upon

a fixed shaft d of radius r, and let P be the applied force, Q being the

resistance. If there were no friction then the resultant of P and Q
would act through the intersection A of these forces and also through

the centre O of the bearing, so that under these circumstances it

would be simple to find Q for a given value of P by drawing the vector

triangle.

There is, however, frictional resistance offered to motion at the

surface of contact, hence if the resultant R ot P and Q acted through

O, there could be no motion. In order that motion may exist it is

necessary that the resultant produce a turning moment about the

centre of the bearing equal and opposite to the resistance offered by

Fig. 97

the friction between the surfaces. It is known already that the

frictional resistance is of such a nature as to oppose motion, and hence

the resultant force must act in such a way as to produce a turning

moment in the direction (sense) of motion equal to that offered by

friction in the opposite sense. Thus in the case shown in the figure

the resultant must pass through .4 and lie to the left of 0. Fig. 97

shows an enlarged view of the bearing.

In Fig. 97 let p be the perpendicular distance from O to R, so

that the moment of R about O is Rp. The point Cmay be convenient

ly called the centre of pressure, being the point of intersection of R
and the surfaces under pressure. Join CO. Now resolve R into two

<!|

it

ill

.
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components F tangent to the surf ces at C and A' normal to the sur-

faces at C, i.e., radial; then clearly F will be the force necessary

to overcome the friction, and following the method already adopted
F = f N where / is the friction factor and / = tan <^ where ^ is

the angle of friction. Thus F = f X = A' tan <f>, so that the angle

between A' and R is tft, and ^ is therefore also the angle at C
between R and the radial line CO.

With centre O draw a circle tangent to R as shown dotted, this

circle will have a radius p where p = r sin <^, and is usually designated

as the friction circle. Thus in the case of the turning jmirs the re-

sultant must also make an angle with the normal to the surfaces in

contact, and this is accomplished by drawing the resultant tangent

(«)

LC-\

Fig. 98

to the friction circle which latter is concentric with tlio bearing and
has a radius /> = r sin <^. The side of the circle on which the resultant

lies is determined by the fact that there must be a turning moment in

the sense of motion.

In practice, / is always small and therefore tan 4> and ^ are

also small, so that no serious error will result in assuming tan <^ = <^ =
sin <^ and approximately p = r tan «^ = rf.

Ftjur iliiTcTftU arrangements of forces on a turning pair are shown
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correctly drawn on Fig. 98, the same letters being used as in the

previous figure, and the reader will be able to check the constructions.

The first case (a) shows P and (} acting in interchanged sense from

the jjosition shown in Fig. 96, the sense of rotation being the same, and

both P and Q act on the outer element, (c) shows a case similar to

(a), in all respects except that P and Q act on the inner element, and

it will be noticed that this dcx;s not change the position of R but

moves C from the lower to the upper side. The cases shown at (b)

and (d) arc similar in that the sense of rotation is the same and the

forces act on the outer element, but since the sense of R is reversed.

Fig. 99

the latter changes from the left tu the right hand side of the friction

circle.

The construction already shown will be ajiplied in a few prac-

tical cases.

(1) The first case considered will be an ordinary bell-crank

lever, Fig. 99, on which the force P acts horizontally and Q vertically

on the links a and c resix-ctively, the whole lever turning in the clock-

wise sense. An examination of the figure shows that the sense of

motion of a relative to b is counter-clockwise as is also the motion of

c relative to b, therefore P will be tangent to the lower side of the

friction circle at bearing 1, and Q will be tar gent to the left-hand

side of the friction circle at bearing 2. and the resultant of P and Q
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must pass through A and mus* \h: tangent to the upper side of the

friction circle on the pair 3 so that the direction of K becomes thus

fixed. Now draw DE in the direction of P to represent this force and
then draw EF and DF parallel resix?ctively to Q and R and inter-

secting at F, then EF = Q a- d DF = R.

In case there were no friction and assuming the directions of

P and Q to remain unchanged (this would be unusual in practice)'

then P, Q and their resultant, would act through the centres of the

joints 1, 3 and 2 respectively. Assuming the magnitude of P to

be unchanged, then the vector triangle DEF' has its sides EF'
and DF' parallel respectively to the resistance ()„ and the resultant

Ro so that there is at once obtained the force (>„ = EF' . Then the

efficiency of the lever in this position is »; = and for any other

position may be similarly found.

The friction circles are not drawn to scale but are made larger

than they should be in order to make the drawing clear.

(2) Let it be required to find the line of action of the force in

the connecting rod of a steam engine taking into account friction at

the crank and wrist pins. To avoid confusion we shall omit the

details of the rod and simply represent it by a line, drawing in the

friction circles to a very much exaggerated scale. Let Fig. 100 repre-

sent the red in the position under consideration, the direction of the

crank is also shown and the piston rod is assumed to be in compress-

sion, this being the usual condition for this position of the crank.

Fig. TOO

Fig. I02

Inspection of the figure shows that the angle o is increasing and the

angle j8 is decreasing, so that the line of action of the force in the

connecting rod must be tangent to the top of the friction circle at

2 and also to the bottom of the friction circle at 1, hence it takes the

position shown in the light line and crosses the line of the rod.
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This position of the Hnc of action of the force is seen on examination
to be correct, because in both cases the force acts on such a side of

the centre of the boarins as to produce a turning moment in the
direction of relative motion.

Two other positions of the engine arc shown in Fig. 101 and 102,

the direction of revolution being the same as before and the line of

action of the force in the rod is shown dotted. In the case Fig. 101,

the rod is assumed in compression and evidently both the angles a

and P are decreasing so that the line of action of the force lies below
the axis of the rod, while in the position shown in Fig. 102, the con-
necting rod is assumed in tension, o is decreasing, and /8 is increasing
so that the force intersects the rod. In all cases the determining
factor is that the force must lie on such a side of the centre of the
pin as to produce a turning moment in the direction of relative mo-
tion.

EFFICIENCY OF MACHINES vONTAINING TIRNING AND SLIDING PAIRS

The first machine to which we shall apply the methods already
described will be the steam emnne, as it is a vcrv common and useful

iii

illustration. Fig. 103 shows simply the ovitlines of an engine, which
is being used for lifting a weight from a pit, the resistance, therefore,

is a vertical force acting at the circumference of the drum. No
account will be taken of the friction in the rope.

From the principles already laid down, the direction of R, is

known, also the line of action of F, and of R^. For equilibrium the
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forces f",, R, and P must intersect at one fmint which is evidently .4,

as P, the force due to the steam pressure, is taken to act alonj; the

centre of the piston rod. On the crank shaft there is the force F,

from the connecting rod. the force (J due to the wiight lifted, and if

there were no friction, their resultant would pass through their point

of intersection /)' and also through O the centre of the crank shaft.

To allow for friction, however, AJ, must Ix? tangent to the friction circle

at the crank shaft and must touch the top of the latter, hence the

l)osition of K^ is fixed. Thus the locations of the five forces, P, F,,

K,, Kj, Q are known.

Fig. 104

Now draw the vector diagram, laying ofT CD = P and drawing

CE and DE imrallcl respectively to R, and F,, which gives these two

forces, next draw EF parallel to R^ and DF parallel to Q which thus

determines the magnitude of (J.

If there were no friction, F, would be along the axis of the rod,

and R, normal to the guides, both forces passing through Aq the centre

of the wrist pin. Further, R^ would pass through Bo the intersec-

tion of F, and Q. it would also pass through O. so that we know the

lines of action of all of the forces and may again draw the vector

diagram CEoFJ), obtaining the resistance Qo = DFo, which could be

overcome by the i)rcssure P on the piston if there were no friction.

The efficiency of the machine in this position is then 11=" , and may

bo found in a similar way for other pcsitii'ns.
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A further illustration may be sivcn in the case of the governor
illustrated in Kig. 104. which is a copy of Fig. Ill, as. found in the
chapter in this work dealing with governors. Only one half of the
governor is shf)wn, and as generally cf>nstructed it will be safe to
neglect the friction of the weight II 'on the spindle, also for simplicity
the same assumption as before is made, that H ' includes the pull of
the valve gear on the sliding weight and also the weight itself. In
the problem solved in Chapter X[I, no account is taken of the
friction nor of the pressures on the pins, in this case, however, these
pressures must be known, because the frictional resistance depends
directly on them, so that a somewhat different method of treatment
will be adopted here. The friction circles at .4, B and C are not
drawn to scale, being much larger on the drawing than they should be.

On the hall there is the centrifugal force = ^' rw' and also the
2 2g

TV
action of gravity —

, the two acting at right angles to one another,

these forces produce the resultant force P acting on the ball. Now
the arms AH and HC are evidently both in tension also, when the
balls are moving outward, a increases and /S decreases, so that the
direction of the force F, in the arm BC crosses the axis of the latter
as shown. On tiic ball arm the forces acting arc P and F,, and if

there were no friction at A their resultant R would have to pass
through the centre of .4 . On account of friction, however, the force R
passes tangent to the friction circle and on the left side, this force
must also pass through the intersection of F, and P at H.

The weight W is held up by the jmll F, in HC and a corresponding

pull in the arm of the other half of the governor, thus draw DE = ^*

2
and D'j' horizontal and GE parallel to F,, the latter line will evidently
represent the force F,. Next draw GJ and EJ parallel respectively
to R and P, P is thus known, and if the weight w is known, the corres-

ponding speed may be easily computed by the methods given in

the following chapter.

Next consider the case where the ball moves inward from the
same position, W remaining unchanged. Here the arms are still in

tension and will decrease while H increases, which causes F, to
change to the position /•",' and R to the dotted position and H to H'.
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Drawing the vector diaKram starting with DE
W

as before wc find

C

P' mm EJ' as the force which must now be ajjpUed to the ball, and

since w vill usually be small compared with C, it is approximately

P'
true that C has decreased in the same ratio as P or C = ^ „ "^

EJ C \ u > w C EJ

which shows the proixirtional fallinj; off in s])eed Ix-fore the balls

begin to move inward. Or to explain more fully, supiwsc that the

balls are slowly moving outward, having reached the position shown,

and that there is then a load thrown on the engine causing the speed

to decrease, the solution of this problem shows that the si)eed would

have to decrease in the ratio y ---' before the balls would begin

EJ
to move inward.

We have assumed P' and P to be in the same direction,

which is not strictly correct, but the error introduced in this assump-

tion is negligible in practice.

It must be understood that no allowance has been made lor

friction in the valve gear, \V being taken as the known force

necessary to move the weight and valve gear. Further, the friction

circles are all drawn to a very much enlarged scale to make the work

clear, and no governor woidd be of much practical value in which the

ratio 1/
/ EJ'

EJ
was at all large. The reader would probablv do well

to study this problem after having read the chapter on governors

.1



CHAPTER XII

GOVERNORS
In all prime movers, which we will briefly call engines,

there must be a continual balance between the energy supplied to
the engine by the working fluid and the energy delivered by the
machine to some other which it is driving, e.g., a dynamo, iathe,
etc., allowance being made for the friction of the prime mover.
Thus, if the energy delivered by the working fluid (steam, water or gas)
in a given time exceeds the sum of the energies delivered to the
dynamo and the friction of the engine, then there will be some
energy left to accelerate the latter, and it will go on increasing in
speed, the friction also increasing till a balance is reached or the
machine is destroyed. The opposite result happens if the energy
coming in is insufficient, the result being that the machine will

decrease in sixMid and may eventually stop.

In all cases in actual practice, the output of an engine is con-
tinually varying because if a dynamo is being driven by it for lighting
purposes the nutnber of lights in use varies from time to time, the
same is taie if the engine drives a lathe or drill, the demands of
these continually changing.

The output thus varying very frequently, the energy put in

by the working fluid must be varied in the same way if the desired
balance is to be maintained, and hence if the prime mover is to run
at constant sjxjed some means of controlling the energy admitted
to it during a given time must be provided.

Various methods are employed, such as adjusting the weight of
fluid admitted, adjusting the energy admitted \kt pound of fluid,

or doing both of these at one time, and this adjustment may be
made by hand as in the locomotive or automobile, or it may be
automatic as in the case of the stationary engine or the water turbine
where the adjustment is made by a contrivance called a governor.

A governor may thus be defined as a device used in connection
with prime movers for so adjusting the energy admitted with the
working fluid that the s|)eed of the prime mover will tw constant
under all conditions. The complete governor consists essentially of
two parts, the first part consisting of certain masses which rotate at
a speed proix)rtional to that of the prime mover, and the second part
a valve or similar de\"Vp controlled by the part already described
and operating directly on the working fluid.

hi

^
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It is not the jntiMUion hen- l<» .iisct Jw stvutul part, or valve,

because this takis various form-, ai-ii> itiiv lo circunislanccs and

fonns a subject of sludy by ilsi-li for oacli k 'n t-ase. Sunicc it to

say that this ik-viiv is usuallv ina<k' to n.

ways

:

tme of the followint;

i'lr 1

\va.

11(1 thus reduce the

r in a water turbine
(a) To iKirtly close off the worki

weight admitted in a ^ivcn time; e. ;.

or the leiit;lh of cnit off in a steam on^'i;;".

(h) To reduce the encrjjy {h.t pour I i

e.g., to throttle the steam and thus •,(Uk\

an^engine.

(c) Various combinations of thi .;')>• innhoi!-,.

The part of the governor which lui laa*. s r. volving at a six;ed

I)roportional to that of the cnj^nc will i.ow b < .i.idcrcd in detail.

kinK fluid ailmitted.

iressi'f : s it enters

and for convenience v-ill be referred to in future as the governor.

One of the simplest fon.-'S of this de'.'icc, also shown dia;^rammatic-

ally in connection with the valve as reciuircd for a throttling steam

engine is shown at Fig. 105. It consists of a ^-ertical spindle,

driven from the engine shaft at a speed which bears a fixed ratio

to that of the crunk shaft. To this si)indle balls, are attached

by unns. as shown, and these balls ;»«« again rnnnerte<i to a sleeve.

which is free to sHde up and down the spindle. To this ieeve
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the throttling valve or valvo K<-ar is attachctl by suitable mcchan-
ism such as t!iat indiraicd in the future. Tht* action is evidently
as tollows: a^ nine the enmine to Vk- runninR at normal s|X!C(l, then the
balls will rotate in a );iven plane the heijjht of which will Ik; fixed

by th«,> resultant of the centrifuKal force on the l)alls, the weight of
the latter and the pull

I
)r<Khuecl by the collar. If now part of the

load Ik! suddenly thrown of! the engine the latter will tend to spee<l
up, the centrifugal force will increase! and the ball<' will rise, lifting

the collar and closing the supply of steam until 'he cquilibn m

Fig. 1 06

is af,'ain restored, but in general the balls will rou-Ue in a higher
plane than before. The converse is true for decrease of load.

Let us examine the probht: first of all without consid lug
the eflect of friction or the resistance .ffered by tl slec Let

each ball ha\ c a weight "' and r< aate in a circle of radius r ^ pig.

106, and let the spindle rotate with an^-ular \ .•locii «. .dius rw
second. Each hall is i.eld v\ equilibrium by thrf>e 1 -n ,; {a, the

2
pds.,

(b) the centrifugal force acting normai to ihe pn. ile and of
It/

amount
^ ^

r m- pds, (c) the resultant ot thes. ,.w, inr- ^ must be

attraction of gravity
; irallel to the spindle loim-

? il

^fl

f!

in the direction of the ann.
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Now if we take / to represent length of the arm. and h the vertical

height from the plane of rotation of the halls to the place where the

ball arms (or the arms produced, sec figures) mtersect the spndle

the following relation is at once evident:

w

w
= — or /t =

r

r «""

or the height h varief inversely as the square of the angular veloaty

and is independent of the dimensions of the parts of the governor

An examination of thisgovemor will show at once that ,t possesses

Fig. 107

certain serious defects: (1) That from the very construction of the

governor a change in adjustment of the collar mil -nj^I^""'^ t"

J
change in the height h and hence a change m <-. a condition which

it is the purpose of a governor to prevent, for a governor is designed

essentially to kee,) the speed constant for all loads on the engine and

(2) That for any reasonable value of 0., h is very smalL Thus let

the spindle turn at 1 20 revs, i^er min. .
then o> - ^ = 4.r

f^'i^

^ onH /, - ^ = ^^^^ = -2036 ft. or 2.44 in.

radians i)cr sec, and h - ^, - ^^ ^y

a dimension which is so small as to be diffic-ult to work with in practice.
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The first defect is described by saying that the governor is not

isochronous, the meaning of isochronism being that the speed of the

governor will not vary during the entire range of travel of the collar,

or in other words the valve of the engine may be moved to any

position to suit the load, and yet the engine will run at the same

speed. It will at once be recognized that if isochronism had no

counterbalancing disadvantages it would be very desirable and we
shall see how it may be accomplished.

From the formula u'/i = g it is evident that if « is to remain

constant the height h must also remain constant, and it is evident

that the crossed arm arrangement sketched in Fig. 107 will, under

certain conditions, give approximately constant heights for different

positions of the balls.

Inspection of the figiu-e gives the relation

h = I cos 6 — a cot 6.

If now h is to remain constant during variations in 6 we have

dh
de
or a = I sin' 6

and h = / cos' B

O / sin 61 -f a cosec' 6

= / sin' e = h tan' 9 tan ' e

Ex

Then a

-Let <u =

.062 ft.

10 radians per sec. (97 revs, per min.), 6 = 30"

» .74 in., and / - ." . = .494 ft. = 5.92 in.
sm 9

The value of h corresponding to (9 = 30° is .322 ft., and when
through a changed load the balls move out till B bDcomes 35° then

h becomes .316 ft. a decrease of about 2% and the change in speed

corresponding to this is slightly less than 1%.
In the case of the governor without the crissed arms taking

« = 10 as before, a change of B from 30' to 35' means a change
in speed of 3'^<

.

It has been suggested that a governor of this type could be

made isochronous for a large range of )X)sitions, provided the centres

of the balls aremade to move so that they always lie in aparalxiloid

of revolution which has the spindle for its axis, and it may be shown
that for such a design h and therefore «» will be constant for all

[xjsitions.

The defect of an isoohnmous governor, however, is that it will

alter its position enormously for the slightest momentary change
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in speed of the engine and the balls will race out and in producing

corresponding changes on the engine, and there is considerable

hunting for the correct position, i.e., such a governor is not stable.

The condition of instability is not admissible in practice and design-

ers always must sacrifice isochronism to some extent to the very

necessary feature of stability, because this hunting of the balls for

their final position means that the valve is being opened and closed

too much and hence that the prime mover is changing its speed

continually or is racittf^. Reverting to our original example, it will

at once appear that a definite position of the balls will correspond

to each speed because for each ix)sition there is a definite value of h,

and therefore of u.

We shall next consider the modification introduced by Mr.

C. T. Porter, which consists in placing a heavy weight on the collar

or sleeve of the governor, either with or without crossed arms, Fig.

108 shows such an arrangement. The conditions of equilibrium are

readily solved by the phorogr. ph considering OP as the link of

reference, thus the images of Q and P are as shown, and by taking

moments about we get

. 2 / sin ff + 2

From which it follows that

2 \V + IV . ?
h = -7-

W o»

Ex. Given / = . 75 ft. (9 in.)

revs. \ter min.) u' = 8 lbs. = 45'

and hence W = 2.8 w = 22.4 lbs.

This governor {)ossesses the following important advantages

over the tyi)e already described:

—

(a) The height h may be adjusted to suit any proportions

required in practice merely by altering \V to suit.

(h) The variation in height h corresponding to a given change

in «» is very much increased in this case. Thus for a given alteration

in speed the change in position of the sleeve is much greater than

ofrmerly, or a smaller range in speed will be necessary to corresiwnd

to the two extreme ]X)sitions of the throttling valve, that is this

governor is more sensitive than the former one.

To illustrate this take a simple unweighted governor for which

a

the relation is h - , or g = /i
<«'

/ sin « — w
2g

loose =

= 20 radians per sec. (194

= 0, we find h = . 53 ft.
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By differentiation we obtain the result

h <i>

or the proportional change in height is twice the proportional change

Fig. io8

in speed and an increase in the former means a decrease in the

latter.

o u>

The ratio is called the sensitiveness* where 8 <» is the change

of speed corresponding to the extreme range of travel of the

sleeve and «> is the mean angular velocity. Now let <« = 10 radians

per sec, and suppose the total range of height of the sleeve is }^ in.,

the height It for oj = 10 being 3.86 in.

Here
8/t i

3.86
.129 or— .064

or for this range the va-iation of speed or sensitiveness is 6.4%.

•This method of defininR sensitiveneu is a little misleadinR because the Bovcrnor havinR the
least value of this ratio is said to be the most sensitive. I'or want of a better designation the
Dove definition has been adopted in this book.

Hi
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I I

For the weighteil governor let W = 60, w; =8 and taking

10 as before, wt K'^t

/I = " " -' --- X 3 . 86
w 2 \V + TV

X . 129 008

hence
8 .C08

or the sensitiveness here is .4%.

It is evident that as it is not possible to produce exact isochron-

•i:

I

.Ill
•

i.f

Fig. 109

ism ill a governor it will be very desirable to have it as sensitive

as (jossililc, and thus decrease the variation in sjje^d.

(c) Since the sleeve alrca ly has a very heavy weight attached

\
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to it, therefore the governor is less effected by friction of the sleeve

on the spindle or the pull necessary to operate the valve gear and have

such a governor is said to be powerful. Powerfulness is also a very

desirable feature, for it is well known in practice that the force

neces'.'^'y to operate the valve gear is not constant and, therefore pro-

duces a variable effect upon the rotating parts, it is thus important

that this variable effect be made as small proportionately as possible.

Thus the Porter governor may be arranged to suit any speed,

the variation in speed corresponding to the extreme positions of

the valve gear may be made as small as required and the governor

is not greatly affected by the external forces produced by the con-

nection to the valve gear.

Having now generally defined and explained the terms employed

in connection with governors we shall choose one or two types and

study them more in detail. Let us consider the weighted or Porter

governor illustrated in Fig 109.

The Characteristic Curve, A curve showing the relation

between the radius of rotation of the balls and the centrifugal force

is of very great value in studying governors and as its shape shows,

vrry many things connected with the action of the governor it is

called the characteristic curve, or we shall simply call it the C curve.

Let r, and r. represent the inner and outer radii of rotation of the

balls, the corresponding angular velocities being <u, and -., and let

r be the radius of rotation corresponding to the mean speed o." rotation

2
<o. defined b" the formula w =

centrifugal force C
w
g

Now at any radius the

r «)' where w is the total weight of the two

balls and r is in ft., «> in radians per sec.

If now it were tx)ssible to make the governor isochronous we

would have <« = co^ - <o a constant, and hence C would depend on

r only, i.e , the C curve would be a striaght line passing through

as shown at OC and hero the ball may occupy any jxjsition at the

same speed, such an arrangement is not stable as has been said

already. If wc plot the C curve for the case shown in figure, however,

it takes the form C, C C\ crossing the curve OC and being steeper

than OC where they intersect. It will be evident that the curve

C, C C, means that the speeds are not the same for the three positions

w
of the balls and from the formula C -^ -r ««' it is seen that
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This curve C, C C, corresponds to a stable arrangenmet because
to each position only one speed corresponds and such speed increases
as the balls move out.

Further, the shape of this cur\'e is a measure of the sensitiveness
of the governor as is shown below. Calling .S the sensitiveness, we
have

"v
— «>, ^ («, — o>,) (a»,jj- 10,)

«u (<i», -f- (I>,)

J = ;now

•. 5 = ^1 smce <»
0*, + CO,

2
w

but C = ' — r <o'

g

.-.5 =

w__

g

c7
w w

c
w

c, __ c,

c
r

where

_ g _
C is the centrifugal force corresponding to the mean speed «n.

C. C.A . C DAAgain
^;

=tan<»,= ^^\- also ^^
- ^^_ ^ - ^^and

Henrn9^ J-rtanO,-tantf 1 1
f

r,.4 - fi^ 1
2 I tan« J _ 2 I DA J

1 CjB^

2 /).4

This curve shows that an increase in tho stability of the governor
means a decrease in the sensitiveness. If at any part of its length
the C curve is radial from O at that part 5 = O and the governor
is isochronous and therefore not stable so that if stability is desired
the curve must make as great an angle as possible with the line joining
it at any point to 0, but on the other hand this angle must not
make too large an angle on account of a decreased sensiti\ eness.
For example at C, the governor is as nearly isochronous and un-
stable so that we would get most uniform results by making the
curve C, C C, as nearly a straight line as possible.

It is desirable here to point out that if the curve takes the
dotted form C,' C CJ then the sensitiveness is very much improved
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w
theand may be made almost perfect, but here since C — r «»'

outer position corresponds to the lowest speed and the inner position

to the highest speed since it is evident from the figiu-e that C does

not increase as rapidly as r. Such an airangement is evidently

unstable since by an increase in speed more energy is imparted to

the balls and the weights are being lowered thus further increasing

the energy supplied to the system, instead of balancing it, so that

if the ball begins to move inward it will fly to its inmost position

under the combined action of the two forces. Thus we get stability

only when the C curve is steeper than the line from O which cuts

it. In Fig. 110 curve C, C C, denotes stability, C,' CC^ instability,

C, C C/ stability of the part C, C and instability for the part CC,.

This C cxave may be used for a further purpose of showing

the powerfulness of the governor, since on the curve horizontal

distances denote the space through which the ball moves and vertical

il

Fig. :to

heights the corresponding forces acting while the ball is mo\nng.

Thus any elementary area C.^r on this diagram represents a producs

of force and distance or work done hence the area C, r, r^ C, C, it

the work done on the balls while they move out, and further repre-

sents the work which can be done by the halls on the weights and

valve gear.

This total work = I Cdr is expended in lifting the weigh wsi

and \V, and in overcoming friction and resistance ofTered by the valve

gear. We shall neglect the effect of friction (although in the actual

m
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case it must be considered) and shall further assume that the resis-

tance in the valve gear may be included in W, it should, however,

be stated that this latter resistance is variable and these variations

should be considered in any design, but are omitted here on account
of the complication of the cases. The effect of this variation on the
governor's action will depend largely on the magnitude of it as com-
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pared with the total weight 11' and the mean resistance oflFered by
the gear.

It will be noted that the force C is balanced by the sum of
several other forces, viz. : (a) That due to the weight of the balls w:
(b) That due to the central weight M'; (c) The resistance at the collar,
and (d) The friction of the parts. We shall assume that the force requir-
ed tomove the valve gear, (c) is included in (b), i.e., that the force neces-
sary tomove the valve gear is constant and that this force plus the cent-
ral weight amounts to H'pds, we shall also neglect friction. Fig. Ill
shows a Porter governor with the corresponding C curve. To find the
part ofC necessary to lift the weight w we resolve w in the directions of
C and of the arm, then C, is the part in the direction of C and which

must be overcome by the latter while the remaining part produces
a pull or the upper pin A. Lay off above the axis of r the values
of C, thus found for each position of the balls getting the (7, curve.
Next find the part of C necessary to balance H' as follows—Draw a
ISCDE, making CD = W and making BCE a straight line, then
CE is the resolved part of W in the direction of the arm CB. Now
oreslve CE into two parts, one horizontal Cw and one passing through
the pin .4, these forces are at once found by the method shown above
A, where FA = W and GA is paraUel to CB, HG is then Cw the part
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*. 8
of C necessary to balance U'. Lay off Cw. for each position of the

balls, above Or obtaining the Cm curve. Since C - C, + C"w

the ordinatcs between the curves of C and C* must represent the

corresponding C^.

It will be at once evident that for the unloaded governor the

power is only the area below the C, curve, since, neglecting friction

and the pull of the valve gear, the whole of C is s|)ent in overcoming

the eflfect of the weight of the balls or C = C,, while for the loaded

governor it is very much increased, being the area below the'C

curve. The work represented by the area below the C» curve

Fig. 113

must be em|)loyed in lifting the central weight and overcoming

any force necessary at the clutch to operate the valve gear.

Before leaving this matter the C curve will be applied to the

solution of one i)roblcm in the dc iign of a governor. Suppose it is

required to design a governor of the Porter type to operate at a mean
speed Kn revs, per min and the maximum and minimum speeds

w, and n, are givt 1. The work to lie performed (or the power)

is also given, to fitid the tlimensions of the various parts. From

i
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general cxjKrionce certain proportions will be known and only one
or two points remain to be determined. Wc shall assume that r
and r, are given, also the lengths L ^ AH -^ BC of the arms. In
Fig. 1 1 2 lay otf r, andr, to scale, then from the work which the governor
is to do lay off GH equal the mean height up to the C curve (note
the area GH r, r, is the total work of the governor including that
required to lift the balls, the available work at the clutch will be

correspondingly decreased). Now the sensitiveness5 =- "'":.*•»_

n
which IS given, hence we lay off the distance (see page 164) 5 < Kr,
(= AZ. = KC,) both alx)ve and below A" along the line r,K, then
jc'ning LO we at once get C, and C, and without serious error the
C curve is the line C, G (\.

Next C,
"^

balls since

from C, =

C,

w
and

/-, «>,' gives at once w the weight of the two

<•>, a known. This may be also computed

We may now finish the problem in one of

several ways dejiending on which quantities we assume and which
we leave to determine. Probably we could best assume the angleAHC (which gives us the ABC) and also U". Assuming angleABC at once enables u- to draw the A MNP, .see Fig. Ill from
which we find Cw, which we lay off along r, C, and we then get C,.,
= KC,. Now above .4 lay off AF = W and draw AG parallel to
CB and from G lay off GH horizontally through F so that GH C „•

and then HA produced intersects CB a- .V and the horizontal line
through A' intersects AB at M the centre of the ball. The radius
r, then locates the spindle and the design is complete.

The design should be checked at the outer radius r, and also
the exact form of the C curve should be found and if it does not
agree wth that as-sumed. some of the assumed quantities must be
adjusted and the calculation made over again.

Before leaving the matter it must be stated that the design of
a governor is a very complicated piece of work in the actual case
because the effect of friction is very serious and must in all cases be
taken into account and further the exact forces at the clutch neces-
sary to operate the valve gear must always be determined, and these
are not constant. The determination of these forces is too com-
plicated and lengthy to be introduced here and must be left to be
considered by the designer, but when these forces have been deter-

;H
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mined the work may be carried out by a method similar to ihat

described.

Fig. 113 shows an outline of a weighted governor by Proell

possessing advantages over the Porter type which it would lie of

considerable value for the student to work out for himself.

SPR'NO GOVERNORS

The modem tendency is to replace the weight II ' by a spring

and as this tisually means a rather difTerent disposition of the parts,

^T^Ci
Fig. 114

some consideration will be given to it here. Fig. 114 shows one of

the very simplest governors of this type which is shown mounted

on a vertical shaft although it is quite as frequently used on a horizon-

tal shaft, it generally runs at a fairly high speed. Now let H' be the

weight on the spindle including the spring weight, F be the force

produced by the spring, and w be the combined weight of the two
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A lot the iTcrt of U wo getballs. Then taking moments afwut

ir b cos 9 ^ (
'w a cos 6 or i » U' = const, und further takinR

moments about .4 for the ball weight tt/we jcetC, a cos^ = - u>a sin #

or C, = — a; tan 9. So that C, is {K>sitivo or negative

according to the value of 9. From a knowledge ot th«'se curves for

C'w, C„ and C v.X' are at once able to draw th.' (\ ciu^-c showing the

resistance which must be ofiercd by the sprinj; together with the

force required t<» move the valve gear. Such govtrnors arc evirf'Titly

jKiwcrful and may be made as sensitiv as des red.

Calling F the foru' exerted by the spring assuming th< cur\'e

Cy to be a straight line, we may readily obtain the necessary data

for the design of spring. Thus F b cos 6» (\ a cos # or

F . C'r = Cy a constant s" that the('KCurvema:l>, also

taken to represent a cur\'i of F on a liiicrcnt ^calt I'ls at r:i lius

i.

y t

r

c ^

Af

^
/

f\'^-

// F
/ / > 1

c H 1

1*

1

Fig. 115

r, the value of F is reri)esentod by r, A". Now produce the curve

for Cy till it mtcts the axis of r at H. Then at radius O H, F
and hence the spring must be so designed that its zero compression

corresponds t. OH and the compression force 5 which it must

produce per unit of compression will be

LK X 1- X — ^
. (Fig. 115.)

b r.— r,

An arrangement of this kind is not to be recommended because

II

, a"
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of the very great pressure and the eorrcsi)onding friction produced

on the pin .4. A Rovcmor of the form already described is used

on the small Leonard engines amongst others, but its shaft there is

horizontal so that C, and C'w are zero.

The form of governor used by BcUiss and Morcom on their

high Sliced engines is shown at Fig. 116. the governor being on the

crank shaft and therefore horizontal so that C, and C\ become

zero and the centrifugal force of the balls is balanced by the pull

of^the spring and the resistance offered by the valve gear. Taking

^^^-Snf"*

•vT^i?s
; 7

F /

ir as the weight of the two balls and a and h as sketchtnl and calling

/• the spring pull we may find this forcr by the fomiula Ik-Iow pro-

vided the resistance ofT.TiHl by the valve gear is neglected. We

have
. a cos a

/.•.fccos(« «) r«c()sa.-.F < ^ • j^,g,„ . <,,

where u is the angle iK'tween the axis of n>tation and the ball ami,

rrr l'(' " „ and in this formula a, />, 9
""^

' ^h cos« sin » tanu

arc constants, the only variables Ix-ing T and u, so that in a given

ca.se the spring pull /•" is readily found and the \m>\H.'T design and

Ux-ation of the spring pins H to imxluce best results may Ik- directly

detemiined.

The sprit.g jmll in the actua cas«- should Ix? less than the force

F as detenninetl aJK)ve l)ecausi- of the force neces-sary to move the

valve gear, and of course this difference can only l)e detemiinetl when

we know the exact cdiistruction and oiKTalion of the gear so that

If.'

i.3

i^da 1
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no general solution will here be attempted. In any case, however,

this may be determined and plotted below the C curve at F, V, the

force V at any time being the part of C necessary to ojxirate the

valve gear and the distance from the V curve to the C curve repre-

senting the ijart of C which must be balanced by the spring pidl.

Having determined the spring pull for each radius, the corresponding

value of S can readily be found as in the last example. Then since

the spring pull F = eS where e is the extension of the spring and 5
the force necessary to stretch it one inch, the location of the pin

connections must be so chosen that the elongation e is proportional

to the force F acting at any instant.

As has already been jx>inted out, all spring governors may be

made very ix)werful because the spring may be made to offer great

resistance without being unduly large or heavy, and hence the angu-

lar velocity of these governors may be great. High angular velocity

It' means large power because the height of the C cur\'e on which

the power dc|x;nds is C — r ur which evidently increases as the

square of u\ so that doubling the speed makes the jxjwcr roughly

four times as great.

Certain firms arc now undertaking the manufacture of complete

governors for specified duty, and the student is rccommen ' i to get

catalogues from these makers and study the forms adopted by them.

The advantage of any form may readily be determined by the

methods given

THii SHAFT GOVERNOR

In modem practice it has been found desirable in many cases

to connect the g«)Vcmor directly to the main shaft of the machine,

such as the crank shaft of an engine or else to the main lay shaft,

as the cam shaft in a gas engine. In general in -such a case the

revolving weights are ]jivoted to a whtx'l kcyetl on the shaft, the

weights thus always revolving in one plane instead of in planes of

varying jxjsjlion as in the goy-ernors already descrilK'd. Such

governors are commonly called shaft governors and |X)ssess numerous

iKjints of excellence, so that it will 1k' an advantage to study them

with some care.

The .shaft governor is used most commonly on steam engines

and also finds considerable favor with builders of large gas engines.

In the case oi the steam engine the revolving weights are usually

If
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connected directly to the eccentric which ojierates the slide valve,

the eccentric eye not being fixed to the shaft, but its position con-

trolled by the governor. In most cases the governor alters the

eccentricity as well as the angtilar advance of the eccentric, thus

changing all the events of the stroke for a given change in load.

A little thought will show that such governors should be made

very powerful because the weights must be able of themselves to

hold the eccentric in position against the force necessary to move

the slide valve and although the latter always is of special construc-

tion in this tyT;e of engine yet this force is not inconsiderable; to

make such a governor powerful the centrifugal force must be large

or the revolving weights must be heavy and we must have high

rotative siK-eds or es})ecially adapted high-sjxx!d engines. It

m

Fig. 117

is not the iJurjKKSi' here it) enter into a discussion of the steam dis-

tribution as afTirit'd by such governors.

Consider the conditions existing on a disk A, Fig. 117, which is

revolving alMml u fixed centre O at n revs. j)cr min., and wc shall

neglect the elTecl of gra\ily Ix'causi' in most governors it is balanced,

although in this case no arrangement is shown for this purpose.

To this ball lot a s|)ring I) Ix' attached, which is also attached to the

disk at p and lot the ball fx- free to move radially along the hkI H.

VV^hen the ball is at any distance r ft. from the centre n{ rotation (\
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the centrifugal force C acting on it is C = — r u;' where w is the

weight of the bsU and «» is the angular velocity in radians per second

corresponding to n.

Now let 5 denote the spring pul! jjer foot of extension and let

the spring have no extension when the ball is at 0, thus for this

]X)sition of the weight the extension of the spring will be r ft. Then

the pull exerted by the sprint? will be 5 x r pds., and as there must be

equilibrium between the pull of the spring and the centrifugal force

we have i'r = ^ r •»' or 5' = — •>'. We shall find it convenient to

use S to denote the force required to change the length of the spring

one inch so tliat 5' = 125. And if r be also measured in inches

then we get by supplying the constants Sr = .0000284 a; rn' for the

r

^w1
\ ^n

/

Fig. 118

inch unit. Supix>se now we wish to have it constant for all values of

r, i.e., an isochronous arrangement, we would then make 5 = .0000284

w n', or if we take w -- 25 lbs. n 200 revs, jkt ini,. .S = 28. 4 lbs.

I. e., if to this ball we attach a spring so dcsjuncii that a force of

28.4 pounds will change its length by one inch, and if further the

spring be so connected with the ball that the extension of the former

Is always equal to the radius of rotation of the latter, then the

f
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arrangement is isochronous, or the ball will remain at any radius

from the centre so long as the speed is 200 r. p. m. It will be evident,

however, that the least external force would send the ball to the

extreme end of its travel, or it is not stable.

Now let us examine the effect of altering 5 and let us take

two cases (1) 5 = 50 pounds, and (2) 5 = 24 pounds. Taking

the first case, let us assume as before a condition of equilibrium at

200 revs, jx-r min. when the ball is 12 in. from the centre of rotation.

Then C .0000284 w rn' = 340.8 pounds, and hence the extension

340 8
of the spring must now be - .

" = 6.82 in. instead of 1 2 in. , n other

words the extension of the spring will be less than the radius of

rotation of the ball or the spring will have its free length when the

ball is 12 — 6.82 5.18 in. from O and the arrangement is sketched

in Fig. 118 in which the extension of the spring is denoted by a.

O /O" IZ" /-»•" 1*

Fig. 119

Now let the ball move out 2 in. « being still 200 revs. i)cr min., a

is then 8.82 in . r 14 in. and hence Sa ^ 441, which tends to

draw the ball inward while C = .0000284urH' 397.6 iKjunds

tending to force the ball outward and hence the ball will return

to its original jxisition at 12 in. radius unless a force of 43.4 pounds

be intersiK)sed lo prevent this. On the other hand if the ball is

rotated in acHrclcof 10 in. radius we would have .Sa 241 pounds

and C = 284 ixjunds, so that a force of 43 jKiunds is urging the

ball outward and hence there is only one [K)sition at this si)eed in

which it can rmiain or the arrangement is stable.
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Now let 5 =- 24 pounds, then if equilibrium is to be maintained

at r = 12 as before we find a = 14.2 in. or when the ball is at

the spring will have an elongation of 2.2 in. At 14 in. from the

centre C 398 pounds and the spring pull 5a = 388.9 or the ball

will stav at the outer radius whereas if r = 10 in. C = 284 and

5a 292.8 jxjunds or the ball will stay at the inner radius. Hence,

f in this case the ball be disturbed at all it will immediately fly out-

ward or inward having no tendency to return to its pro^xsr position

at.l2 in. radius, in other words the equilibrium is unstable.

This is very nicely illustrated by a study of the C curves. Fig.

119, in each case.

It is further to be noted that with 5 = 50 we could only have

the ball remaining at 14 in. from O when ;: - 211 revs., and at

l"ig. IM

10 in when k - 184 revs. Hence, if this represents the necessar\-

. ,r 211 — 184 -I ,.f.,
range of travel of the ball the sensitiveness is 2^ jw - 184 J "'

Whore, however, 5 = 24, the corresponding speetls will be 198

revs, for r ^ 14 ins., and 203 revs, at r 10, with the curious result

that the six-ed increases as the halls move inward. Here the sen-

sitiveness is 1.24% as compared with 15';, in the i)revious case,

thus, while the sensitiveness i.^ very much improved in the case

where .^' 24 inmnds, yet on account of the instability the arrang(!-

ment is an imjKJSsiblc one.

m

m
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In the shaft governor, however, the weights cannot be arranged
as above, but must be mounted so that they may act directly on the

eccentric and. consequently, the forces which they can exert must
in some way be controlled. A very common arrangement is shown
at Fig. 120, in which two weights are used attached to the rotating

disk, or wheel by pins B, the centrifugal force of the balls w being

balanced by the springs F and links shown connecting

the ball arms to the eccentric. (Note—This form of governor is not

much used now, but for the purpose of instruction it is chosen as an
illustration, the modem form following later on).

Let Fig. 121 represent one half of a typical shaft governor, the

other half being similar and the two parts being so connected that

gravity effect is neutralized. .4 is the centre of rotation, B the

jx)int of connection of the weight with the fly wheel, (i the centre

of gravity of tlie weight H, and K the points of connection of the spring

y^
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to the weight and wheel respectively, and F is the force in the spring.

The letters indicate the following a = AB, r = AG, b ^ BG,

d, is the shorte.-:t distance from B to AG, and d, is the shortest dis-

tance from B to HK, the direction of the force F.

Now let tt' be the weight of each revolving mass and F the force

- tf
produced by one spring, then we have at once = - r ->• wrw

where m w
ami the moment of C about the pivot B is M ^

m r <u' c/, and if we let x represent the shortest distance from G to

AB it is at once evident from similar triangles thatr.d, = a.x and

hence that M = mno^d^ = ww'ax. From this it will be seen that

M dcjjends entirely on <> and x, and if we choose M and x as axes

of co-ordinates, we may plot ujxjnthe sheet curves similar to the

C curves already taken up. If «« is constant or the governor is

isochronous then, evidentlyM varies directly with vonly and the '* A/
"

curve will be a straight line pa.ssing through O and we have again

the case of neutral equilibrium. From what has already been said,

it will be evident that if the M curve is steelier than the line from

any jKiint on it to O, the arrangement is stable, and on the other hand

if the curve is less steep the arrangement will be unstable, the stable

condition again corresix)nding to greater variations in speed than

the unstable case, exactly as in the case of the fly ball governor

already discussed. Thus the M curve is the characteristic curve

for this tyixj of governor.*

Now through K draw a line jx-rijcndicular to Ah, cutting the

latter line at distance e from the pin B. Let 6',. Ik- the resolved

part of F such that the mon'ont of the spring about

B ^ C\ . e - F d, and then we have M - m <•>' a x ^ C,, . c providetl

we neglect the effect of the valve gear. Thus C",, in u>x -

const X m to' X, or the (\ cur\e may also Ijc drawn on the same axes

as Iwforc, and this cur\'e shows the effect of the .-spring. From the

curve thus drawn the spring pull F may be found and the spring

designed to suit the given conditions.

If, in addition to the two curves aln>ady described, a C curve

on an r base be drawn the iK)wer of the governor may be obtained

by integrating the (juantity C . dr Ixjtween r, and r,.

\\ut mrtliinl isi explained very fully in " Oi<- K,-i!flunR <I<t lCri«<ima9thinon." by M. I ollv.

a book which the designer of novernors will find of very ureal value.
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While the investigations already made enable one to determine

the conditions of equilibrium of the parts, thty give no information

as to the rapidity of the adjustment to new conditions of load, and

this point will now l)c discussed. So far we have only been dealing

with the centrifrugal force on the balls, i. c, the force due to the

acceleration of the weights along a radius, and this force acts con-

tinuously during the running of the governor. When, however,

the Sliced of the wheel is changing during the adjustment for new
load, we must accelerate the wheel as well as all masses connected

with it, each mass having an angular acceleration a J— where
0/

8*» is the change in the velocity of the wheel in timeS/., and further

an acceleration in the direction of motion or tangential to the circle

Fig. 122

in which it is travelling, we may call this the tangential acceleration

These accelerations of the weights, which only come into jjlay

when the sja-ed changes, may lie made to opixise ur assist the etTect

due to centrifugal force, and thus may l)e made to cau.sc slow or

rapid change of adjustment.

Tlie tliagrrims in Fig. 122 will show the meaning of ihis very

nicely where in ail cases .-1 is the centre of rotation, li the iK;uit of

connection of the weight to the disk and (,' is the centre of gravity

of the weight. The centrifugal force due to radial acceleration

of the ball is alvva>s in the direction A(i. At (a) the tangential

acceleration produtes no etTect .since the tangent to the path of (i
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passes through the pin H and the force necessary to accelerate the

weight is borne directly by the pin H. At (6) the centrifugal effect is

zero, the tangential acceleration prcxiucing a very decided turning

moment about the pin B but in both of these cases the angular

acceleration is small since the weight is concentrated about its

centre of gravity or its moment of inertia aliout its centre of gravity

is small, (c) and {d) show a different distribution of the mass, and

in both cases the angular acceleration produces considerable effect,

and when we have a change of sjjeed 8«> we must not only accelerate

the centre of gravity (/, but also the whole weight undergoes an angular

ii

5 E

? '
' .

acceleration, and in {d) the angular acceleration is the only u -tive

force.

In the figures (e), (/) and (^) the sense of rotation's marked,

and we shall supixDse that in each case there is a .sudden increase

in six>e<l corresponding to a decreased load. In fig. (e) the tangential

acceleration assists the centrifugal force in producing rmid adjust-

ment, while in (f) these ()piK>sc one another resulting in slower

adjustment merely due to change of sense ot rotation and in (g)
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rapid adjustment is again realized. In thes<' three cases the angular

effect is small.

The distribution <if the weights for a Rites gnvemor is shown
in Fig. 123, and it will be readily seen that the centrifugal effect

is not large, comparatively, the tangential effect is also decrea od

and the angular acceleration produces a very decided effect. Such
governors as these adjust themselves very rapidly and may lie made
as stable as desired, without undue variation in speed for varvin^

loads and positions.
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CHAPTER XIII.

SPEED FLUCTUATIONS IN MACHINERY

The flywheel of an engine or punch or other similar machine is

used to store and restore eneruy to the machine according to the

conditions. Thus, in an engine the energ>' supplied by the steam or

gas \xr second is not constant, but varies from time to time, at the

dead centres the piston is stationary and hence no energy is delivered

by the working fluid, whereas when the piston has covered possibly

a third of its stroke, the energy being delivered by the steam to an
engine is alxjut its maximum because the piston is moving at high

Sfx-ed and yet the pressure of the steam is high if cut-off has not

taken place. Toward the end of the outward stroke of the piston

the encrg>' delivered \)cr second is small, because the piston is moving
with decreasing ve!(Knty, anrl also the pressure of the steam has very

much decreased due to e.xj)ansion, and in the return stroke the piston

must sup[)ly energy to the working fluid to drive it out through the

exhaust jM»rls.

In the case of the lx;lt-driven punch, we supply to the main
shaft a amstant quantity of energy ix?r second through the belt.

Now the engine may Iw use<l to drive a pump, an air compressor,

a dynamo, or other machine, but the simplest case will here he

considere<l, viz., where the engine drives a dynamo. The resistance

which such a machine will offer to the (Tank shaft will bo constant,

or the torque at the crank shaft neces-sary to drive this dynamo will

be constant, that is, with such a load the energy given out by the

engine ]H'r second is constant. The energy suj)plied by the working

fluid \'aries from time to time as has already been explained, at the

iH'ginninj; of the stnike it is much less than that neces.sary to drive the

dynamo, and a liillc further on it is much greater than requiri'd,

while still farthir on in the stroke, and for the entire return stroke

the energy supplied by the working fluid is altogether too small to

drive the load, and i.s. in fact, negative for certain |K'riods.

There must, thoreff)re, l)e some means of adjusting these in-

equalities, ilio usual i)lan Ix-ing to place on the crank shaft a wheel

with a very licavy rim. and of large diameter, so that when the

energy supplied to the engine is greater than that given out by it the

excess energy may lx> used in siKcding u|) the fly-whi-el and increasing

its kinetic energy, and the energy thus stored up must be sufficient
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to supply the deficit toward the end of the forward stroke and during

the entire return stroke of the piston. The fly-wheel is therefore,

continually storing up and restoring energy, in the storing up pro-

cess it is increasing its kinetic energy by increasing its speed, and

in the restoring process its speed is decreasing, thus the speed of

the fly-wheel of the engine is of necessity variable.

In the case of the punch, the condition is somewhat similar,

although in this case, the energy supplied by the belt is quite con-

stant, but that given out is variable. While the punch runs light,

no energy is given out (neglecting friction), but when a hole is being

punched the energy supplied by the belt is not sufficient, and the

fly-wheel is drawn upon (with a corresponding decrease in speed)

to supply the extra energy, and then after the hole is punched, the

belt gradually speeds the wheel up again to normal, after which

another hole may be punched. Evidently the fly-wheel should

have a heavy rim and run at high speed to be most effective.

Now it will be noticed that a fly-wheel is required if the supply

of energy or if the delivery of energy (or load) is variable, so that

a fly-wheel is required on an engine driving a dynamo or a recipro-

cating pump, or a compressor, cr a turbine pump, also a fly-wheel

is necessary on a punch or a sheet metal press. It is not, however,

in general, necessary to have a fly-wheel on a steam turbine-driven

generator, or on a motor driven turbine pumping set, or on a water

turbine-driven generator working at constant head of water, be-

cause in these latter cases, both the energy supplied per second,

and the load are constant, the supply being always equal to the energy

given out.

The speed variations in the fly-wheel here referred to are those

accruing during a given revolution or complete cycle, and no refer-

ence is made to a permanent change of speed, which may be due to

a heavy load coming on the machine, it is the business of the governor

to keep the mean speed of any machine constant.

The present investigation deals with the proper weight of the

fly-wheel for a given machine and takes into account the inertia of

the different parts of the machine itself.

ti

THE KINETIC en::'".;y of .machines

; it If a body have plane motion at any instant this motion may be

divided into two parts, viz. : A motion of translation nf its centre of
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gravity and a motion of rotation about its centre of gravity

If
body of weight w and of mass m =

Let a

be moving in a plane and at

any instant let the velocity of its centre of gravity be v ft. per sec.,

and let the angular velocity of the body be »> radians per sec. Fur-

ther, let the moment of inertia of the body about its centre of gravity

be / and the corresponding radius of gyration k, so that I = m k'.

Then from the principles of mechanics it may be shown that the

total kinetic energy of the body at the given instant is

+ — tn k' u', hence, in order toh = mi) + / « = — mv, -\- —
2 2 2 2

find the kinetic energy of a body we have only to find v and w and

from the other known properties E may readily be computed.

Let Fig. 124 represent a machine with four links connected by

four turning pairs, the links being a, b, c, and d, of which the latter

is fi.xcd, and let /„, It, /,. represent respectively the moments of

inertia about the centres of gravity of the links, the masses of the

links being Wu, >«(, and wi^. Given the angular velocity of the link

a, it is required to find the kinetic energy of the machine while passing

through a given position.

Find the images of o. b, c, d, P, Q, and of G, H, and N, the latter

points being the centres of gravity of the links a, b and c, respectively.
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and let <•> be the angular velocity of a, which is given, he angular

velocities of the links b and c being represented by <o(, and <0c.

From the principles of the phorograph, Vc = OG'.w, vh = OH'.u

and v,\' = OX'. <u where Vc, vh and 7)^' represent respectively the

velocities of C, H and iV, the centres of gravity of the links a, b and

c, also to* = cu and m^. = <a, so that all the necessary linear

b c

and angular velocities are known from the drawings. The deter-

mination of the kinetic energy will be made for b anu the con-

struction for it will also apply to the other links.

Let Eb be the kinetic energy of 6 at a given instant h, being its

moment of inertia, about its centre of gravity, then from the general

statement already made. Eh = — ftih vh + lb <"*. since H
2 2

is the centre of gravity of b. Also vh = OH' . <o and

o}' = tnb( kby o>'. Now, following

LI

the notation already adopted, let kb be represented by H, as

lb o>l = ttlb kb lOb = ttlb kb .

it corresponds exactly with the image of kb on the phorograph.

The magnitude of k'b is found by drawing a line HT = kb in any

Fig. 125

direction from H and finding 7"' by the method indicated, in Fig. 124,

H'T' being the corresponding value of k'b and is drawn parallel to

Ib<^l =
2

"" [oH'' + k'j]"''

and le„ the quantity in the square bracket be denoted by Kl,

then evidently A';, may be considered as the radius of gyration of a

body, which, if .secured to the link a, and having a mass Wh, would

have the same kinetic energy as the link b actually has at this instant.

HT. Then Eb= ^ mbvh +
}^
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It is evident that the graphical construction for Kb is qiiite simple,

it is the hypothenuse of the right-angled triangle of which one side

is OH' and the other k},, and the method of finding it is shown
dotted on Fig. 124. Employing this method gives Et= }^ nth Kl at'

and similarly, it is possille to write £„ = K Wa Ka «' and
Ec = yi ntc K\ <l»^ the constructions for these being also shown
on the figure.

For the whole machine the kinetic energy E is thus given by

£ = - w„ Kl + 2 •
• 2

Wa Kl + mbKl + ntc K

ntc

= -^ I n + n + !

J

where /i, /* and I'c may be looked upon as the moments of inertia

of masses which, if placed on a, the link which is rotating with angular

volociLy ft), would have the same kinetic energies in the given position

as the actual links have, and / may be properly called a reduced

moment of inertia for the machine, or it is the moment of inertia

of a single mass which, if pivoted at O and rotated at the angular

velocity « of the link a, would have the same kinetic energy in this

position as the whole machine has. ./, of course, varies from one
position to another of the machine and i'? a function of the position

of the machine and of the form and specific gravity of the links.

This proposition enables one at any time to reduce any whole
machine, no matter how complex, down to a single mass, rotating

with the same speed as the selected primary link, and in this way to

find the kinetic energy of the machine very easily.

An important application of this construction may be made to

the steam engine, this being a well-known machine and the solution

of this problem is shown in Fig. 125. The lettering and method
employed in the preceding machine may be used here, the only
difference being that the link c has only a motion of translation and

hence a)<. = o and for it the kinetic energy is E^ = — Wc Vq

A' = m.

2
2 2

OQ' . a>', and for this link f, = m, OQ' .

or

The

solutions for the lir.KS a and b are made precisely as before.
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Any other machine may be treated in a similar manner so that

it is convenient to determine '.he total kinetic enerjjy of any machine

in a Kivcn position by this very simple method.

SPEED FLrCTlATIONS
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One of the most useful applications of the It.ioKoing theory

is to the determination of the proper weight of fly-wheel to suit given

running conditions and to prevent undue fluctuations in speed of the

main shaft of a prime mover, t aally the allowable speed variations

are set by the machine which the engine or turbine or other motor

is driving and these variations must be kept within very narrow

limits in order to make the engine of value, because when a dynamo

is being driven, for example, variations in six>ed atTect the lights,

causing them to become aicernately bright and dim and spoiling their

usefulness. Further, where alternators are to work in parallel,

the speed variations must be very small and the same is true in many

other cases of loading.

Again in many rolling mills motors are being used to drive the

rolls and in such cases the rolls run light until a bar of metal is put

in, when the maximum work has to be done in rolling the bar. Thus,

in such a case the load rises suddenly from zero to a maximum and

then falls off again suddenly to zero. Without some storage of

energy this would cause probable damage to the motor and hence

it is usual to attach a heavy fly-wheel somewhere between the motor

and the rolls, this fly-wheel storing up energy as it is being accele-

rated after a bar has passed through the rolls, and again giving out

part of its stored uj) energy as the bar enters and passes through the

rolls.

The electrical conditions determine the allowable variations

in sjKjed, but when this is known, and also the work required to roll

the bar and the torque which the motor is capable of exerting under

given conditions, then it is necessary to determine the projjcr weight

of fly-wheel to keep the speed variation within the set limits.

In the case of a punch already mentioned, the machine runs

light for some time until a plate is pushed in suddenly and the full

load is thrown on the punch. If power is being supplied by a belt

a fly-wheel is also ])laced on the machine, usually on the shaft

holding the belt pulley, this fly-wheel storing up energy while the

machine is light and assistirg the belt to drive the punch through

u
J I
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the plate when a hole is being punched. The allowable ijercentage

of slip of the belt is usually known and the wheel must be heavy

enough to prevent this amoi nt of slip being exceeded.

The general factors on which speed fluctuations depend have

been mentioned at the beginning of the chapter and need not be

again discussed here. Let E, be the kinetic energy, detei mined by

the process just explained, of a machine at the beginning of any

interval of time, und E, the kinetic energy at the ond of this interval,

then, neglecting 'riction, the gain in energy clai ig the interval is

£, — £,, which may be positive or negative, according as /sj is

greater or less than E,. In the case of an engine, E, — E, will

represent the difference between the work done by the working

fluid on the piston and the work done at the crank shaft on some

external machine and the friction during the interval before men-

tioned, because the kinetic energy of the machine can only increase

if the work done by the engine is less than the energy received by

it from the working fluid. In order to simplify the problem, fric-

tion will be neglected.

A little consideration will show that E, — E, will be alternately

positive and negative, that is, for part of the revolution E will in-

crease till it reaches a maximum value and then again it will decrease

to a miminum and so on. As long as E increases, the speed of the

machine must increase in general, and thus the speed will be a maxi-

mum at the place where E just begins to decrease and conversely the

speed will be a minimum at the place where the energy E just begins

to increase. But E must increase just so long as the energy put

into the machine is greater than that given out by the machine

in a given interval, hence, also we get the maxim \-^ ^need at the

?nd of any period in which the work input to the .me exceeds

ihe work output, the opposite is true for the minimum speed.

Suppose now that E,, <o,, ./,, and E^, w^, and J^ represent

respectively the kinetic energies, the speeds of the primary link

and the reduced inertias of the machine at the beginning and end

of a certain interval of time, then

^". == : J- and £, = — J

^

2
'

and E2 — E, = 1
J 2 J.

'

An approximate method may now be employed without in-
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tioducing a very serious error in many cases, by taking J

Ei — E, = - J ^0., — «.,

J

((tfj — 0),) u. where w =

or

if the machine is such as

./, + J,

2

as being approximately equal to ./, or y„ because in most cases,

if the time interval is small the change in ./ is small and the difference

between J, J, and /, may be neglected, especially when these

quantities are used as multipliers. Thus

:

E, — E, (oi, — «», ) (m, + «»,)

J
"2

0),+ w,

2

an engine or motor, and is constructed to operate under small

speed variations imposed in practice, this value of w cannot much
differ from the mean speed of the main shaft and may be regarded

as constant for all positions of the machine.

= {u), — w,) w or w, — w, =
;

J y«
To make the case general however, it will be desirable

to take account of the variations in / in which case the following

method is to be adopted.

Since E = yi f u' there is obtained by differentiation

&E = }^\2uJ .Bo) + w' 8./]

Then

and solving for 8 u gives 8 w = 8£ «'«./

7«
where 8 w is the change

of speed in a given short interval of time, and 8 J and 8 E the corre-

sponding changes in the reduced inertia and the kinetic energy

of the machine, the primary' link of which rotates at mean speed w

and has a mean reduced inertia / during the given time interval.

If in the case of an engine, for example, the effect of the connect-

ing rod piston, etc., is neglected and the fly-wheel only is considered,

then 87 = o, as the moment of inertia of the fly-wheel is constant,

SE
so that 8 w = .In any case, if 8 £ and w are given for any engine

Ju
8 u can be computed, or if the allowable variation 8 w in the speed

is given, the equation may be solved, for / and the necessary moment
of inertia of the fly- wheel may be found.

The meanings and application of these quantities may be best

illustrated by an example which will now be discussed, and as the

steam engine involves all the principles used, and is so common,

it will be selected for the illustration. Moreover, the method of
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scIectinR the data in this case is very readily explained and under-

stood.

Consider the double-acting steam engine shown in Fig. 126,

with the corresponding indicator diagrams for the head and crank

ends. It is required to find the change of speed while the engine

moves from ix)sition A to B. It will be assumed for simplicity that

the engine drives a turbine pump which offers a uniform resisting

Fig. 126

turning moment, and in this case, the work done by the engine will

' ' of the total work done per revolution or theevidently b<i

.?6o

nc by the engine is in direct proportion to the angle passed

)y the crank. The effect of friction will be neglected.

1!' be the work done per revolution, as shown by the indi-

-»agrat- is, and let some numerical value of tf, — 6, be chosen

tor convenf. ice, say 18°, then the work done by the engine while

18 W
the crank moves from A to B will be —— XW =—- Now let .4, be

360 20

the area of the head end of the cylinder and A, that of the crank

end in sq. in., also let L be the stroke of the piston in ft., and / be

the length of the diagram in in., the scale of the diagram being s

pds. per. sq. in. = 1 in. Then each square inch on the diagr?m will

represent 5 A-, and s A^ - ft. pds., for the head and crank ends

respectively. Let the area of the head end diagram, reckoned above

the zero line of pressures, swept out during the motion of the crank

under consideration, be a, sq. in., the corresponding area for the

n* J
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. ;

crank and diaj^ram bc'nj; a' sq in., both of which arc shown hatched

on the diagram Fir. 126.

Now the total energy delivered to the machine by the steam

duringtheintcr\'alunderconsideration willbeo, 5-4, ' — a^ s A,

ft. ixls., while the energy delivered by the machine to the pump will be

W
ft. pds. (Note that the total work \V must be the same as that

20

represented by the sum of the two indicator diagrams, and is the

itc-

»o

imrc

SreAM Engine,
Diagrams

-&
m

I

Fig. 127

work corresponding to the areas of these two diagrams, jjcr revolu-

tion). Hence we have an unbalanced amount of work

/,
a, sA, ' — a,

I

W
A,~— '

" and thi.s amount of work must be stored
/ 20

up in the moving i)arls of the machine during this interval, or if E,

represents the kinetic energy of the machine when the crank is at .4

and E, the corres])onding energ\' when the crank is at B, then

£, — E, = a,s Ai — a, 5 .4, — the numerical value
/ 20
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of which will thus be known. But E, - yi J ,->,' and E, - 14 J,->*

and J , and ./, arc to he found according to the method already ex-

plained, so that 8 ./ - ./, - J,. The change in speed is then found

from the formula 8«
8£ Vl *o 8/

./

where h E equals E,— E, ,

u is the mean speed of rotation <'ind J = J, + ./,. The change in speed

8 w, may be iKjsitivc or negative, and in fact, for the whole revolution

must change from one to the other, otherwise the engine would

continually increase in speed.

The complete determination of these quantities is given for an

engine with a cylinder 12 116 in. dia. X 30 in. stroke, running at

86 revs, jx-r min. The connecting rod is 90 in. centre to centre, and

weighs 175 lbs., the radius of gyration of the rod about its centre of

gravity is 31.2 in. The piston, crosshead, etc.. weigh 250 lbs., while

the fly-wheel has a weight of 5820 lbs., and a moment of inertia

about the axis of rotation of 2400.

Taking the data in this problem gives a = 1.25 feet, b = 7.5 ft.,

w = 9 radians jh-t sec, m^ = 181, w>, = 5.44, m^ = 7.78, /„ = 2400,

kh = 2.60 ft. The units are the ft., pd., sq. in., unless otherwise

stated.

The indicator diagrams for the engine are given in Fig. 127.

and the conplete calculation for all of the quantities in

the ta^' while the crank is turning from 9 = 36° to Q - 54°

is give olow. The drawings. Figs. 127 and 128, show the

different quantities on the diagram for one position of the

mechanism and also the areas on the indicator diagrams for the ix>si-

tions stated above. It is assumed that the engine is driving a dynamo

at constant load so that the resisting torque due to the load will be

constant.

The following quantities were measured directly from tl.i draw-

ing in feet.

degrees

36

54

6'

ft.

OH'
ft. ft. ft.

OQ'

ft.

1.017

.741

.9o5

1.123

.352

.257

1.00

1.15

.84

Ml
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from which there are at once obtainc<l the follov"nj{ results for the

two crank angles.

»

deg.

/v -

Wc . OQ"
/«

la + n+i'c
«./

36

54

5 442

7.200

1

5.4««

9.578

2400

2400

2410 9

2416.8
+ 5.9

1

1

if

B
111

i

Thus durinK this part of the revoluti m there is a gain in the

reduced inertia of amount 5.9, while in some other parts of the revolu-

tion value of 8 ./ is negative.

Measurenii ts were then made on the indicator diagrams,

which were taki.. vith a 60 s[)ring, after comjmting the values of

.4, » 114.28sq. in.,?nd.4^ »= 111.52 sq.in., the piston rod being 1 7-8

in. dia. The lengths of / of the diagrams were 3.55 in., and 3.58 in.,

the stroke of the piston L being 2.5 ft., so that

5 /I,A- 60 X 114.28 X ^'^ = 4829ft. pds. and
/ 3.55

/ 2 5
5 .4, ' = 60 X 111.52 X = 4673 ft. pds. per sq. in. of diagram

/ 3.58
»~ I- M

area on the head and crank ends respectively. The results are set

down m the following table

:

DiaRram Areas Work Doiw in ft pds.

Head a, Oank fl^ Head
degrees hi* in. sq. in.

Oank Total

! Net work
Work Done nnxiucins
on Oynamo cbanRe oT

I

ft. pds. kinetic en-
ergy .ft pds.

36

54

.550 .035 2656 163 2493 i 1079 1414

II:

M '

i I

i

The diagram area is measured directly as indicated and the

work computed as above thus a, X 4829 = .550 X 4829 = 2656 pds.

and a, X 4673 = .035 X 4673 = 163 ft. jxls. The work done on the

18
dynamo is of the total work represented by the two diagrams

together, and the net work producing the increase of kinetic energy
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and thus 8 w

= .054 ra 'iins jx;r sec,

is 249.^ — 1079 - 1414 ft. jkIs., so that

the Kain '" I'ncrjjy of the machine during

the interval is alst> 1414 ft. jhIs.. or i E -

+ 1414 ft. ixls.

The Kain in an^mlar veUxnty is now

readilv obtained, thus the average value

of / - Vi (2410.9 + 2416.8) - 241.V8.

and hence. /- - 2413.8X9 - 21724.6.

also ', «^ 5 / - >j X 9' X 5.9 = 238.9.

hE H«-'8./

1414-238.9

21724.6

which Rives the gain in vcUxnty during

tlu- time the crank is turning thrtmgh

the 18° considered.

Having obtained these valui s of 8w.

they are then plotted with a straight line

base. Fig. 129, which has been divided

into 20 equal parts to represent the

corresponding crank angles. If the vari-

ation in speed of the engine is small then

no serious error will lie .nade by assuming

that these crank angles are passed

through in equal intervals of time, and

hence, that the base line of the diagram

on which the values of Sw is plotted is

also a time base, equal distances -c'. •17

which represent equal intervals of ti.i.t.

If desired, the equal angle basj rray be

corrected for the variations of angular

velocity by using the values of Sw as

already found, but the author docs not

think it is worth the labor and had Trade

no correction of this kind on the diagram

shown.

Now, since the space traversed is the

product of the velocity and the time, we

may find th^ space variation 8 d by multi-

J---«
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t

If J;

plying the corresponding 8 lo by the time / required to turn the crank

18° or 8 e = / . 8 <i», and in this way the integration of the 8 w— / curve

gives the S6 — / curve, which shows the number of radians or degrees

which the fly-wheel swings back and forth from its mean position

This is a very imixjrtant matter for alternators nmning in -parallel

The results for the complete revolution of the crank are given

in the table on page 1%.

The reader should notice that che resvilt of the calculation

gives the gain in velocity and angular position, so that in plotting

some arbitrary zero line is assumed, and the results are laid off in

succession, not from the base line but from the end of the curve in

each case. The line of mean speed is in such a position that the

sums of the positive and negative areas between this line and the

curve are equal. In the engine discussed, the minimum speed was

8.922 radians per sec, while the maximum was 9.063 radians per

sec, a variation .141 radians or 1.57 %.
The angular space variation had a maximum value of 0.58

degrees as measured from the curves drawn.

The complete results for this engine have been given here in the

hope that it will make the method clear, and that the student will

understand the procedure in any other case. The process is not very

lengthy, and results may be obtained very quickly by the use of the

slide rule and the drafting board.

In the case of other machines or other arrangements of steam

or gas engines, the method is precisely the same. In some machines

the variation of angular velocity is all that is required while in others

it is necessary to determine the space variation, as in the case of

alternators in parallel, when there is a definite limit set to the number

of degrees of oscillation of the rotor about its mean position.

M
i\

n



CHAPTER XIV.

THE PROPER WEIGHT OF FLY WHEELS

In the preceding chapter a complete discussion has been given

as to the causes of speed fluctuations in machinery and the method

of determining the amount of such fluctuation. In very many

cases a certain machine is on hand and it is the province of the de-

signer to find out whether it will satisfy certain conditions which are

laid down. This being the case the problem is to be solved in the man-

ner already discussed, i.e., the speed fluctuation corresponding to

this machine and its methods of loading are to be determined.

Most frequently, however, the converse problem is given. It

is required to design a machine which will conform to certain definite

conditions, thus a steam engine may be required for driving a certain

machine at a given mean speed but it is also stipulated that the varia-

tion in speed during a revolution must not exceed a certain amount.

In any such case the weights and dimensions of the piston, crosshead,

etc., are fixed by constructional conditions and are independent of

the speed condition.

Thus the diameter of the piston depends upon the power,

pressure, mean speed, and stroke of the piston. Having determined

the diameter, the thickness, and hence the weight is fixed from a

consideration of the strength, so also with the crosshead, connecting

rod and crank, the dimensions of all of these parts being fixed without

regard to the speed fluctuation. The dimensions of the fly-wheel

are, however, independent of the conditions of power, and this wheel

may be light or heavy, large or small, just as required, some machines

having no fly-wheel at all, others having very heavy and very large

ones.

Under ordinary circumstances, the fly-wheel is designed to pre-

vent undue fluctuations in speed, being of large diameter, and having

a heavy rim, in general, if the fluctuations are small, and vice versa.

Or again, the conditions may be satisfied by using a small wheel

running at high speed, if such is permissible, and it is to the discussion

of this very important problem that the present chapter is devoted.

The problem \vill be to determine the proper dimensions of a fly-

wheel to satisfy given conditions at a given mean speed.

Referring to the preceding chapter, the equation giving the kinetic

energy of a machine is £ = K 7 "*. where ./ is the reduced inertia,

m

IX
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and by re-arranging there is found ^ w* = — which gives the speed at

any instant at which E and J are known. The method of obtaining

E has been explained in Chapter XIII., the value of E being obtained

in any case from the input and load conditions, for example, in a

steam engine, by a consideration of the indicator and load diagrams,

J being determined from the dimensions of the machine.

For the purpose of presenting the subject in the clearest possible

way, the whole discussion will be taken up and applied to one par-

ticular machine. The machine selected will again be the recipro-

cating steam engine, partly because of the general nature of the

1|

;

discussion as applied to such a machine, and partly because the data

in such a case may very readily be assumed.

For the \ < sent purpose, it will be convenient to divide J into

two parts (a) that due to the rotating parts, crank, fly-wheel, etc.,

alone, which may be called Ya. and (6) that due to the connecting

rod, piston, etc., which is called .//,. The former of these will be the

same for all positions of the crank, and the latter will vary with the

crank angle, both of these will, however, be independent of the sj^eed

of the engine, simply depending on the masses of the parts and the

distribution of the masses about their centres of ),'ravity.

Suppose now that for any machine the values of J be plotted

on a diagram along the x axis, the ordinalcs of which diagram
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represent the corresp)onding value of the energj- E, this will give a
diagram as shown at Fig. 130, where the curve represents J for the

corresponding value of E shown on the vertical line.

Having now obtained the figure Ff^GHK, it is evident that its

width depends on the value of J at the instant and this value of /
is independent of the speed. Also, the height of this figure depends

on the difference between the works put into the machine and the

work delivered by the machine during given intervals, that is, it

will depend on the shapes of the indicator and load curves. The
shape of the indicator diagrams within certain limits depends on
whether the engine 's run by gas or steam, and on whether
it is simple or coi.ipoiLid, etc., but for a given engine this

is also independent of the specil: the load cur will, of course,

depend on what is being driven, whether it is dynamo, compressor,

etc.. so that the height of the curve is also independent of the speed.

It will further be noted that the shape of the figure does not
depend on ja, which is constant for givon wheel, but only on the

values of ./(,, so that the shape of this figure will be independent of

the weight of the fly-wheel and speed, in so far as the indicator and
load curves are independent of the speed, depending solely on the

reciprocating masses, the connecting rod, the indicator diagrams and
che load curves.

Now draw from O the two tangents, OF and OH, to KFGH,
touching it at F and H respectively, then for OH we have E, = H H',

J.

value such an angle can have it is evident that w, is the minimum
speed of the engine. Smiilarly, E^ = F F' and J^ = OF', and

J.

of the engine.

If now it 13 desired to design i fly-wheel, determine before-

hand the allowable values of w, an 1 Wj and also the mean speed

CO, +w = —
2

already been explained, is fixed by the class of service for which the

machine is designed, thus in driving alternators co^ — u, must be a

very small proportion of w, whereas, in plunger pumps, much larger

varir"'ons may be allowed. Next from as-siimed or known indicator

and ./, = H' and yi u,' = -7- = tan a,, and since a, is the least

w, = = tan a^ and hence, w^ would be the maximum speed

The allowable variation in speed w, — w,, as has

w
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diagrams and from the load curve as well as the dimensions of the

^ arts of the machine, except the fly-wheel, draw the E — Jk diagram

A' F G H. Observe that the exact position of the figure K F G H
with regard to the origin and the axes of E and J cannot

be found without previously knowing the vai le of /„, i.e., the weight

of the fly-wheel. A little consideration will show, however, that a

new axis E' 0, may be assumed where the distance 00, reprer^nts

Ja. and then from the axis 0, E' the values of Jh n,ay be laid rT.

Aga'n the shape of the figure does not depend upon the absolute

value of E but only upon the changes in the latter. Thus an ar-

bitrary axis O'Jh may be assumed and starting with any arbitrary

initial value of E the figure may be plotted. In fact, for a given

machine with given load and indicator diagrams, the weight of ' iose

fly-wheel is to be determined, the figure FGHK and the position and

direction of the axis E' O, are known, but the position of the

origin O and thus of the axes of E and / will depend entirely upon

Ja and the speed of the engine.

HaNnng .settled u, and Wj, two lines may be drawn tangent to the

figure at H and F and making the angles a, and a^ respectively,

with the direction 0' Jh where tan o, = yi u,' and tan o, = i^ w/.

The intersection of these two lines gives O and hence the axis E 0,

so that the required moment of inertia of the wheel may be scaled

from the figure, thus Ja = 00,. It should, however, be pointed out

that if the position of the axis of E is known, it is not possible to

choose 0), and u, at will, for the selection of either one will determine

the position of 0. In maKmg a design it is usual to select w and w,

and Wj, and from the chosen values to determine the position of

and hence the axes of E and J. The mean sp^ed u correspond,

with the angle a.

Draw a line .V MLR perpendicular to O J, in any convenient

position.
LA' NR MR = tan a, soThen = tan a,, = tan a, and
OR OR OR

that on some scale which may be found, A' R represents w,*, or the

square of the speed n, in revs, per min., L R represents n^* and
M R represents the square of the mean speed n all on the same
scale. As in engines the difference between n, and n^ is never large

it is fairly safe to assume 2n' = n/ -f n,' or that M is midway
between A' and L.

Using now S to denote the coefficient of speed Jlticlualton, then 8
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1

i.

is defined by the relation 8
«, — n

n

n,— «, »2 — «,= 2 "^ "' =2
M. + «, (w, + n,y

7

«2 «.

i2ny'

or28 = «/

l>ut ^ u,

4w'
J.

= tan a, and as w = ir n

60

then
",
- = tan a, or m,' = C" tan a, similarly n,' = C" tan o,

2 X 60'
and n' = C tan u where C is constant and equal to = 182 ^

Now, since in the figure all angles have been measured with

ti
'

the common base OR, therefore, RL = OR tan a, = OR =Cn'
C

u ^ OR
where C =

C.

Also RM = Cn'andR X = C «/.

Hence. 2 8 = Ma — M,

RN
C

RL
C

RM
C

RX — RL
RM

XL
RM

Thus XL = 2 RM . 8 In general, a^ — a, is a small angle in

vvhich case M will usualh' nearly bisect XL, the error introduced
by assuming this to be the case being small in general. Hence
XM = ML = n& nearly.

The reader will see that the shape of the curve on the E — /
diagram has a very important effect on the best speed and the best

weight of a fly-wheel to suit given conditions. Thus suppose this

curve were long and flat, as shown in Fig. 131, then it will be seen

that there is c ne certain speed which will give the smallest fluctuation

8 Thus, if the origin be located along the line passing through the

long diameter cf the figure the case would correspond to a very small

fluctuation in spc^d, even where were moderately close to the

VA/
figure, because 8 = would be very small. If now the speed beMR

;i
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Ill

lowered, keeping the same fly-wheel, then this raises O vertically to

0„ and the speed fluctuation will be—!-—^which is very much greater

R, M,
than before, while an increase in speed lowers to 0„ and gives

a greater fluctuation in speed.

On the other hand, increasing the inertia, and hence the weight,

of the fly-wheel without changing the speed, moves out to O,

rnd an examination of the figure also shows a greater speed

rttictuation than in the original case.

Fig. 131

For a given case there is in general a certain weight of fly-

wheel and speed of rotation which gives minimum speed fluctuation,

and an increase or decrease in fly-wheel weight or speed will cause

an increase in the fluctuation. This is much more marked in the

case where the E-J curve is elongated and narrow and less

marked where its boundaries come nearest to touching an enclos-

ing circle.

31
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If the axis of J were to cut the £— y curve the machine would
not work, no matter how heavy a fly-wheel it possessed, because for

the part of the curve below the axis of J it could hnve no speed.
The limiting case is where the curve touches the axis of J, in which

Plain LiRC is for Outw<«r«l St»«k«.

4000

aooo

tfloo==t:

totn

case the engine would stop at this point where contact occurs which
is not usually the dead centre.

The matter will now be illustrated by a practical example, and
the case chosf^n will bt the simple slow-speed engine discussed in

the last chapter. This engine having a cylinder 12 1-16 in. dia.,

30 in. stroke, and a mean speed of 87 revs, per min. In the table
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- r-
f

k

1,

appearing in Chafer XIII.. the value of } is put dowj. for each 18

of crank angle, and also the work input and output corresponding

to the various angles, and hence the corresponding gam in h for each

18" In table given herewith, there is set down for convenience,

the corresponding values of 7. and also the gain in E for the angles

given, these being directly copied from table referred to in Chapter

XIII.

TABLE OF VAUES OF 7 A.N • £ FOR 12 1-16 IN. X 30 IN. ENGINE

ja y* ./. + i/.
IE

degrees

2400 3.2 2403.2 — 233

18 5.4 2405.4 + 1387

36 10.9 2410.9 + 1414

54 16.8 2416.8 + 699

72 20.5 2420.5 + 186

90
' 20.7 2420.7 — 191

108 18.5 2418.5 — 461

126 12.7 2412.7 — 646

144 7.9 2407.9 — 858

162 t 4.4 2404.4 — 1077

180 i 3.2 2403.2 — 520

198 4.4 2404.4 + 678

216 7.9 2407.9 + 1360

234 12.7 2412.7 + 738

252 18.5 2418.5 + 294

270 20.7 2420.7 — 3o

288 20.5 2420.5 — 332

306 16.8 2416.8
i

— 546

324
»t 10.9 2410.9

j

— 797

342
" 5.4 2405.4 — 1058

360 3.2 2403.2

The values in this table are plotted on Fig. 132. where a scale

of 5 has been used far /. and of 1000 ft. pds. = 1 in. for E, the axis

of E' being placed at /„ = 2400 (the moment of inertia of the crank

s
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and fly-whccl), in order to f)revcnt undue length of the fifjurc. The

axis or ./' is chosen arbitrarily for the present, its location being

found later, and of the two diagrams plottc^d, the plain one is foi

Fig. i.w

the out-stroke and the dotted one for the return stroke of the piston.

Having now obtained these figures, the axis of J is determined

1 E
by remembering that ai' = ' - = tan u and hence tan u =

1 F— (9)' = 40.5 . = '
. Let the height e in inches on the diagram

^ J
represent the energy £, so that E - 1000 e since the scale is 1000

E
ft. pds. per inch, and using a similar notation, J = S/. Thus

= 40 . 5 = where e and / are a number of inches as measur-
5 y

€ 5
ed on the diagram already constructed, hence — = «,. X

; 1000

40.5 = . 202. Now lay off a distance to the left of 0' E' = 2400

to represent the value Ja and we thus get the axis of E. Then

drawing as nearly as possible through the centre of the figure a line

M
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m

hiivinn n tangent .202, which corresponds to the mean sixjcd o. .^
tation w • 9, gives at onci! the origin O, and the axis of ./ is a hori/.jn-

tal line through (). See Fig. l.W.

N ,v through the origin O draw tangents O F and O H to the

E — ./ curve, then O F corres|x>nds to the maximum sjxhhI of rotation

tt„ and O.'/ to the minimum sixhhI «,. In drawing the tangents

and I')cating O usually a smaller scale will have to be adopte<l than

that tised in plotting the H — / cur\-e. but this gives no real trouble

and the smaller scale may in general be avoided if desired. Thus,

QM, Fig. IM, may Ix* drawn through the centre of the figure to repre-

sent M, it being inclined to the axis of / at an angle whose tangent is

. 202, and for the variations ordinarily occurring, FX and HL, the tan-

gents at F and li may have the s:ime angle if the vertical line XML is

close to the figure. Now, if A' be the point where XML cuts the axis

of y. then«j = const. | XR , n, > const, y LK and« - const. | KM
and 2 8 » ' "

. N(»w Mk correst)onds to the mean six?cd nMR
for which w = 9, and since E =

./ w^ and I has a mean value

in this case of approximately 2410, the value of E will Ik- E =

X 2410 X y = 97605 ft. [kIs., which is represented by RM. Now

from measurenKiils on Fig. 132, there is obtained XL = 3180 ft.

|xls., hence2* =^ ' = .0312 or 8= .0156 or the total varia-
97605

lion in s|x;ed will be 1.56*^ (. Compare this with result given on
page 19S.

This method shows at once the effect of changing the weight

of fly-wheel and also of changing the sjx;ed of the engine.

(1) Let the speed of the engine be kept constant at 87 revs,

per min., then the direction of the line OQM is fixed for in the case

1

2

position of the line is fixed Ijecause it must pass through the centre

of the figure. So long as the speed remains constant, therefore,

the origin O must lie on a fixed line OQM. If the moment of inertia

of the fly-wheel be decreased, the point moves toward M, the

tangents OF and OH make wider angles with one another, raising

of this line tan a = o>\ which deix;nds on w only, and also the

\m
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A' and lowtrinK /. and incrcaninK A7., and hence the speed fluctua-

tion, since KM decreases at the same time.

Sup|M)se. for example, the moment of inertia (or what is approxi-

mately the same ihin^, the weight of the rim) of the fly-wheel is

reduced to its present value, makinjj it 1200 instead of 2400.

2

Then K.\f represents ,•; -
J

X 1210 X 9" - 49005 ft.i)ds..and

NL will also inrrease slightly, but the change in it will be small

.3180
and it will be considered constant. Then 2* —

ionnn " '^^ °'^

8 - 032 or the variation inspect! will be 3. 2rc or double what it was

before.

(2) Let the moment of inertia of the fly-wheel be kept constant

but let the speed of the engine be increased, then the origin O will

<*^ SM^IWft

Fig. 134

travel down the vertical line through 0. Let the speed be increased

I = 11.1% so as to bring « up to 97 revs, per min. (w = 10). then

tan a = M w' = 50, and hence ' = 50 or since / = 2410 as before.

/? = 50 X 2410 = 120500 ft. pds., which is represented by MR.
XL 2960

The fluctuation in speed is now 2 8 = ', =
^ ^„,^ = 0245 or 8 =^ MR 120500

.0123, or the variation in speed is reduced to 1.23'Jc as against 1.56%

in the original case.

M
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The graphical method described here is very useful and instruc-

tive, but it is much more helpful to use a combination of this method
with the arithmetical process described in the last chapter.

Another illustration may be given in concluding the chapter,

this being the case of a four-cycle gas engine which was built for

iifr

direct connection to an electric generator. The crgine was .single-

acting having a cylinder U'i in. diam. and 22 in. stroke, the piston,

etc., weighed 360 lbs., the connecting rod weighed 332 lbs., and had
a radius of gyration about the centre of gravity of 1 .97 ft., the centre
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of gravity of the rod was 24.3 in. from the centre of the crank pin.

while the length of the rod was 55 in. centre to centre.

The engine had two fly-wheels which had a combined weight

of 70001b. and a combined moment of inertia of 1600 (ft. pd. units).

No allowance was made for the rotating part of the generator which
was small in diameter, and would produce very little effect as far

as steadiness of motion was concerned.

The mean speed of the engine was 172 revs, per min. The
indicator diagram for this engine is given at Fig. 134, and the E— J
diagram at Fig. 135, the axis of E being chosen at the point where

./ = 1600, the moment of inertia of the fly-wheels, so that the figure

represents only Jt,.

The figure in this case differs very materially in appearance
from that for the steam engine. For this diagram tan a = >^«^ =
E = 162 since w = 18. Further, E = 6000e and / = 4/ so that
J

tan a = 162 =

8 = = .0602 = 6.02%

, hence = . 108 which gives the actual slope
4/ /

of the mean speed line on the paper. The mean value of E for

J = 1600 is £ = 162 ./ = 259200 ft. pds. and hence the speed varia-

tion is

1 31200

2 259200

It is needless to say that the engine was absolutely unfitted for

its purpose, and the student will do well to compute the necessary

moment of inertia of the wheels to reduce the variation to say 2%,
first at the speed of 172 r.p.m., and also if the speed were increased

to 210 r.p.m.

The writer believes that the K — J diagram is due to Wittenbauer. see " Zeitschrilt des
Vereincsdeutscher Ingcnieure " for loo?. The method is fully discussed in " Die Regelung der
Kraftmaschineti " by M. Tolle. (Sprmgcr, Berliin) which is recommended to those interested.
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CHAPTER XV.

ACCELERATIONS IN MACHINERY AND THE FORCES DUE
TO THE INERTIA OF PARTS

It is frequently necessary to determine the acceleration of the

different parts of a machine, e.g., in the steam or gasoline engine

it is desirable to know the pressure necessary at any time to ac-

celerate the piston and cross-head, in order to determine the turning

effect on the crank shaft, or in the case of valve ^ ;ars of gas engines

the acceleration of the valve is necessary in order to determine the

proper design of the different parts, for the force necessary to move

any link at any time dcjjcnds upon its acceleration and the resistance

acting upon it. The method here described shows how the accelera-

tion of the parts of a machine may be found in a simple and direct

way.

Only motion in one i)lanc is being considered, which will cover

most cases accurring in i)ractice. Suppose a body of weight w lbs.

and mass m = — is moving in a plane at any instant, then by the
s

mm-
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principle of the virtual centre, it is known that its motion is equiva-
lent to that of rotation, for the instant about son:e point; if this

point is at an infinite distance the motion is simply one of translation.

Let Fig. Iv36 be the body under consideration, which is moving in

the plane of the paper, and for the instant of its motion let it be
rotating about the centre 0, then any point in the body, such as P
will travel in a direction normal to OP and the sense will be as in-

dicated, where the angular velocity is in the sense shown. This
point P has an acceleration toward of ann-unt OP . w' or rw^
and the force necessary to produce this acceleration is m r w^ in the
radial direction, the force balancing this is usually called the cen-
trifugal force.

If low the body is rotating about with varying velocity then
the point P has also acceleration or change of velocity in the direc-

<i..P

N R r(to fj'tt))

Fi? m

tion of muium. Let OP, Fig. 137. represent the radius to the point
P, the angular velocity being w and let OQ represent the jjositici

of this radius at time U later, when the angular velocity is oj + S w,

the gain in angular velocity in time k being S w, or the angular ac-

I
. 8 CO.

celeration a = Draw SM to represent the linear velocity of P,
at

i.e.. make SM = OP . m = m and draw 5A' at angle 8 d from SM
to represent the velocity after the time Bt when OP has reached OQ
or S.V = r( u+ 8 w), then the gain in velocity of P in time 8t is MX,
and the normal and tangential components of this gain in velocity
are respectively MR and RX.

Xow the normal gain in velocity in time 8.' is MR = ros . 8(9,
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l!li

anr' therefore, the normal acceleration is
MR _ ru he

&t ~ St

= ru' while

= r
fa)

- = ra.
it

the tangential acceleration is evidently

RN ^ SX — SR ^ r(fa) + 8 fa)) — rw

St St St

The sense of the tangential acceleration ra is determined by the

sense of a and the normal acceleration MR is toward the centre of

rotation. Evidently ra = o if o = o, but r u' is never zero if the

body is rotating.

Returning now to Fig. 136, since the normal acceleration of

P or P\ is rfaj' toward 0, take the length OP to represent this quan-

tity adopting the scale of —w': 1; this is negative since the line

OP represents the acceleration ru' in the direction and sense PO.

:"iK. 13«

Then also the tangential acceleration P-/ may bo represented by a

line normal to OP, its length will be since t!ic scale is w' . \, and

its sense is to the right, since the scale is negative, hence draw

pp • = '"
. Now if OP" be drawn, then OP" = vector sum— w"

OP + PP" or OP" = P\ + Pr which will therefore give the total

acceleration <>)' P. or the total acreleratinn of P is P" O . u in the
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direction and sense P" 0. It -nay very easily be shown that in or-

der to find the acceleration of any other point R on this bodj' at the
given instant it will only be necessary to locate a point R" bearing
the same relation to OP" that R does to OP, the acceleration of R,

which is represented by OR", being R"0 . u' and its direction and
sense R"0.

These ideas may now be applied to machines and the first

case considered will be as general as possible, the machine being one
of four links with foir turning pairs. Fig. 138. Let the angular
velocity w and the angular acceleration a of the primary link be
known, it is required to find the angular accelerations of the other
links as well as the linear accelerations of different points in them.
From the phorograph. Chapter IV, the angular velocities of the

links b and c are w;, =
b'

b
w and Uc =

Pt = a a;

w, and from the foregoing

Q,v = but,'; Qt = b "fc alsopropositions P^ = a w';

R\ = c u)c' and Rt = c a^.

Using the principle of vector addition the total acceleration of

R with regard to O is the vector sum of the accebrations of R with
regard to Q, of Q with regard to P and of P with regard to O. But
as R and O are stationary, the total acceleration of R with regard
to O is zero. Hence, the sum of the above three accelerations is

zero, or Rp + R.\ + Qt + Q.\ + Pr + Pn = O, i.e., the vector

polygon made up with these accelerations as its sides must close,

or if the polygon be started at it will close at O also.

The point P' ' n^ay be located according to the metb 1 previously

given, the scale being — w'' to 1, and in ordt - to locate Q", giving

the total acceleration of Q, proceed from P" O by means of the

vectors Qx + Qr + R.\ + Rr- The direct d sense of both C?.v

and /^.v arc known, they are rcsiicctively (j. id RQ, further, the

direction, but not the sense of Qr and Rj is known, in each case, it

is nonnal to the link itself, or Qj is nomial to b and Rj is normal to c,

Agii.T 0\ = h(j>k toward P and u/, = - . w , therefore.

C>.v = //
''' '^ )' = ~

. u>\ similarly R^ =
\ b f b ' ' c

u\ and since

the scale is — w' to 1, draw P"A = - ""

0,^

b'\

b
and further,

AB = R^
The polygon from R to O may now be com-
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pletcd by adding the ve'-^~-.-^ Qj and Rr, and as the directions of these

arc known, the procc % i^ V-ntly lo draw from O the Hne OC in the

direction Rr, i.e., nc.n a' and from li the Hue B C normal to b.

which is in the direci Ir, these lines intersecting at the jx)intJT.

C. Then it is evident 1..-.L EC represents Qr on the scale — «' to 1

,

and that GC represents Ry on the same scale, so that in the dia-

gram OPP" A B C Q" 0\t\s evident that OP = Pn. PP" = Pt,

P" A == Qs, AB = Rx, h'C = Qt and CO = Rr, all on tiie scale

— to' to 1. By completing the parallelogram CA evidently OP" =

P,v + Pt. P"Q"= Q.\ + Qr and Q"0 = /?,v + Rn and therefore,

the vector triangle OP"Q"R gives the vector acceleration diagram

of all links on the machine.

The angular accelerations of the links may be found as follows.

Since Qr = AQ" X — u' = b a ^, then 6 a ^ = — AQ" . u>' or
2

— ai, = AQ". so that the length AQ" represents a,,, the
b

angular acceleration of the link b, and similarly CO represents the

angular acceleration o^ of c or a,. = — CO The sense of these

angular accelerations may be found by noticing the way one turns to

them in going from the corresponding n( nnal acceleration line, thus,

in going from P\ to Pr one turns to the right, in going from (),\ {P"
A) to Qr {AQ") the turn is to the left and hence a/, is in opposite

sense to o, and by a similar process of reasoning o^ is in the same

sense as u. Thus, in the position shown in the diagram. Fig. 13S,

all of the angular \-clocitics are increasing.

The linear acceleration of any point such as 6" on b is readilj'

shown to be rci)rcsented by OC" and to be equal lo C"0 . u', where

the point G" divides P "Q" in the same way that C divides PO. the

direction and sense of the acceleration of C is C"0. Similarly, the

:i;;eleration H in c is H"0 . u' in magnitude, direction and sense

where //" divides 0Q"(H"0") in the same way as H divides RQ.

THE FORCES AlTINC. ON THE MAfHlNE PARTS

It is often necessary tf) find the force which must be exerted

upon any link lo balance the inertia of the link,and the determinations

of the above accelerations enable this to be done. Let OP' 'Q' 'O. Fig.

139. be the vector accolcralion dia}.:ram for the machine, the ])hnro-
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graph being OP'Q'O.and let it be required to find the force which must
be exerted on the link b to produce its motion in the given position.

Let G be the centre of gravity of the link and let /* = w* k^' represent
the moment of inertia of the link about G, kf, being the radius of

gyration, and nth the mass, i.e., the weight divided by g. Let a;,

be found as already described, also the acceleration of G is G"0 . u',

as already explained.

Now in order to produce the acceleration of the centre of gravity
of the link it is necessary to apply a force F acting through G
and in the sense and direction G"Ooi the acceleration. The magni-

tude of this force is the mass of the link multiplied by the acceleration

of the centre of gravity, or F = nit, . G"0 . «', a force which is given
completely in magnitude, direction, sense and position. Again, in

order to produce the angular acceleration a^ which the body has,

there rhust be applied a torque T equal to the moment of inertia

of the link about G multiplied by the angular acceleration of the
link, and the sense of T must be the same as a/,, thus 7" ~ h a^ =
nth kh' ufc. This torque may be produced by a couple, consisting

of two parallel forces, and the forces composing the couple may have
any magnitude so long as the distance apart is made sufficient to

give the torque T. Choose therefore, two parallel forces in opposite
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h\

sense each equal to F and let the distance between them be x ft.,

then must Fx = T.

Now, as this couple may act in any position on the link b let

it be so placed that one of the forces passes through G and let the

forces have the same direction as the acceleration of G. Further, let

the force passing through G be the one which acts in opposite sense

to the accelerating force F, this is shown on Fig. 139. Now the

accelerating force F and one of the forces F comiwsing the couple

act through G and neutralize one another and thus the accelerating

force and the couple producing the torque reduce to a single force F
whose magnitude is nth. G"0 . w^ whose direction and sense arc the

same as the acceleration of the centre of gravity G of b, and which

acts at a distance x from 6", (x being determined by the relation

T = Fx). and on that side of G which makes the torque act in the

same sense as the angular acceleration a.

The distance x of the force F from G mav be found as follows

:

Since (?r= bah =Q"A w\ Fig. 138, thenar = C>".-1 because the

line AQ" rcjjrcsents Qt on a scale — w' : 1.

Also 7" = /(, Of, = Hlf, I

and F = nu . G"0 . u'

Q"A
Also 7" = /(, Of, = ttih kh' . u'

b

0" A

therefore x = - =
F »«^ . G"0 . u

Q"A

h' Q"A , k,'

.

—

.

- where isacon-
b G"0 b

which ratio can rcadilv be foundstant, so that x = const. X
G'-O

for any position of the mechanism. This gives the line of action of

the single force F and, having found the position of the force, let

M be its point of intersection with the axis of link 6. Now hnd W
the image of M and move the force from M to its image A/', then the

turning moment necessary on the link a to accelerate the link b is

Fh, where h is the shortest distance from O to the direction of F,

Fig. 139.

This completes tb' proljlem. giving the force acting on the Hnk
and also the tiirning moment at the link a necessary to produce this

force. The same construction may be applied to each of the other
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links, such as c and a. and thus the turning moment on a necessary
to accelerate the different links may be found.

DETEPWINATION OF THE STRESSES IN THE PARTS DUE TO THEIR
INERTIA

The method just described may be used to find the bending
moment produced in any link at any instant due to its inertia. Any
part such as the connecting rod of an engine is subiect to stresses
due to the transmission of the pressure from the piston to the crank
pin, but in addition to this the rod is continually being accelerated

A c B

6' ^ /

I"ig. 140

^ im ,a) "^

and retarded, these changes of velocity producing bending stressesm the rod and these latter stresses may now be determined.
To make the case as general as possible, let OPQR, Fig. 140,

represent a machine for which the vector acceleration diagram isOP Q"0, It is required to find the bending moment in the rod b
due to its inertia. Lay off at each point on b the acceleration of
that point, thus make PA„ GC., QB, etc., equal and parallel re-
spectively to OP", OG,- OQ" etc., obtaining in this way the curve
A,C,B,.

Now resolve the accelerations at each point in b into two parts
one normal to b and the other parallel to the link. Thus PA is
the acceleration of P normal to b, and GC and QB are the correspond-
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ins accelerations for the points G and Q resiKVtively. In this

way a second curve .467^ may be drawn, and the ix-qjcndictUar

to b drawn from any point in it to the line M'}i represents

the acceleration at the pven ixiint in b in the direction normal to

the axis of the latter, the scale in all cases beinj? — w' : 1. Thus the

acceleration of P normal to b is AP . u', and so for other jxiints.

The bending moment in the rod is due to the acceleration normal

to the axis of the latter and hence is proix)rtional to the distances

from b to the curve ACH. Further, the bcndinp moment is pro-

portional to the distribution of the mass of the rotl; thus it is pro-

portional to the nass and the acceleration. In this discussion the

actual bending moment is not determined, simply the load curve.

In FiK- 140 (a), the nxl is shown alonj,' with the curve .4^.

Dixide the rod up into a series of elementary parts, each of weight

8 w and of mass 8 w = "
, one of these masses being shown at D,

S

at which place the acceleration is ED . w^ and hence the force actmg

at this point is hn . ED .u'. In this way a load cune may be drawn

for the rod and for the load curve thus obtained, the corresix>nding

bending moment curve may be found by the ordinary meth(xls of

mechanics.

If the rod is of uniform diameter, then ACB is also a load curve

on a scale which may readily Ik> determined, whereas if the nxl tapers

uniformly from P to Q the load curve will take a form similar to that

shown dotted above b. Usually the rod varies in shaix^ and cross-

section from end to end. frequently being larger in the centre than

at the ends, in which case the process is rather more tedious but may

be carried out to any degree of accuracy desired by the designer.

It may \x mentioned that the method is essentially one for the

drafting-board and the methfxls of the calculus are usually too

cumbersome to be adopted exccjjt in the most simple shapes.

tpl

11^ r

APPLICATION TO THE STEAM ENGINE

This construction and the determination of t'.ic accelerations

and forces has a very usei'ul application in the case of the reciprocating

engine and this machine will now be taken up. Fig. 141 represents

an engine in which is the crank shaft, P the crank pin and Q the

wrist pin. the hlnck c rcjjre.senting the crosshead, piston and piston

rod. Let the crank turn with angular velocity w and have an accelera-
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tton u in the sense shown, and let G be the centre of gravity of the
connecting ro T(, get the vecter acelcration diagram find P"
exactly as in the former construction. OP representing the accelera-
tion PO

. u' an 1 PP' ' the acceleration a a, both on the sc-ale — «' to 1.

Now the motion of (J is one of sliding and thus (J has only tanger
tial acceleration, or acceleration in the direction of sliding, in this
case (JS. the sense being determined later. Hence, the total accelera-
tion of (J must be represented by a line through O in the direction QS
so that Q" lies on a line through the centre of the crank
shaft, and the diagram is reduced to a simpler form than
in the more general case. Having found P", draw P"A
parallel to b, of length -^ ' to represent C>.v, and also draw

AQ". normal to P"A, to meet the line n"0 (which is parallel to QS)

in(?'

I'ig. Ui

Then will AQ" represent the value of the angular accelera-

tion of the rod 6, since ha, = Q"A . o,' or a, = Q"A .

"
,and since

b
AQ" lies on the same side f P"A that PP" does of OP, therefore
at is m the same sense as a

; thus since w^ is opposite to w, the angular
velocity of the rod is decreasing, or the rod is being retarded.

The acceleration of the centre of gravity of b r, represented by
OG" and is equal to G"0 . co^ and similarly the acceleration of the
end Q of the rod is represented by OQ" and is equal to Q"0 . a,',

this being alro the acceleration of the piston.
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It will be observed that all of these accelerations increase as the

square of the number of revolutions jjer minute of the crank shaft,

so that while in si "ed engines the inertia forces may not produce

any very serious troubles, yet in high speed engines they are very

important and in the case of such engines as are used on automobiles,

which run at speeds of 1500 revs, per min.. these accelerations .ire

ver>' large and the forces necessary to pnxluce them cause con>ider-

able disturb-nces. Take the piston for example, the force required to

move it will depend on the protluct of its weight and its acceleration

so that if an engine ran normally at 750 revs, jxt min. atid then it

was aftcr>vards decided to sjjeed it up to 1500 revs, jwr min., the force

Fig. i+J

required to move the piston in any jxisition in the latter case would

be four times as great as in the former case.

In the actual ^>f the steam engine, the calculations may be

very much pimj-.'. o certain limitations which arc imposed

on all designs of ci. 'ig other machinery, these limitations

being briefly that the n in velocity of the fly-wheel must be

comparatively small, i.e., the angular accleraticm of the fly-wheel

must not be great, and in fact, on engines the fly-wheels arc made so

heavy thai a cannot lie large.

To get a definite idea on this subject a case was worked out for

a 10 in. X 10 in. steam engine, running at 310 revs, per min., and the

maximum angular acceleration of the crank was found to be slightly

le2s than 7 radians per sec. per sec. For this case the normal ac-

celeration of Piaru = X 1100 = 458 ft. per sec., per sec, while
12
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5

3JJ

the tanKential acceleration is m —
12

X 7 5.8 ft. |)cr sec.

per sec., which is very small comiMircd with 45J< ft. per sec. per sec., so

that on any ordinary drawing the jwint P' ' would be very close to P.

Thus without serious error ro may be neglected compared with

ru' and thus we may take P"at P in the case of the steam cnRine.

With the foregoinK modification for the steam engine, the com-
plete acceleration diag; am is sliown at Fig. 142. the length PA rcpre-

pcnting , AQ" being normal to b, thusP"()" is the acceleration
h

diagram for the connecting rod and OQ" resents the acceleration

of the piston on the scale — w' to 1. T\ cases are shown (a) for

the ordinary- construction and (6) for the oflF-sct cylinder. The acceler-

ation of any such point as G is found by finding fJ". making the line

CG" parallel to QQ" , the accelerations then is G"0 . u'. Dealing

only with the case shown in figure (a) it is seen that when the crank

is vertical. 6' is zero, and hence A is at P, or Q" lies to the left of O,

so that the piston is being retarded. The numerical value of the ac-

celeration may be found in this case by remembering that

Q"Q may be taken as the diameter of a circle which will pass

DP' n'
through P and hence Q"0 .OQ - OP' or 00" " - _

OQ
I b'~a'

so that the acceleration of the piston is OQ" .
«' = " w'

I h'—a'

h" a'
At both le head and crank ends b' = ahence P"A = =

b b
'

so that lor the head end Q"0 = a +~ and the piston has its maxi-
b

mum acceleration at this point, which is ( a + ) w' toward O. while

for the crank end Q"0 = a and the acceleration is•(«- ;,")-'

toward O, so that the piston is being retarded.

Example: Let an engine with 7 in. stroke and a conntcting rod

18 in. long run at 525 revs, per min. Then a = ^^' = .29 ft., 6 =

18
|.- = 1.5 ft. and a' = 55 radians per sec.
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At the head end the acceleration of the piston would be

(a + ''^ ) 0,^ = ( . 29
+Y^'-)

X 55' = 931 ft. per sec,

per sec.

At the crank end the acceleration would be:

29'
1 to" = I ^y —

per sec.

At the time when the crank is vertical the result is:

lb'

The angular acceleration of the rod, being determined by the
length AQ". is zero at each of the dead points but when the crank is

vertical this vcIocit\- has nearly its maximum value, its e.xact value
2

b^^'^K Q"A .

-'- When the crank is vertical a diagram will show
b

,,
o /» a

that C^ .4 =
,, and the acceleration will be afc =

I b'—a' I b' ~a'

(a — °^ ) to' = ( . 29 — -^^^
) X 55' = 623 ft. per sec.

ne when the crank is vertical the result is:

[. 29' 1

TrT -«J X 55' = 173 ft. p^rsec, per sec
I 1.5'-.29'J

'

to'.

For the engine already examined

= 596 radians per sec. per sec.

L| 1 .5' — .29'

J

55'

>::.

APPROXI.MATE GRAPHICAL SOLITION FOR THE STEAM ENGINE

In the approximate method already described, in which the
angular acceleration of the crank shaft is neglected and P" is as-

sumed to coincide with P. it will be noticed that length P' 'A =
b

is laid off along the connecting rod, the length P'Q' representing

b', and PQ the length/), and then .4C>" is drawn perpendicular to
PQ. This ma.\- he carried out by a very simple graphical method as
follows: With centre P and radius P'Q' = 6' describe a circle. Fig.

143, then describe a second circle, having the connecting rod b as
its diameter cutting the first circle at M and A' and join MA', where
MX cuts /) locates the point .4 and where it cuts the line through O
in the direction of motion of Q gives Q"

The proof is that PMG being the angle in a semicircle is a right
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angle, also MN a chord in the circle MPNQ,{s normal to PQ by
construction, so that MA' is bisected at A . Thus in the drcle MPXQ,
there are two chords P(^ .iiH MA' intersecting at A, hence

PA . AQ = MA'
hence PA {PQ — F W ^ b'' P '

that is PA .PQ — PA' = ^'' — P.V Tom which PA . PQ ^ b"

1-ig- 143

or PA .b = b ' QT PA = which proves that the construction
6

is correct.

THE EFFECTS OF THE ACCELERATIONS OF THE PARTS UPON THE FORCES

ACTING AT THE CRANK SHAFT OF AN ENGINE.

In order to accelerate or retard the various parts of the engine,

some torque must be required or will be produced at the crank shaft,

and a study of this will now be taken up in detail.

(a) The c_ffect produced by the piston.

By the construction already described the acceleration of the

piston is readily found and it will '^e seen that Q" lies first on the

cylinder side of and then on the opposite side. When Q" lies
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between O and Q, Fig. 144, then since the acceleration is Q"0 . «',

the acceleration of the piston is in the same sense as the motion of
the piston, or the piston is being accelerated. Conversely, when
Q" lies on QO produced the acceleration being in the opposite sense
to the motion of the piston, the latter is being retarded. If now
the accelerations for the diflferent piston positions on the forward
stroke be plotted, the diagram EJH will be obtained, Fig. 144,
where the part of the diagram EJ represents accelerations of the
piston, and the part JH negative accelerations, or retardations.
The conespjnding diagram for the return stroke of the piston is

omitted to avoid complexity.

Let the combined weight of the piston, piston rod and cross-

head be u>c lbs., the corresponding mass being w^ = "' ,and let /

represent the acceleration of the piston at any instant, then the force

Fig. 144

Pc necessary to produce this acceleration will be Pc = ntc . f. This
force will be jxjsitivc if /is positive and vice versa, i.e., if /is positive
a force must be exerted on the piston in its direction of motion and
if it is negative the force must be opposed to the motion. In the
first case energy must be .supplied by the fly-wheel, or steam, or gas
pressure, to speed up the piston, whereas, in the latter case, energy
will be given up to the fly-wheel due to the decreasing velocity of
the pi.ston, but it is to be remembered that since no net energy is

received during the oix>ration, therefore, the work done on the
piston in accelerating it must be equal to that done by the piston
while it is being retarded.

Two methods are employed for finding the turning effect of this
force, Pc : (a) to reduce it to an equivalent amount |)er square inch of

lit>i^
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piston area by the formula pc= ' where .4 is the area of the piston,

and then to correct the corresponding pressures as shown by the
indicator diagram by this amount. In this way a reduced indicator
diagram for each end is found, as shown for a steam engine in Fig.
145, where the dotted diagram is the reduced diagram found by
subtracting the quantity p^ from the upper line on each diagram.
The remaining area is the part effective in producing a turning
moment on the crank shaft.

(b) The second method is to find directly the turning effect
necessary on the crank shaft to overcome the force P^, and from the

Fig. MS

principles of the phorograph this torque is evidently Tc = P^ X OQ'
= w<; ./ . OQ'. In the jjosition shown in Fig. 144, P^ would act
as shown, and a torque acting in the same sense as the motion of a
would have to be applied.

The first method is very instructive in that it shows that the
force necessary to accelerate the piston at the beginning of the
stroke in very high speed engines may be greater than that pro-
duced by the steam of gas pressure, and hence, that in such cases
the connecting rod may be in tension at the beginning of the stroke,
but, of course, before the stroke has very much proceeded it is in
comjjression again. This change in the condition of stress in the
rod frequently causes " pounding " due to the slight slackness allowed
at the various pins.

,
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(b) The effect produced by the connecting rod.

This effect is rather more difficult to deal with on accoun of the
nature of the motion of the rod. The resultant force acting may,
however, be found by the method describc>d earlier in the charter,
but in the case of the steam engine, the construction may be- much
simplified, and on account of the importance of the problem the simp-
ler method will hv described here. It ccjnsists in dividing the rod
up into two equivalent concentrated masses, one at the crosshead
pin the other at a point to be determined.

Referring to Fig. 146, the rod is represented on the acceleration
diagrams by P"()"and the acceleration of any point on it or the
angular acceleration of the rod may be found at once by processes
already explained. Let /^ be the moment of inertia of the rod about
its centre of gravity, A-,, being the corresponding radius of gyration
and w/, the mass, so that h = m^ k^\ and let the centre of gravity
lie on P(J at distance r, from Q. Instead of considering the actual
rod it is possible to substitute for it two masses m, and m„ which.

Fig. 146

if projjcrly placed, and if of proper weight, will have the same inertia
and weight as tne original rod. Let these ma.sscs lie m, and m, where

m, = w,
' ani >H, = a'.

,

w, and w^ being the weights of the masses

in lbs. Further, let mass m, be concentrated at 0. it is loquired to
find the weights it', and w, and the position of the weight w,. Let
r, be the distance from the centre of gravity r ' the rod to mass >«,.

These masses are determined by the following three conditions:

(1) The sum of the weights of the two ma.sscs must be equal
to the weight of the nxl, or w, + w, = «.^, or m, + w, = m,,.

(2) The two masses m, aud w„ must have their combined
centre of gravity in the same place as before, or m._ r, = m, r,

(3) The two masses must have the same moment of inertia
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about their combined centre of gravity as the original rod has about
the same point, or tn, r,' + m, r,' = wj, k^.

For convenience we shall essemblc these together.

m, + w, = Wft

m, r, = m^ r^

tn, r,' -f m, r/ = ni^ kt

Solving these gives m, = w^ '"' - and m, = ,«*
r, + r,

r, r, = *i' or r, = '"''-
.

r,

(1)

(2)

(3)

and

Thus, for the purix)ses of our problem the whole rod may be
replaced by the two masses m, and w, placed as shown in Fig. 146.
The one mass m, merely has the same efifcct as an increase in the
weight of the piston and the method of finding the force required
to accelerate it has already been described. Turning then to the
mass >H„ which is at a fixed distance r, from C/; the centre of gravity
of m, is A' and the acceleration of A' is evidently K"0 . w\ A" 'A' being
parallel to G' 'G. The direction of the force acting on w, is the same
as that of the acceleration of its centre of gravitv and is therefore
through A' parallel to A"'0. and the magnitude of this force is
w,

.
K"0

. w' . The force acts through A', it.; line of action beine
KL parallel to K"0.

The whole rod has now been replaced by the two masses m,
aiMlm,, tne force acting on the former being tn, . Q"0 . ui' through
Q parallel to Q"0, i.e., this force is in the direction of motion oi Q
and passes through A on Q"0. The force on the ma.ss m^ism,. l<"0.w'-

.

which also passes through L, so that the resultant force F acting
on the rod must also pass through L. Thus the construction just
described gives a convenient graphical method for locating one
point L on the line of action of the resultant force F acting on the
connecting rod. '

Having found the point L the direction of the force F has been
already shown to be parallel to G' 'O and its magnitude is m,, . G' ' 0. w\
Let F intersect the axis of the rod at H, find the image H' of H,
and transfer F to //', the moment required to produce the accelera-
tion of the rod -s then Fh.

A number of rials on different fo'-ms and proportions of engines
have shown that the point L remains in the same position for all
crank angles, and hence if this is determined once for a given mechan-
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ism it will only be necessary to deter-

mine G' 'O for thediffercnt crank irasitions.

In the position of the machine shown
in Fig. 146, let P be the total pressure

acting on the piston due to the steam or

gas pressure then the turning moment
acting on the crank shaft is P . OQ' —
[w, .Q"0.w\ OQ' + mfc . <7"0 . u>\h]

after making allowance for the effect of

the inertia of the connecting rod and pis-

ton, and this turning moment will produce

an acceleration of the fly-wheel if it ex-

ceeds that necessary to produce the,

power and a retardation of the wheel if

the turning moment required fo the

power is in excess.

H

THE FOKCES ACTING .AT THE BEARINGS

The principles already discussed

enable a determination to be made of the

forces acting at the bearings in engines

of different tyjici and as the accelerations

have been discussed very fully the reader

is left to work out this imjxjrtant problem
by himself.

In high speed engines the pressures

on the bearings due to the inertia of the

parts become very high indeed and may
readily exceed the pressures due to the

working fluid. Take, for example, a

four cycle automobile engine, running at

a speed of possibly 1600 r.p.m., it has

already been shown that the inertia forces

var\- as the square of the speed and in

such a machine they will be found very

high. Due to the working fluid the con-

necting rod would be in compression in all

but the suction stroke, however, when the

inertia forfes are considered, the rod may
easily be in tension in all strokes and in

It

f! '.
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case the engine does not explode at any time the forces acting on the
rods and pins may be very much greater than during an explosion,
because of the great forces required to move the parts.

Evidently, in such machines much damage might very easily
be done by allow-ing the speed to become unduly high, and although
the engin- were doing no work it might easily be destroyed at this
high speed.

The matter is well worthy of the careful study of the student.

rOMPlTATION FOR AN ACTf.iL ENGINE
This chapter will now be ended by a computation on an actual

steam engine, partly for the purpose of explaining the method more
fully and partly to give an idea of the magnitude of the various forces.

The engine selected is the high-pressure side of a vertical, com-
IJound. high-s}x.>cd engine of alxiut 125 h. p. The engine has a cy-
Imder 11 in. dia. and 7 in. stroke and runs at 525 revs, per min.,
the piston, piston rod and crosshead weigh 161 lbs. The connecting
rod is 18 in. long centre to centre, weighs 47 lbs. and has a radius
of gyration about its centre of gravity of 7.56 in. Tf.e centre ot
gravity of the rod is 4.7 in. from the centre of the crank pin.

Taking the above data gives « = 55 radians per sec, the mass of
the piston, etc., w, = 5. For the connecting rod nif, = 1.46, k,, =

.63 ft. r, = 1.11 ft., r, =
-^f'

= ..?6 ft. m. = 1.46 X -^^
^^^ 1.11 + .36

= .35, 111, = 1.11.

The complete construction for the crank angle 36°, is shown
in Fig. 147, where all the quantities have been clcariy marked. I:,
this ca.se /, remained fixed for all crank angles, being at a distance
.44 ill from O on the same .side as the piston. The results for this
engine arc set down in the accompanying table in which it is observed
that at the head end of the stroke a force of 5262 jxls. would be re-
quired to move the piston which would mean a net pressure on the
piston area of over 55 pds. per sq. in., in other words, if the engine
were driven with an effective steam pressure of less than 55 pds.
at the beginning of the down strc.ke, then the piston rod would be
in tension instead of compression for this position.

It is further to be noted that the disturbing effect of the connect-
ing rod is much less marked than that of the crank and as far as its
effect on the turning moment is concerned the connecting rod might
be neglected. The total effect of all the moving parts, as given in
the last column, is evidently very decided.
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Speed {Continued) '*<»

effect of type of machinee 183

effect on fly-wheel weight 200
in machines 129, 188
table of 196

Spiral gear 75, 85
Spring governor 1 70

design of spring 171

Spur wheel 61

Stability in governors 160

Stamp mill cam 106, 107

Standard of cornparison 28
Steam engine, efficiency of 151

Stephenson link, valve velocity 57

Stone crusher, torque requireci 122

Stresses in links due to acceleration 219

T
Tangential acceleration 214
Teeth of gears 63, 64

cycloidal 64
height of 71

involute 69
mesh of 64
method of cutting 71

profile of 66
proportions of 72

slip of 68
Toothed gearing 61

TORQIE 126

Torque diagrams, cross compound engine. . .
_.

132

internal combustion engine 132

single cylinder engine 129
tandem engine 132

two cylinder engine 131

Trains of gearing 92

compound 92

Triplex pulley block, Weston 101

Turning moment diagram 125

Turning pairs, friction in 146

V
Valve, velocity in Stephenson link 57

Variations of speed in machines 128

Velocity, angular 38
diagrams 36, 43
graphical representation 43

linear 31, 36

of piston 44, 45
of valve 41, 42

Virtual centres 30

W
Weighted governor 160

Weston triplex block 101

Whitworth quick-return motion 23, 57

Worm 86

Worm wheel 86
cutting of 90

Worm and wheel, ratio of s]X'ed 86
Wrist pin 9






